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COMPLAINT BEFORE
THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF )

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free ) AL
Trade Political Action Committee ) 4UR No AmLArm

Friends of Connie Mack )
Representative Connie Mack )

The Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee files this

Complaint challenging violations of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("FECA"), 2 U.S.C. SS 431

et seg, and related regulations of the Federal Election

Commission ("FEC"), 11 C.F.R. SS 100.1 et seg., by the Auto

Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee

("Auto Dealers PAC"), the Friends of Connie Mack ("Mack

Committee"), and Representative Connie Mack (referred to

collectively hereinafter as "Respondents").

I. INTRODUCTION

The Auto Dealers PAC is a "political committee" within the

meaning of Section 431(4) of the FECA, registered with and

reporting to the Federal Election Commission. The Auto Dealers

PAC is now spending monies, in support of the general election

campaign of Representative Mack for the United States Senate,

in the hundreds of thousands of dollars -- well in excess of

the $5,000 limit for multi-candidate political committees, and

therefore in violation of Section 441a(a)(2) of the FECA.



These expenditures are funding "eleventh-hour" media

advertisements in support of the Mack candidacy, virtually on

the eve of the General Election.

The Auto Dealers PAC, however, treats these expenditures

as "independent", thus free of any contribution limitation

under the FECA. Whether the Auto Dealers PAC is able to

establish the required "independence" to make such expenditures

is, on the available facts, highly questionable; and this

question of utmost significance should be investigated

immediately. For if these expenditures have not been made

independently, the Respondents have committed a significant

violation of the lawful contribution limits. 2 U.s.c.

§ 441a(f). Moreover, in failing to accurately report these' contributions, the Auto Dealers PAC has violated S 434(b) of

the FECA.

Finally, the Mack Committee appears neither prepared nor

_ able to provide the public disclosure which is mandated by law

and necessary to present the voters of Florida with a clear

picture of its current activities. The Mack respondents are

filing 48-hour reports of contributions received without any

legally required identification of the contributors. The

Commission should also investigate these violations and bring

to bear in this resolution the full penalties of the law.
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EA~TUALMCZ~B~UER

The Auto Dealers PAC is producing and airing television

and radio ads in support of or in opposition to several

Republican Senate candidates. To date, the PAC has already

spent over five hundred thousand dollars which it has reported

as "independent" expenditures, and this number increases daily

as 24-hour reports filed by the PAC reveal more of the same.

The amount it may ultimately spend "independently" could be

most substantial, by any measure; the PAC reported cash-on-hand

as of September 30 of 3 million dollars.
1I

A large share of these independent expenditures, some

$300,000, have been made on behalf of the election campaign of

Representative Connie Mack, the Republican Senate candidate in

Florida. 2 1 According to FEC records, there are additional

and substantial relationships between the PAC and the Mack

campaign. The Auto Dealers have retained two key consultants,

who are also employed by, and acting as legal agents of, the

Mack campaign. 3/ One such firm, Multi-Media Services Corpora-

tion, performs time buying services for both Mack and the

1/ Because the Auito Dealers PAC's Pre-election Report was
not available at the time this Complaint was prepared,
these figures are incomplete and thus do not reveal an
accurate summary of all activities.

2/ See Exhibit A.

31 See Exhibit B.
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PAC; the other, Karl Rove and Company, provides direct mail

services for both. These vendors are not mere providers of

goods for sale but rather consultants on strategy for both the

candidate and the PAC. Their contact with each is not

occasional but frequent, and they are positioned to become

intimately familiar with the strategies and plans of Mack and

the Auto Dealers.

While these consultants assist the PAC with its activities

in other areas as well, their common ties to Mack and to the

Auto Dealers, when that PAC is active in Florida, present prima
0

facie questions about the "independence" of the PAC's

expenditures for Mack. The "total" independence envisioned by

the Supreme Court in crafting constitutional protection for

'this type of expenditure is plainly missing. Buckley v. Valeo,

424 U.S. 1, 47 (1976). These collusive arrangements fail any

legal test of independence, including those articulated by the

Commission in regulations and Advisory Opinions.

II. THE AUTODE .ERS PAC EXPENDITURES DO NOT MEET THE-TEST

FOR INDEPENDENCE

A~plpivcble Law

The FECA adopts the definition of "independent expenditure"

articulated by the Supreme Court in ucQkley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1

(1976), that is, any expenditure which: (1) expressly advocates

4
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the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate; and

(2) is made without cooperation or consultation with or at the

request or suggestion of any candidate or his authorized

committee or agent. 2 U.S.C. 431(17).

While there is no question that the "independent"

advertisements authorized and paid for by the Auto Dealers PAC

expressly advocate the election of Representative Mack, there

is certainly a question whether the PAC has "consulted with" or

acted "in cooperation with" the agents of Representative Connie

Mack.

"Cooperation" or "consultation" exists if there is "any

arrangement, coordination or direction by the candidate or his

agent prior to the publication, distribution, display or

broadcast of the communication." 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b)(4)(i).

(Emphasis added.) Thus _any degree of coordination between the

group making the expenditures and the candidate (or his agent)

at any time prior to the broadcast would defeat tho requisite

"independence"' of the activity.

"Cooperation" or "consultation" is presumed by law if it

is based on information about the candidate's plans, projects

or needs provided to the expending person by the candidate or

his agent. This presumption operates automatically when:

(1) the expenditures are based on information provided by the
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candidate or candidate's agent; or (2) the expenditures are

made "by or through" a person described in 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b)

(4)(i)(B), who maintains or maintained a working or formal

relationship, including a legal "agency relationship", to the

candidate or candidate's authorized committee. 11 C.F.R.

S 109.1(b)(4)(i). Advisory Opinion 1979-80, 1 Fed. Elec. Camp.

Fin. Guide (CCH) 1 5469.

Key to the enforcement of these regulations is their focus

on the relationship to a candidate's "agents." This follows

from the recognition that the avoidance of direct contact with

the candidate or official campaign staff cannot be a sufficient

standard of independence; such a standard would only encourage

indirect contacts with "agents" which are equally destructive

to true independence. This "indirect" route has been closed by

disallowing coordination or consultation with "agents." See

Advisory Opinion 1979-80, supra, at p.10,527 ("Thus, if any

agency relationship exists or existed . . . the presumption is

that the expenditure is not independent").

An "agent" is defined by regulation as a person who has

actual oral or written authority, either express or implied, to

make or to authorize the making of expenditures on behalf of a

candidate or means any person who has been placed in a position

within the campaign organization where it would reasonably

appear that in the ordinary course of campaign-related

60423E 1103/8
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activities he or she may authorize expenditures. 11 C.F.R.

S 109.1(b)(5). Thus, the test to determine whether an agency

relationship exists between the candidate and the expending

committee is broad and inclusive. Expenditures made based on

information from or consultation with an agent of the campaign

are presumptively nonindependent, and thus in-kind contributions

subject to the limitations of 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a).

The Relationship Between the Auto Dealers PAC and the Mack

CQmmititte

Both the media firm Multi-Media Services Corporation, and

the direct mail firm, Karl Rove and Company, retained by the

Auto Dealers PAC play a central and strategic role in the Mack

campaign. In modern campaigns, heavily reliant on media

broadcast and direct mail to present their messages to the

voters, there are no more important strategists in the campaign

than the media and direct mail consultants. This is

particularly the case in large, populous states like Florida

where personal contact and one-on-one campaigning can only

affect a small percentage of the voters.

The Mack Committee has used Multi-Media Services as its

principal media time buyer.4 1 Further, based on the

4/ While according to the Mack Committee's FEC reports, media
expenditures have been made to First Media Services
Corporation, the contracts with the broadcast stations
appear to be with Multi-Media Services. This discrepancy

(Footnote continued)
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Committee's FEC reports, Karl Rove and Company received almost

$100,000 in September alone from the Mack Committee for direct

mail expenditures. See Exhibit C. Both of the firms,

authorized to expend funds on behalf of the candidate,

constitute "agents" of the Mack campaign under the clear terms

of the FEC regulations and relevant Advisory Opinions.

As the Mack Committee's media time buyers, Multi-Media

Services is authorized "to make or to authorize the making of

expenditures on behalf of a candidate [Mack]," namely, in

purchasing time for political advertisements. 11 C.F.R.

S 109.l(b)(5)t FEC Advisory Opinion 1979-80, supra. In this

agency capacity, the firm is aware of, if not responsible for,

designing the Mack Committee's media strategy, including the

timing, placement and targeting of the ads. It receives in the

normal course of its activities critical information about the

candidate's campaign message, polling, and other plans. In

Advisory Opinion 1979-80, the Commission held in similar

circumstances that the mere concurrent use of a media buyer by

both the candidate and the independent committee would destroy

(Footnote continued)

4/ between the name of the actual agent of the Mack
Committee and that of the payee on the Committee's
reports raises additional questions regarding the
accuracy of the Mack Committee disclosures to the FEC,
and perhaps the intent to obscure, if riot conceal the
common relationship. See Exhibits C and D.
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any independence that might have been established# since as a

O matter of law, the buyer was an "agent" of the candidate.

Here, too, an "agent" of Mack, Multi-Media, is operating

as the agent of an independent expenditure group spending on

Mack's behalf. This is a prm fai refutation of any claim

by the PAC to "independence.* The FEC has noted in the case of

time buyers in particular:

". .if [a] time buyer does go to work for the
Republican nominee, the time buyer's continued
work for (an independent cominittee] would

Itcompromise [the Committee's] ability to make
independent expenditures in opposition to the

low Democratic candidate. This results from
Commission regulation S 109.1(b)(4)(i)(B) and the

" time buyer's authority to expend funds. If the
- time buyer volunteers his or her professional

service to buy media time, the result would be
J the same; (the Committee's] ability to make

independent expenditures would be compromised if
the time buyer works for the Committee while
simultaneously doing volunteer service for the

t'% Republican nominee."

Advisory Opinion 1979-80.

The same analysis establishes an agency relationship between

the direct mail consultant and the candidate. A direct mail

firm is authorized to make expenditures in the manner of a

legal "agent"; it funds copy preparation, printing and other

costs on behalf of its candidate. The Mack Committee's direct

mail firm certainly also receives extensive information from

the campaign about recent polls, new strategies and messages.

As election day approaches and the firm is required to act on

o9
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short timetables in light of unfolding events in the campaign,. quick decisions and strategies can only be formulated if the

firm is intimately familiar with the campaign operations.

During this same period, the Auto Dealers PAC has also

developed a close working relationship with these two campaign

consulting firms. The PAC has used Multi-Media Services to

place ads in Nevada, Wyoming, Mississippi, and California on

behalf of the campaigns of Senators Chic Hecht and Malcolm

Wallop, Representative Lott, and Senator Pete Wilson. Further,

Karl Rove and Company was retained to develop the PAC's direct
e)

mail on behalf of Senator Hecht. See Exhibit B.

In light of these established contacts between the

"independent" committee making expenditures on behalf of the

Mack Committee and agents of the Mack Committee, it is clearly

C", appropriate to inquire immediately whether the Auto Dealers PAC

Xr is acting based on information provided by Mack "agents" --

Multi-Media Services or Karl Rove and Company -- which is

sufficient to destroy the "independence" of the PAC's

efforts .5-

5/ This set of facts distinguishes this matter from MUR
2272, where the General Counsel rejected a challenge to
independence based on a political committee's sharing of
common vendors with the National Republican Congressional
Committee. The General Counsel noted that unlike the PAC
in this case, the party committee was not involved in the
campaign of the candidate in question. Moreover, none of
the vendors qualified or were treated as "agents" under
FEC regulations.
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According to the regulations, A= degree of consultation is

sufficient to violate the prohibition on "cooperation" or

"consultation" between the committees. 11 C.F.R. 109.1(b)(4)

(i). The Supreme Court has also emphasized that any degree of

contact would destroy independence, stating that independent

expenditures must be made "totally- independently of the

candidate and his campaign." 424 U.S. at 47. And as the

United States District Court noted in the landmark ]FedealDI

Election Commission v. NCPAC, Fed. Election Camp. Fin. Guide

(CCH), 1 9239, the question of independence, which is so

critical to the enforcement of the law, cannot be resolved by

technical distinctions, but only by broad reliance on the

"spirit" of the prohibition on collusion ("(The actions of the

independent committee] overstep the wording of the Advisory

* Opinion [1979-80] and contradict its underlying spirit as

well".) Fedrl Eleti ~n Commission v. NCPAC, supra, at

p.51,918. Independence means precisely that and nothing less,

and it is not likely to be found in this closely woven web of

relationships. 6/ On the contrary, what is found here is the

structure of collusion, recognized for what it is in the law.

It appears unlikely on these facts that, given its

considerable interest in assisting Congressman Mack's election

6/ It is also noteworthy that the PAC has contributed
directly the maximum allowed by law to the Mack Committee
in the general election. See Exhibit E. A Commission
investigation should address the nature of any direct
contacts between the PAC and the Mack respondents which

* occurred at the time of this contribution.
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campaign (the PAC has already made an expenditure of $300#000#. the largest to date for any candidate), the Auto Dealers PAC

has not taken every step to ensure its investment in Florida is

as sound and strategically placed as possible. The obvious

source of precisely the information most needed about the Mack

Committee's plans and strategies are the very firms with which

the PAC has regular contact.

111. THE MAC COMMITTE HAS VIOLATED FEC REPORTING REQIREMENTS

The Mack Committee and Representative Connie Mack have

demonstrated a total disregard for the reporting requirements

under sections 434(b) and 434(a)(6) of the FECA. The Committee

has filed 48-hour reports of receipts over $1,000; the total' contributions received during this period has been $377,550

from over 280 contributors. See Exhibit F. These reports do

not list even one address, occupation or employer; nor does the

Committee show a good faith effort by, at a minimum, indicating

that this contributor information is being sought. These

violations of the reporting laws occur at a time when access to

accurate and complete contributor information is the most

critical. The majority of voters are making their decisions on

which candidates to vote for and the media is attempting to

provide the most accurate information on candidates running for

office. The Mack Committee, by concealing information

essential to adequate reporting, is misleading those on whose

support it is relying.
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IV. CONCLUSION

On the basis of the foregoing, the Complainant requests

that the FEC: (1) conduct an expedited investigation of the

facts and legal conclusions stated in this Complaint; (2) seek

injunctive relief in the appropriate district court of the

United States in the State of Florida to prevent further and

continuing violations of the Act; (3) enter into prompt

conciliation with Respondents to remedy the violation alleged

in this complaint and, most importantly, to ensure that no

further violations occur; and (4) impose any and all penalties

grounded in violations alleged in this Complaint.

RESP CTFULLY SUBMITTED,

obert "F. B~er, General Counsel
B. Holly Sdhadler, Counsel
Democratic Senatorial Campaign

Committee
430 South Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20003
(202) 244-2447

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME
ON THI Sd DAY OF1&2j*LAf 1988.

NOTARY P bLIC

S*0June 30, 1993
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I5ED INDEMENDENT E .XPENOITURE'S

I . L L I V : Y' . . .I .

Name .e Cmunu le FuNDl 8.0. Ne.

law**NW if 1Wlo"Vift ty E LA Id~ '

Net lott %ont IL N

Auto Dealers & Drivers for Free Trade PAC - C00141903 "
F W i r . M%, A 6 r 1 & ZiP ft w o f 'oG im onsn . Am ,,nt ....... .Nam e O f 00e 0" bna a OWo Em P"yee |tPOoe I l. ee.i swgpOOdal wie oe i e the

Lambertc Dale Advertising Media- Time Buy 10/31/88 $100,000.00 Rep. Connie Mack1515 Broadway 
U.S. SenateNew York, NY 10036 Florida

>fl Supaou .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 

IL

Karl Rove + Co. Direct Mail 10/31/88 81,816.50 Sen. Chic HechtP.O. Box 1902 0U.S. SenateAustin, TX 78767 1 Nevada

_____________________ . Support 0 O090W

___________________ ~ Suoo'Qe001

SSwoot, C 0005

.- 
S.opo,, 0 Odooo,.

l SUBTOTAL of Itesmied lAdgaeflomn Easndlewfl .. ... . .. . . .. .. . sR 1 3 16 5 &os
(61 SUBTOTAL @8 Uatermoaea Inoesefnt Eaosndisurns..............................____s_181816.5_
d TOTAL p wee.............. ........................................................ I 6

LJROff o"41FO f 911outw I Ciletlv that 1h@ .ndeloonaOgnt o l0ttl 1101t1e0sritg.n -*to not "6aO0 oA COODetallO. co@AwteA*8#hO. cOttet owift. of #I in@
ieQu6o1SO I toon O f snv c, an, OlOG Of 8"V gWltOt#8gOM cgmmiteo O1, 6oons
Of luch Cs"bOa040 of owstonagO cOmmottne. Futine-imote. sa0t0 ea oonloswte
d not. li i.n. * fIt#@ ofaA AC,*g r @Im tna, on. olittos Ogi. at rogwoloCigof

\ lO| of A oats y t &AV mesn.1, 1OtOl~ dt@ 0 DY0 &se canoolia. frl$
0o469omM..q , Itr.no

to Dale

tsOg,, .ieoh ... ,Z r a 0

, /I
Cominmssioner of Deeds w 3.34 '& ~ZL

Cozan 10344 i zes &tLl WV!-M'-

Pag Peon 4



0
ITEMIZED INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES.. . yr

Is" Ilemwa Sift 9w IltruNiins I .. -2 • ILOW,, 2

LI % i.Non@, ofl €,.-,-,1 on Prlls I1.0. No.

Auto Dealers & Drivers for Free Trade PAC C00141903
FVli Nwftw . j W Acornas & 'u uoi.lm of 0@ imonin• AmO1n0 tamel eoeea. C(n41"ltec gi

L

61 "m £Pva Expenetue *v. 1i00, 64109i0o@t4 or 600e-v iflw
IuefttlOsture & 0f : wqnt

Multi-media Service& edia-Time Buy 11/1/88 $27,035.aX Sen. Malcolm 'Wallo1
801 North Fiarfax Street U.3. Senate
A.lexan.-:a, 1A 22314 . Wyoming

_____________________ sucoro, 30clQoss
|II a

_____________________________ _Cl Suco't (3 Ocoos

Swoo., 0 Ocoos.t

...... SuCoo, Cocoov
, ,a cO le

ISO SUITOTAL of Item Is oelnAt onl,.wr ....................................... 2 0 VV
(DOI SUITOTAI. Of ULlilsemlll lA .O fltaticta m. .l.i....i.... ........................... 

_ _,_ _

Id TOTAIL Iu n .......... ...... ..I 2 7,

Ijaiqa. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~L Aa. jr U " a " ~a~nggonm~qto.

N1! 12; 19
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I BIT C
SCHEDULE B ITEMIZEASBURSEMENTS I et hdule(s) PAGEfor each category of the

Detailed Summary Page FOR L

OF
1 z37

INE NUMBER

17
nfo-rmlon copid from such RIpore nId SOW atell@f may not be sold or ud by any pIon for the purpos of soIicikin contributions or for commercial

ass. Other than usIng the name and address of any political commille to solicit so Ilbutions from &uh committee

F NAME OF COMMITE lilt FPu?
FRIEHI OF COW=I 3NC(

A. Poi Wauim. Mhiin Addrm and ZIP Codesl

Flaa Hotel Arot
P. 0. Box 06957
Ft. Mers, FL 33906

Purpose of Disursement

travel
Dis1ursmen for: LJU '

SOther (swify)

Datire (month, Amount of Each
day, year) Disbursement This Period

.PN Me. Maing Addree and ZIP Codle purpose of Disbment

Radisscm Plaza Hotel trawl
60 S. Ivanhoe Blvd. Disbusement for: LPrimary LJ General
Orlandlo, FL 32804 Other (pMify)

C. FUN Name. Mailing Addres and ZIP Cede

Miami Airport Hilton & Marina
5101 Blue Lagoon Dr.
Miami, FL 33126

Purpose of Disbursement

travel

Disbursement for: primary
"7 Other (secify)

Date (month. Amount of Each
ay, year) Disbursement This Period

L General

D. Full Name. Mailing Addnm and ZIP Codlli Purpose of Disbursement Date (month, Amount of Each

Jack Mow1e. travel day. year) Disbursement This Period

5125 Tampa West Blvd. isbursement for: ] Primary jjGeneral 8/19/88 404.00
, 3 Other (specify)

u. l, - m., 110siolml~ Adres and aIr

Kentucky Fried Chicken
951 S. Federal Highway
Stuart, FL 34994

Purpose of Disbursement

reception expense

Disbursement for: [_ Primary
Other (specify)

Date Imonth.
day, year)

8/19/88
General

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

1 095.00

F. Full Name, Mailing Addres and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date Imonth. Amour." of Each

" .. Michelle Rubin professional ,errces day. year) Disburseme-! This PeriD
6150 Amberwocxis Dr. G 8/19/88 1,002.55

. Boca Raton, FL 33433 Disbursement for: L Primary GeneralB-a Other (specify)
Td) G. Full Name. Mailing Addrm an ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date imonth. Amount of Each

Molfo Lantigua tra day. year) Disbursement This Period
4230 S.W. 108th Ave. 8/19/88 432.11
Miami. F, 33165 Disbursement for: Primary GeneralOther (specify) --

H. Full Name, Mailing Address and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each

General Developient Corp. travel day. year) Disbursement This Period
1111 S. Bayshore Drive Disuremel 8/19/88 31481.00Miami, FL 33131 Dis_urement for: Primary General 81/83410

Other (specify)

I. Full Name. Mailing Addrm and ZIP Cods Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each
Firxst Media Services Corp. media services day, year) Disbursement This Period

8/19/88 95,889.03
McIean, VA NDisbursement for' Primary ' General

Other (specify)

ISUBTOTAL of Disbursermemts This Page loptionalt ..........

LU

rAL This Period I ast page thiS line number only)

t% C*,

V177-7-77F 17777

I .I NOF COMMITTEE 
(in Full) 

.... 
.

'

OF ) MZK II

IIII I

q JLVI tso 15D . 02



SCHEDULE B

V

1TITEMSURSEMENT

1info0maion Copied from ech Pe and Stemonts may not be sold or Vad by My pe18n for the purpoee of Soliciting contributions or for commercial1 011 ot11 the then uing the name and add.. of any political committ to fltit aonuulbutliom from aich committee.

UmW * Idtedukle($) PAGE OF
for eab ategory of the 5 37
Detailed Suknary Pagle FOR LINE NUMBER1 7

- FRizcgMMW~rl o OF OM --p

A. Pull NaM. MlIng Add.. endWI Cede

Uitd Teph1 Co. of Fla.
P. 0. Ba 370
Ft. *Iysr, FL 33904

IL Full Nmo. M"" AddmW ml ZIP oe

Triple J Air Charter
P. 0. BK 30383
Tpi, FL 33630

C. Full Name, Mllig Addm an ZIP COd

Ctlr ndustries, Inc.
P. 0. Drawer 67
Auburndale, FL 33823

Purpose of Disbursement

Wiwiqft
Disurmment or: ninety Genera-Woh, U GWWO!

Other -f~. - ______________________________________________________

Date (month,
day, yew)

8/23/88

Date (month.
day. yer)

8/24/88

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

222.90

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Pef,od

597. 00

Prpos e D amm

travel

Disbuirsmen for: _J Primary General" r ("WH, Y)

1Purpos ,oirinen.

trvel
Disbursement for: liPrimary Geea

D. Full NaMe. Mailing Addr an ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursment Date (month, Amount of Each
First Mdia Services Corp. media servic day. year) Disbursement This Period-1-G 8/24/f 8,460
McLean , ' Disbursement for: L primary 6 Geneal 80,746.03

Other (specify)
E. Full Na110 Mailing Addrm e ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month, Amount of Each

Date (month, Amount of Each
day. year) Disbursement This Period

8/24/88 1,125.00

Orlando Airport Marriott
7499 Augusta National Dr.
rs.-1 -% %Aft wo

reting enpese

1 .444 4 --- '] O ther s uecify )- y i
Co F. Full Name. Mailing Addr and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each

" a y daY. year) Disbursement This PeriodP. 0. Bpx 7150M 8/26/88 2,500.00
C St. I.n.iiS, MD 63195 Dsbuement for Primary General

, Other (spe fV)
G. Full Name. Mailing Addren and ZIP Coda Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each

Z U. S. Postmaster p e day. year) Disbursement This Period

TT a, FL 33601 Disbursement for. Primary General 8/26/88 1,250.00
Other (specify)

H. Full Name. Mailing Addrma and ZIP Code Purpose of Oisbursement Date (month. Amount of Each

30lores Se rece 1 ption exp. -j kind day. year) Disbursement This Period30 Pr:imrose Cor ibreen o: pi r 8/26/88 300.00
Marco Island FL 33937 Disbursemen for: Primary __ General

Other (specify)
I. Full Name. Mailing Addreu and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each

30oas Shea r c i exp.-in kind day. year) Disbursement This Period
30ariose FLur Disbursement for: Primary Genera 8/26/88 300.00

SIsland FL 33937secfl-m Other (specify)

day, year)

8/25/88
Disbursement This Period

208.71

SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page loptional)

AL This Period Oast Page this line number only ........... .................... .........

I

I

I
I

n

P
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SCHEDULES ITEMIZEtSPftSEMENTS

P Information copied from such Reperte an Sratements may nol -
pose. other than using the nom o adreu of any pin'-"

NAME OP COMMITTEE Jim pun)

nX.EmW OF COmKI IV=

J Us Wa, es. , ,,,) PAGE
I for onh Category of the

Detailed Summary Pap FOR L

n for the purpose of siliciting contributions or for commercial
from suich committee.

OF13 I 37
INE NUMBER17

A. FWN N1m. Meiling Adia waln ZIP CO

Karl Rave a Qzupmn
1609 %a Crmk BIvd.
Austin, TX 78701

S. Peal Name, uniling Adff aid Zip Cd

Blackwell Stieglitz
25 W. Flagler St.
Miami, FL 33130

C. Fil Nome. M.iling iAdbi end ZIP Cede

Quirtis Carlson
25 W. Flagler St.
Miami, FL 33130

Date (month,

day. yearI

,,.--V General.. 9/o2/88

-. ,sery)

Purpose of Diurmnt

recept c exp-in kind
Disbursement: for: U rmr j eea
M Other (spciy) Piay L eea

Purpose of Disuemn

rec-pcn exp.-in kind
uisbiursemene for: L% Primary General

Date (month.
day, year)

9/01/88

Amount of Each
Dibursement This Period

25,000.00

Amount of Each
Disburseme* This Period

I16.2

Date (month. Amount of Each
day, year) Disbursement This Period

Other (specify)
0. Full Name. Mailing Addn= and ZiP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date Imonth. Amount of Each

Jdhn C. Sdrjclcrot e ic]rh e.-i n day. year) Disbursement This Period1240 Blue Road V-j i 90/82621240 Gbles d 3 6D__ ,,,Disbursement for: Primarv _General 9/01/88 216.25Coral Gables FL 33146 Other (specify)

E. Full Name. Mailing Addrm an ZiP CoW Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. I Amount of Each
Robert N. Allen, Jr. reeto ex.inkn day. year)I Disbursement This Period25 W. Flagler St. 9/01/88 16.25MiaMi, FL 33130 Disbursementfor Primary 9/ General

Other (specify)
F. Full Name, Mailing Addre and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month

i . i f -
day. year) Disbursement This PeriodBrown's Trophies, Inc.

P. 0. Box 13214
Tapa, FL 33611

specialty advertising
Disbursement for: I Primary General
-l Other (specify)

9/02/88

Date (month. Amount of Each
day. year) Disbursement This Period

'G. Full Name. Mailing Addr and ZIP Code

First Florida Bank
P. 0. Box 1810
Tar, FL 33601

Purpose of Disbursement

payroll taxes

Disbursement for Primary General
1 Other (secilfy)

9/06/88 4,598.06

H. Full Name. Mailing Address and ZIP Code

Alfredo Zayden
601 S. Miami Ave.
Miami, FL 33130

I. Full Name. Mailing Addrem and ZIP Code

Alamo Jet, Inc.
12689 New Brittany Blvd.
Ft. Myers, FL 33907

Purpose of Disbursement

equipwent renital
Disbursement for: Primary General-Other (specify)|

Other (specify)
Purpose of Disbursement

travel

Disbursement for Primary General

Other (specify)

Date imonth. Amount of Each
day. year) Disbursement This Period

9/06/88 800.00

Date (month. Amount of Each
day, year) Disbursement This Period

9/06/88 2,486.00

SUBTOTAL o! Disbursements This Page (optionail. . .

=AL Ths Period ilast page tis line nu

mber oniy) .

m

-

I

I

- ---. .- -.._.. .. .

1

9/01/88 216.25

651.90
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SCHEDULE B IT.MiZE ...URSEMENTS PAGE OF
14 37

'FOR LINE NUMBER;_ 17
kfoMion eapied from such Rep"rl and EStements may not be sod or used by any person for th purpose of soliiting contributions or for commercial"a. other On using the nm nd addris of any political committee to solicit contebtionls from suich cormmittee.

[ NAME OF COMMITTEE (in Full)
MIUM OF C imoIV=

A. Fun Iame. Mlil eAm OW ZIP Ce&

GoWmal Veosw =p.
s . BAA xre Drive

iMi, PL 33131

Purpose of DisbursemeInt

travl
Disbursent for: L J Primry

hi Other (specify)

Date (month.

Date Imonth.
day, Vee)

General 9/06/88'
1

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

1,004 . 00

11. P"S Name. MeWw Adlin ow ZIP Cede

Pr ds List c upwn
P. 0. B= 2352
AUStin, TX 78768

C. PU Name h. MWi Addres end ZIP Cads

Karl Ptove & cmpany
1609 Shol Creek Blvd.
Austin, 'IX 78701

Purpose of Oisment

direct ma i xpns
ermefor LJ PryLO-7ther (specify)

Purpose of Disbursement

direct mail expe
Disbursement for: L Primary

Other ip.e. f0. Full Name. Meiling Addres an ZIP Code i Purpose of Disbursement Date (month, Amount of Each
w System stage day. year) Disbursement This Period

P. 0. C 715K, Gen 9/08/88 2,500.00St. LOUis MD 63195 Disburwment for: LPrimary Geneal
Otner (specify)

E. Full Name. Mailing Addrem and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each
U. S. s day, year) Disbursement This Period

Disbursement for: Primary9/08/88 2,500.00TaWa, FL 33601 Other (specify)

F. Full Name. Mailing Addres and ZIP Code Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. ! Amount of Each
Sheraton Maitland Hotel meeting expense day. Year) Disbursement This Period
P. 0. Box 6300 Disbursement for: Primary General 9/08/88 124.14
Orlardo, FL 32853 7ther (specify) L

G. Full Name, Mailing Addre and ZIP Coda Purpose of Disbursement Date (month. Amount of Each
Arthur J. Finklestein & Assoc. polling day. year) Disbursement This Period16 N. Astor 9/08/88___33,__87.84Irvi , NY 10533 Disbursement for Primary General 9/08/88 33,987.84

"it Other (specify)
i-. ut lme.llJJ __l _l_ w iiin m ... . IPI . ...

I.General

Date (month. Amount of Each
Date (month.

day, year)

9/07/88

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

42,319.94

n. Full Nm., Mailing Address anIP Code

Michelle Rubin
6150 AuterWoods Dr.
Boca Ratoln, FL 33433

1. Full Name. Mailing Addres and ZIP Code
3. G. M. Enterprises
175 FclOntainebleau, #2H6
Miami, FL 33172

Purpose of Disbursement

professional services

Disbursement for: Primary General
Other (specify)

i Purpose of Disbursement

travel

Disbursement for. Primary General

Other (specify)

SUBTOTAL 0- Disbursements This Page (optional) ...................

0TAL Tm-s PeroO (last page this line number only) ... .............................. ..

Date (month.
day. year)

9/09/88.

Date (month.
day, year)

9/09/88

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

1,079.81

Amount of Each
Disbursement This Period

2,393.25

--. Ln

-+" CD

~r

I art schedue(s)
fOr each cotagorv of the
Detailed Summary Page

,.JL

I 

I
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7ew to dste: 610000.00
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4m £uth Capltot Stret
U.m.hlatam, DC 310,0

Domf0-tb foe Se ate 100-01176-C
755 8ew setteo lo Sath
Sult 250 No Swate
St. Loji, NO 63141

09-a8- 0 S.;.-

09-16-rn 5,00 Serwi-aL

Vear to date: $5.000.00
--- f----............ .... 1.............................................................................
trlis of Dick Luger 100-011T?-C 09-la-lu It f' fn . .

P.O. 9ot "O1 -- 9 *-e r.wra 4

IN Serate
India ~lie. IN 4624

Veaer to date: 5,000.00
0.. .... .......................................................................................... ..........

loth Senate Comittee 100-0195-C 09-16-M 5,00o.o0 Ger'iral
P.O. Lo: 105

DE Senate
wiimi.-vton, DE 19899

Year to date: 58.000.00
...... .. ....... ....... ....... ........ ....... ....... ....... ........ ....... ....... ....... .......

INotch Etec:ion tmnitte*
40 1st Street, aU
Suite 600
Washipton, DC 2001

100-01196-C

U1 Senate

09-16-8a S.000.00 Gererl

Tear to date: SS,000.O0

-------------------- ------------ " -------------------- -----------------------------------------Urie @1 Coru1ie ack )00-01199-C .IA.A C n% #%o%
P.O. Box 1180 -. - - , w. uwrwuea|

IL Senate
lwiP.. FL 3W1

Year to date: $9,00.00
.-- - -- -.-- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- ------
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* ~ t &i 0 -- - tIOR
610 $UT" BLVD SUITE 100TAMpA FL $3607 01AM

40O390433306 11101/88 ICS IPMMTZZ CSP -8as

6132Sq$$b9'mMe TDMT TAMPA FL 250 11001 Ob4P Ell

C." SECRETARY OF THE SENATE r7)
OFFICC Of PUBLIC RECORDS

(. 232 HART SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGtON DC 20510 ],

THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTI'ONS WERE RECEIVED ON OL(OBER 26t SOUTHERN BELL FEDERAL PAC 83000
% MARK SANFORD 53,O00
'LITTON EMPLOYEES POLITICAL ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE 52,000t^ YLISA M CORNWALL 52P000
fPAHELA H FAIGIN 52,000

%rt * BURL C BURIAMA' 52,000
V1 MAC.PAC 52,000

' *MU PAC 52,000# ABOT SEDGWICK 51,000
ARA L 016RIEN $1,000

J ALBERT BURNETT S00oo0
zRONALD H FOSTER S1,000

C' IWILLIAM P HARRIS 51,000
IV C HERMAN 1ERRY 51,000
of 6?SA S04EPAC 51#000
(0JUHN D BAKER II 51,000
(7FLORIDA ROCK GOOD GOVERtIMENT COMITTEE £1,000(IWAYLAN) T COPPEDGE JR 51,000

:... 4 J RICHARD BAKER SR 51,000
':'-MRS WILLIAM A READ JR 51.'000

:, LLOYD H SMITH S1,000
,ri- KENNETH J SCHWARTZ S1,000

ID 0 ANUREAS £1,000
IiMRS D INEZ ANDREAS 51,000

: 4R JAtiES MACALEER 519000
Z HOYT R BARNETT 51,O00
27HUWARD H JENKINS $1,000

- VNURMAN FREIUKIN S1000
VMICHAEL DEPSTEINS$|,000
3PCUNAGRA GOOD GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 51,000

.•.awKIMBERLY H SPIRO £1,00
IlOUNALO W SPIRO 51,000
"IEVELYN H SPIRO 51,000
31CURYLEE J SPIRO 51,00
;URYLEE J SPIRO S1,o0

c UNJALD TURESCO 51,0000:.w;9ARBARA LDEMARCO S1,000
" J GARFIELD DEMARCO 51,000
lfwALTER BLEJWAS JR $1ooo

Tn firri v fv rAl (nAPA k r-rArF rrr nrvrnzr rtnr rnn WrMTFRN UNlmfloto To I rnFr riuoNr NIIMorwl

-W vp . . 1 g w. I. -



PAGE

MATCO PAC 51,o00

* ALICE 6 CLARK Sl000
-54LAN REYNULDS Si1000 r (,
c-GEOFF PETTY SiO00

'. HENRY A F YOUNG .000 
"(ALFRED N MARULLI l,000

ICUURTNEY COWART $1.v000
V JUDE T.WAIUNISKI 31.000
IMIDPAC $1,000
1'WATSON PAC 51.000
ti.ATSOPAC 1,pO00
4-AANMAD1J 13 CONtIE MACK9 OFFICE SOUGHT IS US SENATE,FROM FRIENDSO #-Cb1)N TEFWCK FEC NO. C00216230 1211 NORTH WESTSHORE
BLVD SUITE 300 TAMPA FL 33607

N ROBERT I WATKINS
TREASURER

18123 LST

- MLmcotip

: . .I .

ve' nrri v fly PiAtI rlt, pi Mrcr.ArFr urr nrvrn-,r inr rrn VVrlFnN UIInti . 1hi t rnrF rilr NiivomtrF

- • • *. l,,J-



1 SBOUT BoLVo SUITc 100TA"pA FL.b1& PM

4w04707863o2 1OlSe/ee ItS IPMMTZZ CSP WHS'81315433i9 UGH8 TOMT TAMPA FL 471 10.16 0703P 9ST

SLCRETARY OF THE SENATE -
OfFIct OF PUBLIC RECORo cA)-
232 HART 8ENAT9 OFFICE OLDSWASHINGtok OC 0510 P2

mm

THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTIONS WERE RECEIVED ON OCTOBER 26 AND OCTOBEReo 27

r, FREE CUBA PAC S5000
JURGEL HAS 52000

71ARIZONA POLITICALLY INTERESTED CITIZENS 51000
MAX H PEARSON 51000

$ WILLIAM'B SNYDER S1000
*INDEPENDENT BANKERS PAC 51000

UPS PAC 51000
LIE R LIGHT 11000

I BEN G NORDELL 51000
CI T'A TINCmLR 51000

ft EVELYN 4 THOMAS 51000
gr- RALPH LANDAU 51000

r 13 GEORGE O'NEILL S1000
d1 &bBY H O'NEILL 51000
K95 DUANE OTTENSTROER 51000
16 FRANK 3 CANNOVA $1000

SI CARL MATTHEWS 11000
I? OONALD R 1AAFFE 31000

PETER MONROE $1000
,r9BAYPAC 31000
24LINDA C YOUNG 11000
UJOE M rEIJEIRO 51000tdPFELICIANO M FOYO 51000
"J'E MARTIN JR 31000
IEDGAR WNCCURRY JR 51000
.8A DANO DAVIS 51000
" IMC FERTILIZER INC PAC So00
11HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO/HUGHES ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP FUND $1000zHUGHES AIRCRAFT CO/HUGHES ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP FUND 51000
ieFUND FUR A REPUBLICAN MAJORITY 53000
NiBURG/WARNER PAC 51000

7 MPAC 510bO
W HE RIGAT TO WORK PAC S2.000
WARREN ELLIUTT S1000

"- FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HELP SYSTEMS FED PAC 51500
AKELLYPAC 31000
77RUBERT i MATSCHULLAT 51000

TO REPLY BY PIAll GRAM5 F'ESSAGE. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN IJNION'S T01 I FRFF PHONF NIJMRFRS



*1 OUTH; ~'UO ) I *T 10 A

TAMPA FL 33606 PTA

t-OIIR2668301 10127/49 ICS IP"MTZZ CSP WHIS
.13?M369 MGR TDMT TAMPA FL 103 10-27 1i4A 1 SA c -, 7;

Ori

SECRETARY OF THE SENATE c D

OFFICE "F PUBLIC RECORDS
230 MANY SENAT9 OFFICE BLDG
WASHINGTON OC 2O1

THE FlLLOwING CONTRIBUTIONS WERE RECEIVED ON OCTOBER 2?, 1988,

I ITA "UKES BAROCO 32v000
t.JOSEPN AMATURO S.O00

' IALLFN Go TEN BROEK S2,000-
%JOYCE WATKINS $3.040

SARTHUQ LOEV 32.OO0
& GARRETT we WALTON St,'nO
WINTPOEM Kg AMATURO 5 2000
¢CONNIE MH DUNN S20900

STEPHFN Jo CABOT Si.5fl0
p BOWIE KIIHN S1,OOO
a. JEFFRFY As LICHTE.N ER 3 2,000
i,2THOmAS to RHODEs Sl5O0
. ANNE W e SOLLOWAY S1000
It ANNE We SOLLOWAY $It000

CANnIFATE IS CONNIE MACK. OFFICE SOUGHT TS U.S. SENATE*

FRIwNmS OF CONNIE MACK
FEC NII9qER C0021230

ll1 NORTH WESTSHORE BLVD SUITE 300
TAMPA FL 33607

ll#4l EST

MGMCOMp

nI.

TO PFPLY RY MAIl C-RAM MFSSAGE. SFF REVERSE SIDF FOR WFSTFRN UNIONS TOLL - FRFE PHONF NUMRFRS

V..



PAGE ,

1 BRUCE LEVIN Sloo00
'OZCATHEpINE C GOLrJSTEIN S1,000

'i MARY PICCOLA Si.00r
I MARK rINSBURG 51000
I RfIBERT A BRIAN S 8000
16 NElL ID I EVIN 31tO n
)MnRTON N LEVIN So00
- GERALM A EPPNER S1#000
I LLOYD S CLAREMAN Slt0
*-MICHAEL J HOROWITZ St.000

S OJOSEPH J GRAN $1.0006
ItJOSEP. N REITER S1,00(f
IiLAWRENCE BLADES S10,0

' - ay DANIEL .1 COOPER S.l00
if HARVEY fP MYERSON S1#600
'4 LAWRENCF H PANITZ $1.0000
Il ARTHUR H RUEGGER 31.000
IIAMBASSqnOR FAITH R WHITTLESEY 3i;000
If SAMUE. A STERRETT 51,110

* GREGOO F GREGORICH Sl,00
ALAN M GELB S1e00
RICHAPO 0 BALDWIN"-jR 1iO000

It.

I~.

-7r CANI1')ATE IS CONNIE MACK. OFFICE SOUGHT IS U.S. SENATE.
FROM PRIENDS OF CONNIE MACK SEC OC00218210l
1211 NOPTH WESTSHORE !LVD, SUITE 300. TAMPA# FL 336/07

1S8 EST

MaMCOMP

TO REPLY BY MAILGRA fMESSAGE. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN INIONS TOIL.. FRFE PHONE NuJMPBERS



AGE 2

I DONALD A MOORE JR 51000
HERBERT H DOW SO000

1 CIGNA CORP PAC 51000
4 AUTO DEALLRS AND DRIVERS FOR FREE TRADE PAC SSOOO

.I OWENS/CORNING bETTER GOVERNMENT FUND 51000
RJR PAC SbOOo

7 JOSEPH E SEAGRAM INC PAC $3000
I1 SOS PACS6i000
I TLXACO POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT COMMITTEE 51000

.t TORCHMARK CORP FEDERAL PAC 54000
.-o WINE AND SPIRITS WHOLESALERS OF AMERICA INC PAC 51000
1-1 FLEETWOOD-PAC 51000
tj N JEAN AMBROSE 51000
0 WILLIAM M DAVIDSON $1000
It SAM FOX 51000

-4' JOAN C COLES 51000
17 JAMES W'GLAr4VILLE $1000
-l ROBERTO NOVO $2000
.i DAVID H MCCLAIN 51000
k ,J MICHAEL STEPHENS 51000
LOMIS C LEEDY JR SIC0

UGH J JONES JR $1000
p.'WMNS MARCUS A MOORE $1000

?TASOCIATEO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS PAC-S1000
C-'w E BRUCE BOWERS 31000

ni THOMAS P JONES JR Sio00
'WI/HUDSON VALLLY PAC S200 

",2v/DELAWARE VALLEY PAC S2500-
27 EUGENE A NOSER JR $1000
w IRVING A RUBIN 1000-
Tt ELI LILLY AND CO PAC $2000
ItNATIONAL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE SSO00-' NABISCO BRANDS PROGRAM FOR ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP $1000
3fO W HUDSONt EARMARKED THROUGH HARRIS FEPAC $1000
. KATHERINE B ANDERSON $1000
i ELLAGwEN SHAo GREEN 51000
1BANK AMERICA FED ELECTION FUND 11000
V DUVAL VICTORY FUND S2000
'" GEORGE HODGES JR $2000
"BURTON A LANDY 51000

,viFNED H CONE JR S1090
qtMARK F BAILEY $1000
4 R F KING 51000

...'4 IALTER J LORENZ $1000
11LAWRENCE LEWIS JR $1000,
1DANIEL M COPELAND $1000

W WHITM1IRE JR $1000
ULITICAL ACTION COMMITTLE $1000

IVELORES PASS $1000
" HeRBER7 H PEYTON $1000
"lGATES PAC $1000
al?.LARRY SMIH 1000

Tr p.' PP PN~ tCP4A' P.-FESUF SEE Rr-VFRrF !znF FnR -'r-ZTrnrj I Itlinol c TnOI riorr Pl4ri



PAGE 3

S,

SJUHN KOPELOUSOS 51000
,-..ROBERT L FLECKENSTEIN 51000
)TOM PETWAY 51000
4CSX TRANSPORTATZON INC PAC $1000
€RAYMOND S BARBONE 51000
RUBERT L STEIN $1000

CANDID-ATE 1 CONNIE MACK, OFFICE SOUGHT IS US SENATE. THIS MESSAGE ISFXUM F~NEND6 OF LUINAX FACK FEC mC00218230 1211 NORTH WESTSHORE
BOULEVARD SUITE 300 TAMPA FL 33b07,

-- ROBERT I WATKINS
TREASURER

1 9b0M EST

-- GHCOMP

'p-

.

TO RFPl Y BY 0.,.1I1 GR',!.I p.qSS(E" SEE REVERSE SIE ron WFSTFRN I tINlMN'f Trl i FPrF pr',F filg 'inen



It0 SflUW RLVD SUITE 100 o
P 33b06 2$A5

f.0574142S09 1025,P88 ICS IPmMTZZ CSP WHS
;132S43369 MGMq TOMT TAMPA FL 277 10m25 06SSP EST

SECRETADY OF THE SENATE OFFICE OF PUBLICQfCOR"S

232 HART SEATE BLDG
ohSM!NGTON DC 20010

,W E FnLLOwING CONTRIBUTIONS WERE RECEIVED ON OCTOBER 2":

|,MESTVACO POLITICAL PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 54#000
SLTBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE CO PAC S250n
1PNE MqR AN COMPANY PAC S5,00f
' PAC 518000

E CASCADE CORP PAC $'IO0n
&~.--NHPIJP EMPLOYEE PAC S24000
I SJDD CITIZENSHTP COMITTEE S1#00O
1'.CTO A NoTO, $1.000
f EATMN PUBLIC POLICYASSOCITN S ,00
(mjsJ PAC S1000
4'LGI.Y BOSTIC Slo0nO
rRETTY CVLLIER. 1,o000
,4-cEORG' w GIBBS Si0000
fiL,.FORIMA HEALTH PAC S1.000
OTHE CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT FOR COUNCIL OF ELEPHANTS $1.000
u 40CA BATON MENS REPUBLICAN CLUB $2000
17 JERE4Y M JACOBS SI.000
4ifMAR'SALL I wOLPER S1#000
'ILUCEE WALPER St,000
w*tQGI! N DEAN St000
71ROBERY M TAYLOR 1.0l0
tl"ERMAW KAMAN 32s000
syLFAH WANAN 52,000
SAVIEZER COHEN 52#000

WELAINF COHEN S,000
a SUGFNT TmILLER 52.000
?,STEPwN W NAY0OOD 31.000
ZI" CHAEL E LEWIS SI.000
4 E SCHwEITZER StO00

W AMM SIMONS 31.000
It T A BREGMAN $t,00
!,MARC A LINDEN St.000
jj NELSON LOPEZ# St000
x LFE w GREENE, St,00
w IPA PAR)O S1.000
m&RTCwA@O 4 BREGMiN, Sl000

TO REPLY BY . AILGRANM MESSAGE. SEE REVERSE SZEs FCR WESTERN u'NOnvS TOLL - FREE PmONE NUMBERS



o *1o SOUTH 000 AUTTE I+ w0
TAMPA Ft. 33606 27AM

40'+?5aS3,t lO2ttS IC IPMMTZZ CSP WHS 4
8132S41369 mQmR TDMT TAMPA FL 282 10.27 OZ04 EST i C 9:

SCRETIAOY OF THE SENATE 1-
,. OFFyCR nF PUBLIC RECOQROS X

232 HART SENATE OFFICE SLOG C,WASHINGTON OC z"Sto C

C

THE FrLIOWING CONTRTRUTIONS WERE RECfTVEO 0 OCTOBER 2STH AND 26TH
i PHILLTP 0 YONGE S0oon

t JAMES S ENGLISH $1000
I THOMAS Q KINNESREW s54OO
v NMRTPAC 100.0
I BFATRTZ FERRO S|o-
& ADOLFn m ALBAISA 51000
I BEN BAILEY III 51000
7 ROBERT J FIGEN 11000
H IRWTN LEVY S1000
H BERT MACK Sl0oo

II MORTON THIOKOL PAC Sid00
at TURNED RROADCAS .NG SYSTEM PAC S1000
s; NORMAN STALLINGS St000
, THOMAS A PEPIN SlO0
d ROBERT H TAYLOR I1000

r- i, L!NMA K TAYLOR 'aoc00
a7 FLORIMA NATIONAL GOOD GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE S2000' If JAMES RIVER EMPLOYEES POLITICAL INVOLVFMENT FUND S1000
sl FOREST PAC 51000v OWENmILLINOIS INC EMPLOYEES G0OD CITIZENSHIP FUND 51000
'A THE MALMNE AND HYn E COM'ITTE FOR RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT 5000
2t PHILLIP M POTTER $1000
-q WACKENHIT PAC SO000
ns BAKER AND NOSTETLER PAC S000
V GRUMMAN PAC S1000
U BROWN 9 WILLIAMSON TORACCn CORP EMPLOYEE PAC S1000
OP NRA POLITICAL VICTORY FUND 52000
.. lTW PAC $1000
3 GENERAL AMERICAN LIFE ASSOCIATES FEDERAL PAC 51000
Is ACPC OF AMERICA PAC $S000
1s POLITICAL ACTION COORS EMPLOYEES 2S500
u HOPE PAC S1000
1iCH2M HIIl PAC I|0no

PIABSOTT I.ABORATnRIES BETTER GOVERNMENT FUND 51000
*BLTP AC 1000

K-Ma RoP PAC Soo00
-)HUEPAC 11000
VEMPAC $1500
)UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC NO-PARTTSAN £1000

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM MESSAGE. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION-S TOLL -FREE PHONE NUMBERS
-- I



Jb1 SOUTH Lv SUITE 10
TAM4PA FL 33b06 21AM

4%409q33295 10/21/86 ICS IPMMTZZ CSP wHSS
*13aS43369 4GMB TOMT TAMPA FL 100 102l 0526P EST

SECRETARY OF THE SENATE
OFFICE OF PUBLIC RECORDS
232 HART SENATE OFFICE-BLDG,
WASHINGTON DC 20510

N,

-

THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTIONS WERE RECEIVED ON OCTOBER 21:

" t o JAMES B. CAIN, 51,000
. 2e JOSEPH R. ARRIOLA* $1800

3. BRISTOLeMYERS PAC# S1,500--
%r 49 ,OILLIAM RLJGER, 51,000

5. FEDERAL EXPRESS PAC, 52,000
69 ECKPAC# 32,000
7, SOUARE 0 COMPANY SALARIED EMPLOYEES PAC, S1#000' . CLOROX E"PLOYEES PAC# S1T000
9o FLORIDA LEAGUE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS PAC# S4#,000
10. RUFF PAC, S2.SOO-

CANDIDATE IS CONNIE ACK. OFFICE SOUGHT'IS US SENATE.FR!jflS OF CONNIE MACK
FEC NO. C00218230
1211 NORTHwEST SHORE BLVD. SUITE 300
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33607

C 17:28 EST

GmCO4P

-0 %:*;L. ,=.%. ".ESSAGE SEE REVERSE S;DE FC. I.-." S=N U,iONS TCLL -FREE HC.%E NUMBE.S



~; * EXHIBIT
,

4D POF REPORT

so O8C20 'PHit :7.4
10044D T0FrIATUM# N&W.J

60c Apti s am" AV W

E'JV 31 W~ Vow ftepW t Inule4I vwn1

- "ROWN Su.

C3 u.wy 0 Am o fi 0boah 0PW1 j ~gmI 0 afm~
o u" 0 SWWIfT 0 XZGD kw31

in vW Sme of_ ____

CD (b), I fe now. 601 A~ftorw P-4v~

SUMMARY 
COLUMN A L1N

5 ~qj*-c09/01/88 09/30/88 ThOPyVW a.e~ww

C%.~ S 9570328 S 2o235,626.35C (0 ~JiS ~c .'%* 601~ 4"d Gci, 9'C4*.."rf A and
-L -ev64ea- am (c W Co4.,.., S 3,358,299.6o S 4,9113,9018.92

rn ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 'Tr1Dbm10,SOP ie2)' 5034 S I,106,112.7 7
* Ct ?'" I~ " 7 m L oS $o) 3,006,906.15 S 3 s0069906.15

('SSO Ae ap .S~OD S -0- om10 Debts W~3 0014,e** Owed. by se Covw. 
FeceS Ce0 Commwj"a,,flltOF- Se.,e.4I. C atcor Scheajo 0, $ -- 999 E Shemet #WW

Ice/," Mali PNvt .1 aene. this Ppptz one fO tf6 b~f m~A~J~ e~ WASh"7g'@. IDC to.'3
*no one~e YJi~obdpeandbe, f.1 s Me COOrfl! T Frt 300-424-91r,
TYDS~~~~.-c 0,p ZOA ~tegre 0-376-312C

Edw~ard C. Connielly

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F E C F R E 3 X



DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE

•r. ca j~' Drlvers for lrt lade &AC 0 01 TO: 08-31-88

COLUM A N a
L KWUC Imi TOw This PooIs 0kmW Ycar-T~at

IJ CONTRiBL i oNS (oVw uI bat) FROM:i. .n.I t * -;.

(a) l'drjamons Ohe Than PItI C-nw .-
nz (use d . .Q. 9.........31,397.00 2,097,581.

(W)Totaeof bJuorstvom tn vikM .b ....... 319397.00 20097,586.
(b) Potm Party Ccmmna.. . . . . . ,

(c) OV Poldeca Co mdis (such u PACs)........
(d) TOTAL CONTRIBUT ) ONS 1(S)(iI().(b).Wid()) .. . 31 397.00 2,097,586.01

12. TRANSFERS FROM AFFILIATEDVTHER PARTY COMMWTTEES.

13 ALL LOANS RECEIVED ....... ................

14 LOAN REPAYMENTS RECEID . . . . . . . . . 5...

12 OFFSETS TO OPEIIATG EXPENDRTUiS (RRebles. etc.)

126. REFUNDS OF CONTRIBUTIONS ADLE TO :DERAL CANDIDATES.
AND OTHER POITCALCoMMES.

70HERECEPIS( tmee~.)6,063.54 =2,337.06_

ie TOTAL RECEIPTS (&WdI 1(d). 12. 13. 14. 15.16 and 17) .7 . .05 2, . 39,92 30 7

19 OERATING EXPENDITURES .ADE.BY.PARTY6C.MM499E.S

24 TRANSFERS TO AFFILIATED)THER PARTY COW.Mrn'EES
21CX)NTRI8LJ',INS 10 FEDERAL CALNDODATES AMD OTHER ,0 .0000 0.0

Pt- Ili,.Al COMMITTES 53000 .0600

22 INDEPENDEN,7' EXP'E'NZ;TU"ESi,.se hai E)

Z3COO)RD:INAT Er- EX)PENDITURE S MADE BY PARTY COMM; TTE ES -'-...-- - ---... ""

24 LOAN REPAYMENTS MADE

'05 LOANS MADE . . . . . .. 0-00 4 ,000.O00

26 REFUNDS OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO S
4a' Ino,vvoatsPe'sons Othe, Than Polca' Conunaflees
(b; Pohiza' Pa-) Coornmrnees
IC'- OVw* Po -1-ca. Comm-n1ee isucr, as PAC~m,
to, v6ClAu CONTR-,BJTION REFLJNDE (a= 26,a,. (0j. aric I--),

27 OTHER DIS3URSEMENTS

28 TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS (:O 19.20.21.22.23. 24.25.26(d)

an 27)88,161.00 75,719.32

It NET CONTR:BUTIONSOPERATING EXPE DIrTURES . . ,.....

29TOTAL CONTRIBUIONS Ao.he than foans) iornne 11(di). 01.3 00-
30 TOTAL CONTRIBUTION REFUNDS (from Line 2d)) . . .... _

3' NEI CONIRIBUIIONS .her t3an1an$)($utgrict Lrw 30trom2) 31 .397.00 2 097,586.01
___ ___"___-____

-
_

-
________._--_._ 1 '...

32 TOTAL OPERAI iNG EXPENDIlURES (from L"s 19) 3 - -3a.1--00 349919. 3_2

33 OFFSETS TO OPERATING EXPENDITURES (h orn Lane 15)
34 NE--'T OPERA-TING EXPENDITURES (subtracl Line 33 rom 3M- 5 .T_1 .I00 -... 31.9 ,-9

1411

lIa

it

3,

3%

c3

/



PAGE p

I SUNPAC 11000
lot OLIN AOMo GOVERNMENT FUND
3 AMOCO PAC 51000

- 4 NAPCO PAC 51000
f PR[MAPK INTeRNATIONAL INC PAC 51000
& MALLPAC S2000
.- CONCRPWSIONAL ACTION COMMITTEE 13000
f ELIZAmETm C PINES 51100
f CARL F JONES 52000
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHRNTON. D.C. 230 Uov, 4 1988 .

SPECIAL. DELIVERY

Richaro E. Meesick, Esquire
2%50 4 Svreet, NW
Washrton, D: 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers And Drivers
For Free Traoe PAC &no
Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Deaa- ^r. MesiCk:
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3 you intend t. te re=-esnrec .v-y counsel in this matter,
please atvise the Commissio by comin=kine the enclosed "orm
statiAS the name, adoress, and teleprore number of such counsel,
and authorizine such counsel to receive any notifications and
other communications from the Commission.

If you have any questions, please conta=t George Rishel at

T~: 76-8200. %

,airence M. Noble

Ger.e-ai Ca n I

'': .:: . _e 'ner
Aoa eneral Counsel

Enclosures

-,", - Ce



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
., WASHINGTON. D.C. 3*3 Nm, 4, 1988

SPECIAL DELIVERY

Robert I. Watkins, Treasurer
-rienos 0' Connie Mack
1211 N. estshore Blvo.
S3ite 30*'- -
'amp aI FL 33.-

RE: MUR 2766
Friends 0+ Connie Mack
and Robert I. Watkins,
as troasuper

Dear Mr. Watkins:
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:f you intend t= te reo-esenzec zv counsel in this matterl,
please a=!v.iso the Commnission by co;ds-n thve enclosed -orm
stati s '.,he name, adoress, and telepnore number of ouch counsel,
and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and
other communications from the Commission.

If you have any questions, please contat George Rishel at
( ,2) 376-8200.

,a.rence M. Noble
Gera i Counsel

.- ~/. /~.C

As~ci: :atE
er

Counsel
c' :a-t

a.in.

......... .......
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WAHP4G1Ot.MC. 3*3 "4 19

SPECIAL DELIVERY

T. e ,ororacle Con.ie .a:.
3906 SE 11th :.ce
•n; l 6C.3
Cape Coval, .=i . -39c0a

RE: MUR 2766
The Hono'able Connie

Mack

Dear . -- a ~a.
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. you intend tv o roo-esenzet zy counsel in this matter,
Please a!vise the Commission by comnpii'n the enclosed Tormn
StatiAS the name, adoress, anc telepnone number of such counsel,
and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and
other communications from the Commission.

If you have any questions, please =ontact Georce Rishel at
,?P2) 7--'76-8200.

_a.rence MV. Noble
Gere.re!i Counsel

F1E C : ae :

- "- se . es

1 Counsel
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AUTO DEALERS & DRIVERS FOR FREE TRADEo,&*AOon ComNO

November 3, 198

Mr. Lawrence Noble
General Council
Federal Election Commission
999 E. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463 CA.

cri

Dear Mr. Noble:

Auto Dealers & Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee hereby
designates the law firm of Patton, Boggs & Blow in the complaint filed by the
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee (DSCC) this day in regards to our
independent expenditures in F orida.

Please direct a!! correspondence to Richard E. Messick at Patton, Boggs &
Blow at 2550 M Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20037, (202) 457-6000.

-Sincerely.

cc: Richard E. Messick

153-12 HI*lde kienue * Jamaica, New YOk 11432

Paubtbe ai.00"s & OI*vm fW ' *Me

0 (716) 291-6900

Tk.U



FEDEMAL ELECTION COMMISSION
999 E Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20463

EXPEDITED FIRST GISMEAL COUNSEL' S REPO3T

COMPLAINANT:

RESPONDENTS:

MUR: 2766
STAFF: George F. Rishel

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade
Political Action Committee and Edward G.
Connelly, as treasurer;

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as

treasurer; and

Rep. Connie Mack

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS

On November 3, 1988, at 5:37 p.m., the Democratic Senatorial

Campaign Committee filed a complaint against the Auto Dealers and

Drivers for Free Trade PAC, Friends of Connie Mack, and Rep.

Connie Mack. The complaint alleges that the Auto Dealers and

Drivers for Free Trade PAC (the "Auto Dealers PAC") is making

expenditures on behalf of Rep. Mack's senatorial campaign that

are not, in fact, independent but instead constitute

contributions to the Mack campaign. Thus, the complaint alleges

that the Auto Dealers PAC has exceeded the contribution

limitations of 2 U.S.C. S 441a(a)(2) and has not reported these

payments properly pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 434(b) and that the Mack

K %NlINE

0
NO P220



campaign has knowingly accepted such contributions in excess of

the limitations in violation of 2 U.S.C. I 441a(f). The

complaint also alleges the Rack campaign has filed

48-hour contribution reports without the identification of the

contributors as required by 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A).

The complaint asks for:

(1) an expedited investigation;

(2) injunctive relief; and

(3) prompt conciliation.

With regard to the complainant's request for injunctive

relief, the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended

(the "Act"), authorizes the Commission to seek such relief if it

is unable to correct or prevent a violation of the Act or to

enforce the provisions of the Act. 2 U.S.C. SS 437d(a)(6) and

437g(a)(6). Because the Act and regulations give respondents 15

days to answer a complaint before the Commission makes any

finding or takes any action against a respondent, the Commission

has generally not sought injunctive relief prior to the running

of this period. See, Durkin for U.S. Senate v. FEC, 2 Fed. Elec.

Camp. Fin. Guide (CCH) S 9147 (D. N.H. 1980).

In considering whether injunctive relief should be sought,

the Commission has used the standard for obtaining a preliminary

injunction as the appropriate criteria. This standard examines

the requested relief in these terms:
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(1) whether there is a substantial likelihood that a

violation of the Act has or is about to occur;

(2) whether the failure by the Commission to obtain an

injunction wili result In irreparable harm to the complainant or

sone other party;

(3) whethe&r injunctive relief will not result in undue harm

or prejudice to the interests of other persons; and

(4) whether the public interest would be served by such

injunctive relief.

It is under these standards that we turn to the complainant's

request for injunctive relief.

The complainant asserts that the Mack campaign and the Auto

Dealers PAC are using two common consultants: (1) Multi-Media

Services Corporation for time buying; and (2) Karl Rove and

Company for direct mailings. The complainant argues that this

relationship fails the test for independence set out by the

Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 47 (1976), and as

further interpreted by the district court in FEC v. NCPAC, 647

F. Supp. 987 (S.D. N.Y. 1986). The complainant further relies on

Commission regulations at 11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(b)(4) to argue that

cooperation or consultation (which will destroy independence) is

presumed if the expenditures are based on information about the

candidate's plans, projects, or needs, etc., and specifically

refers to the discussion of time buyers in Advisory opinion
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1979-80. The complaint notes that the work these two consultants
are doing for the Auto Dealers PAC is in states other than
Florida, but contends that the on-going relationship would still
permit the exchange of key information. The allegations of the
complainant were also the subject of a new story in today's

Washington Post. See Attachment 1.

The complaint also claims that the Mack campaign has filed
48-hour reports disclosing the receipt of $377,550 from 280
contributors without listing any address, occupation or employer.
Thus, it alleges a violation of the reporting provisions of the
Act which require the "identification" of such contributors. The
Act defines "identification" to include a contributor's address
as well as his or her occupation or employer. The complaint
asserts that the 48-hour reports indicate no effort by the Mack
campaign to obtain such information.

Although the complaint raises the potential of serious
violations of the Act, this Office recommends that the Commission
decline to seek injunctive relief or to initiate an immediate
investigation in order to consider the responses to the
complaint, given that there are factual questions such as the
extent of contacts among the consultants and the respondents.
This Office has prepared the appropriate notification letters,
which follow those approved by the Commission in MUR

and a blank certification form used in
expedited enforcement matters. See Attachments 2 and 3. A copy
of the designation of counsel form for the Auto Dealers PAC is
also attached. See Attachment 4.
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1. Decline to seek injunctive action or initiate an
investigation at this time.

2. Approve the attached letters advising the complainants and
respondents of the Commission's decision not to
undertake injunctive action or initiate an investigation
at this time in order to consider the responses to the
complaint.

3. Authorize the mailing of notification letters.

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

%r. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _BY:

Date Lois G./Lerner
4Associate General Counsel

Attachments
1. News Report
2. Proposed letters (4)
3. Blank Certification
4. Designation of Counsel



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION CONNISSION

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, Secretary of the Federal

Election Commission, do hereby certify that the Commission,

on Monday, November 7 , 1988, by a vote of

6 to 0 , adopted the

recommendations contained in the First General Counsel's Report

in MUR 2766, dated November 4, , 1988.

Voting for the Recommendations: Commissioners Aikens,

Elliott, Josefiak, McDonald, McGarry and Thomas.

Voting Against the Recommendations: None

Absences or Abstentions (Indicate): None

Attest:

Dat /e9gDate " Marj I re W. EmmonsSecr tar y of the Commission



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASIING10N. )C 246 1 9, 1988

AIRBORNE EXPRESS

Robert F. Bauer, General Counsel
B. Holly Schadler, Counsel
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee
430 South Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766

%C Dear Mr. Bauer and Ms. Schadler:

TOn November 3, 1988, the Federal Election Commission received
your letter alleging that the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free
Trade Political Action Committee, Friends of Connie Mack, and Rep.
Connie Mack may have or are about to violate the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

Your letter seeks immediate action to prevent these
Respondents from making expenditures on behalf of Rep. Mack. The
Commission has determined that at this time there is insufficient
evidence to warrant the Commission's taking such action. The

r-- respondents have been given the prescribed time to respond to the
complaint.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202)
376-5690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G4 Lerner
Associate General Counsel



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING VON. 1) C 204b)

November 9o, 1988

AIRBORNE EXPRESS

Richard E. Messick
Patton, Boggs & Slow
2550 M Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade Political
Action Committee and
Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Messick:

On November 4, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified
you of a complaint alleging that your clients, Auto Dealers and
Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee and Edward G.
Connelly, as treasurer, may have or are about to violate certain
sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended
(the "Act"). A copy of the complaint was forwarded to you at that
time.

The Complaint seeks immediate action to prevent your clients
from continuing to make expenditures on behalf of Rep. Connie
Mack. Please be advised that on November 7, 1988, the Commission
determined not to commence any action for injunctive relief or
initiate an investigation at this time in order to consider your
response to the complaint.

If You have any further questions, please contact George F.
Rishel, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel



IP FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGION, 1) C 2040 NowrNvr 9, 1988

AIRBORNE EXPRESS

Robert I. Watkins, Treasurer
Friends of Connie Mack
1211 N. Westshore Blvd., Suite 300
Tampa, FL 33607

RE: MUR 2766
Friends of Connie Mack and
Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Watkins:

On November 4, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified
you of a complaint alleging that Friends of Connie Mack and you,
as treasurer, may have or are about to violate certain sections of
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act").
A copy of the complaint was forwarded to you at that time.

The Complaint seeks immediate action to prevent the AutoDealers and Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee fromcontinuing to make expenditures on behalf of Rep. Connie Mack.Please be advised that on Hovember 7, 1988, the Commission -determined not to commence any action for injunctive relief orinitiate an investigation at this time in order to consider your
response to the complaint.

If You have any further questions, please contact George F.
Rishel, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois onLerner
Aslsociate General Counsel



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING TON. ) C 200 November 9, 1988

AIRBORNE EXPRESS

The Honorable Connie Mack
3906 S.E. llth Place, Unit 603
Cape Coral, FL 33904

0 RE: MUR 2766
%r Rep. Connie Mack

Dear Rep. Mack:

On November 4, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified
you of a complaint alleging that you may have or are about to
violate certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the complaint was
forwarded to you at that time.

C-
The Complaint seeks immediate action to prevent the Auto

Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee from
continuing to make expenditures on your behalf. Please be advised
that on November 7, 1988, the Commission determined not to
commence any action for injunctive relief or initiate an
investigation at this time in order to consider your response to
the complaint.

If You have any further questions, please contact George F.
Rishel, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G Lerner
Associ te General Counsel
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1110 VERMONT AVENUE, N.W. a WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 * (202) 887-9030

November 7, 1988 e 1

co

Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20463

Dear Commissioners:

On November 3, 1988, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee ("DSCC") filed a Complaint with the Commission,
alleging that the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC
("Auto PAC") have violated, and continue to violate, the legal
limits on its spending on behalf of the Senate candidacy of
Connie Mack in the State of Florida.

The Complaint charged specifically that, while the Auto
PAC was purporting to make "independent" expenditures on behalf
of Mack, ostensibly avoiding any spending limits, the PAC's
expenditures could not, in fact, be independent because it had

.0 retained as a consultant a legal "agent" of the Mack campaign.
As a result, these PAC expenditures constituted an in-kind
contribution to Mack in an amount exceeding $300,000 -- more
than a quarter of million dollars over the lawful limit. DSCC
has called for an expedited Commission investigation and the
pursuit by the Commission, in a court of competent jurisdiction,
of injunctive relief.

By this amendment, DSCC seeks to add yet another count to
its Complaint, this one also challenging the "independence" of
Auto PAC expenditures. Today, however, the state in which
these fresh violations have occurred is Nevada, not Florida.
The candidate who is benefitting from this illegal spending is
Chic Hecht, the Republican Senate nominee in that state.

In the last week to 10 days, the Auto PAC has funded a
30-second advertisement attacking Hecht's opponent, Democratic
nominee Richard Bryan. This ad repeats -- point-by-point,
theme-for-theme -- the content of advertisements by Hecht's
principal campaign committee running during this period. In
fact, the Auto PAC ad, 30-seconds in length, appears designed
as a "summary" of various 60-second Hecht ads which contain the
same messages. Attached as Exhibits A and B are the scripts of
the Auto PAC and Hecht ads, respectively.

TELEX: 4-4-02-- Pcso Ui a FACSIMILE (202) 223-2088
ANCHORAGE a BELLEVUE a Las ANGELES 6 PORTLAND a SEATTLE



Federal Election ft ission
November 7, 1988
Page 2

Two questions immediately present themselves for Commission
investigation and enforcement action. First, there is every

possibility that the fully overlapping Auto PAC and Hecht
advertising messages are the product of an unlawful collabora-
tion of the PAC and the Republican candidate. There is still
additional evidence that such collaboration may have occurred.
Direct mailings by candidate Hecht, recently arriving at Nevada
households, bear an extraordinary similarity to newspaper
advertisements financed by the Auto PAC. See Exhibits C and
D. In particular, the Commission should note that the Hecht
mailer and the Auto PAC ad track in, almost identical language,
the same claim about Mr. Hecht's service in years past in
military intelligence. It would be the most extreme of
coincidence, if the Hecht campaign and the Auto PAC would have
arrived at the same point with the same wording without any
hint, much less consultation, passing between the two.

In any event, whatever the Commission's findings on the
question of direct collaboration, there is an additional
question presented by the Auto PAC mimicry of the Hecht
television advertisements. The Commission regulations state in
pertinent part as follows.

The financing of the dissemination, distribu-
tion, or republication, in whole or in part,
of any broadcast . . . prepared by a candidate
[or] his campaign committees . . . shall be
considered a contribution for the purpose of
contribution limitations and reporting
responsibilities by the person making the
expenditure . . .

11 C.F.R. Sec. 109.1(d)(1)

The scheme of the Auto Dealers, to borrow and rebroadcast the
Hecht television message, constitutes a contribution to the
Hecht campaign under Part 109. The contribution thereby made
exceeds without question the lawful limit; and the amount of
this violation runs into the hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Accordingly, the DSCC requests that its November 3
Complaint be amended to name as additional Respondents Senator
Chic Hecht, and his principal campaign committee; and that yet
another violation of the contribution limits by the Auto PAC,
this time in the State of Nevada, be added to an expanded
Commission investigation.



Federal Elect iothainsion
November 7, 1988
Page 3

The activities of the Auto Dealers in Nevada, Florida, and

perhaps other states, has assumed the dimensions of a national

scandal. Nothing short of extraordinary enforcement action by

the Commission will be sufficient to address the enormity of
what is taking place.

Re ectfully submitted,

Robert F. Bauer
General ounsel
Democratic Senatorial

Campaign Committee
430 South Capitol Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20003
(202) 224-2447

"b 15rotc r 0'

SUBSCRIBEP.AND SWORN BEFORE ME
ON THIS _ DAY Oq" 1988.

NOTAR/KPUBL IC

-f 062owu LrPIreS June 0, 1991
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-' '~ ~l or Free Trace PAC

(Viuale Pho+* of Dryan Irw larger an screen)

Male A"ounc r

Enacted the biggest tax irnwre* In Nevadat' histor.

grke his epeaOted pledge to CUt the sales tax.

Spurt thre millon tax dollars to buy a luxury plen.

Wants t4 walk off thw job In tPe middle of his term aS
governor.

N Swpp,-t* Mihel Dukkis even though Dukv.bis brUptly
elay'ed h's 0*,&tion ard pledges t0 StiCk Nwvard. witthl tte mlrp

"uywhs. of Ric-hanrd Pryor.
a

Ptoa U0r.at Or w*hc rf a ahi-. driri "I r, a; for Nievvtt. rtee1JVt r(,- cN' N4hL'ht.

S"btitlp:
qW. (Paid fcev- by Auto Deal..- and Drivero for- Free TY-S.l P~r. Not

0-1tho-Lzed hy an~y car-d adetw r. cardidatv camnlttee.)

... * r ..... i nrr QQA4 TC i ) ? I 



Ill

Hecht 030TV ad
(Paid for by NRSC, authorized by Hecht ReZlwovn cmmittes)"Gryaw tax; i"Orwaues"

WlOmav anvicg~v~t@r s

Gavtro r- Bryan cell* himself a fiscal can @rvattvq, But the

Nevada Appool said "lryan pushed through the largest tax increase

in the state's history."

Propelaty taxies up 29 pei cent.

Gav, tkwe. tip 71 per-cert.

Flh 1t.19 licerise fiWe up 40 pw.cnt,

Autc, rellbtr-at icr, up 6 percent.

Deilver* lice*se fewe up 66 pq,"ent.

Wh~ile Govet-vot- Dryar, he% been busy incr.sing your taxies,

Chic Necht has consistentily vote t. :ut yc-tir tawes.

(Paid fo0- by Republican Swrtur-ai- Campaign Committee)



Hecht t39 TN ad
Bryar/nuke dump

Ha I e Anr, oun"*r t

As a lMate senator, Richar-d Dryon voted In favor of b1isldIng
a V-elear W4s e dump.

As governort he created Bullfrog County, sending Qu a
meosage that Nevada would accept the dump.

Dt-yan ever. mwssed the deadline for filing OUr state's
repovsww teo the Yucca MOuntai, stuJy,

Now he suoports D.".laki& f<,., president and Duka.i1 supp,-rts
the dumr.

~ Chic Hecht on the Qther hand is fcPlting the Ounip, wor.rir,9
f,Q rWOt-%-P reOceesin nmclar- waste just l1Ke they d~oir

Fi~i'r.700agrs O~d ever, the Soviet Ur.&corl.

(Paid fcr b> Nqrht Reelec-tion Committe.
q .

Oye .C -, I r- - . r% -1,
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ieeht 0X,30 * atb Je!gTV soot

Womane Nivoda 1i now the only lectern state wIth a

pr4ivate jet. W* heve one o the worSt high school

d'ompout rates, one of the tMest pupil-teacher ratios,

Ovd our highweys ore badly I" nee of 160palr.

Put, we have that private jet. It doeanvt make

I-A,
ind whle Governor Br-yen wau buying• a 3 miloi'Oy

private jet with yc.ur tame., Chic' Hecht was roturr'nQ

tr t: the fedwi.! treaS.ry over- $400900@ In Staff $aiar •S

Sand exp@seps he saved.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHIN( ION. 1) C 20463

November 15, 1988

Robert F. Bauer, General Counsel
B. Holly Schadler, Counsel
Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee
430 South Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Bauer and Ms. Schadler:

This letter acknowledges receipt on November 7, 1988, of the
amendment to the complaint you filed on November 3, 1988, against
Rep. Connie Mack; Friends of Connie Mack and Robert Watkins, as
treasurer; and Auto Dealers and Drivers For Free Trade Pac and
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer. The respondents will be sent
copies of the amendment. You will be notified as soon as the
Federal Election Commission takes final action on your complaint.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G Lerner
Associate General Counsel



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGION. 1) C 04b

November 15, 1988

Richard E. Messick, Esquire
2550 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade PAC and
Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Messick:

On November 4, 1988, you were notified that the Federal
Election Commission received a complaint from Robert F. Bauer

alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal ElectionCampaign Act of 1971, as-amended. At that time you were given a
copy of the complaint and informed that a response to the
complaint should be submitted within 15 days of receipt of the
notification.

19r On November 7, 1988, the Commission received additional
information from the complainant pertaining to the allegations in
the complaint. Enclosed is a copy of this additional

_ information. As this new information is considered an amendment
to the original complaint, you are hereby afforded an additional
15 days in which to respond to the allegations.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Le ner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING ION. )C 204b3

November 15, 1988

Glen N. Mauldin, Treasurer
Hecht Re-Election Committee
Post Office Box 2139
Las Vegas, NV 89125

RE: MUR 2766
Hecht Re-Election
Committee and
Glen N. Mauldin, as

Ctreasurer

Dear Mr. Mauldin:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which
alleges that the Hecht Re-Election Committee ("Committee") and
you, as treasurer, may have violated the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"). A copy of the
complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 2766.

- Please refer to this number in all future correspondence.

Under the Act, you have the opportunity to demonstrate in
writing that no action should be taken against you in this
matter. Please submit any factual or legal materials which you
believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis of this matter.
Where -appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath.
Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's
Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this
letter. If no response is received within 15 days, the
Commission may take further action based on the available
information.

This matter will remain confidential in accdrdance with
2 u.s.c. s 43Tg(A)(4)(B) and 437g(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the
Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.



Glen N. Mauldin
Page 2

If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter,
please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form
stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel,
and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and
other communications from the Commission.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Narinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter at (202) 376-8200. For your
information, we have attached a brief description of the
Commission's procedures for handling complaints.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

oBY: Lois G. erner
Associate General Counsel

-7-

2 Enclosures-
1. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING ION. 1)C 20463

:November 15, 1988

The Honorable Chic Hecht

47 Country Club Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89109

RE: MUR 2766
The Honorable Chic Hecht

Dear Senator Hecht:

0 The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which

alleges that you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign

Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"). A copy of the complaint is
enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 2766. Please refer
to this number in all future correspondence.

Under the Act, you have thi opportunity to demonstrate in

writing that no action should be taken against you in this
matter. Please submit any factual or legal materials which you
believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis of this matter.

Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath.

Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's
COffice, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this

letter. If no response is received within 15 days, the
Commission may take further action based on the available

information.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with

2 U.S.C. 5 437g(A)(4)(B) and 437g(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the

Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.



The Honorable Chic Hecht
Page 2

If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter,
please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form
stating the name, addxess and telephone number of such counsel,
and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and
other communications from the Commission.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter at (202) 376-8200. For your
information, we have attached a brief description of the
Commission's procedures for handling complaints.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General C unsel

BY: Lois G. L rner
Associate General Counsel

71

Enclosures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures

C3. Designation of Counsel Statement
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Michael G. Marinelli, Esquire
General Counsel's Office
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Marinelli:

Enclosed please find a Statement of Designation of Counsel
designating Kate Boyce and myself as counsel to the Auto Dealers
£ Drivers for Free Trade PAC in MUR 2766.

Ms. Boyce's direct dial is 202/457-6094; mine is
202/457-6523. Communications about MUR 2766 may be directed to
either one of us.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Messick

cc: Katherine R. Boyce, Esq.

Enclosure



2766

S 1 1 'Katherine Boyce/Richard E. Messick

AD035 Patton, Boggs & Blow

2550 M Street, N.W.

Washington,._ D.C. 20037-1350
ii i ii i=

(202) 457-6094/6523

The above-named individual is hereby designated as 
my

counsel and is authorized toreceiv5Fany notifications and other

communications from the Commission and to act 
on my behalf before

the Commission.

11I11 -;~
Date --I Signature

RESpONDUIT'S WN: Auto Dealers & Drivers For Free Trade PAC

ADDRESS: 153-12 Hillside Avenue

Jamaica, NY 11432

HOME PHONZ:

BUSINESS PHONE: (718) 291-6900

-I&- gi6-30k

E
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BENJAMIN L. GINSBERG 88 NOV 21 P11 3:26
LEGAL COUNSEL

November 21, 1988

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463

RE: Matter Under Review 2766
Friends of Connie Mack
Robert I. Watkins, as Treasurer

Dear Mr. Noble:

As counsel for the respondents in the above-captioned Matter
Under Review, the undersigned respectfully requests an extension
of 30 days in which to answer the Complaint received from the
Commission. Respondents received notification from the Commission
on November 9, 1988, so that the response would be due on December
9, 1988.

This extension is requested because I have just been
retained by the Respondents and am currently in the midst of
several recounts. The additional time is needed so that I may
confer with the Mack campaign and so that the campaign can gather
the information needed for the response.

Thank you for your consideration.

C

r L. in" rg

cc: Robert I. Watkins
George F. Rishel, Esq.

440 FIRST STREET. N.W. 0 SUITE 600 WASHINGTON D.C. 20001 0 (202) 347-0202
PAID FON AND AUTNOOIZWO BY T049 NATIONAL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL COMMirTT.

i Fg
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MR 2766

NM OF CO011E1 Benjamin ' L. Ginsberg

ADOU s: 440 First Street, NW, Suite 600

Washington, DC 20001

VIDOEUL I (202) 347-0202

The above-named individual is hereby designated as my

counsel ana is authorized toreceive any notifications 
and other

communications from the Commission and to act 
on my behalf before

the Commission.

November 9, 1988

Date

RESPONDENIT' S NAM:

ADDRESS:

HOME PHONE:

BUSINESS PHONE:

Sgt Watki-nsS igha-tureRoetI

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins,
as treasurer

Post Office Box 1835

Tampa, FL 33601-1835

(813) 254-3369

.,4



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING I ON. 0 C 2040i)

Nowadiner 22, 1988

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
National Republican Senatorial Committee
440 rirst Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20001

RE: MUR 2766
Congressman Connie Mack
for U.S. Senate and

Cr Robert I. Watkins, as
,0- treasurer

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

This is in response to your letter dated November 21, 1988,
which we received on November 21, 1988, requesting an extension
of 30 days until January 9, 1989, to respond to the complaint.
After considering the circumstances presented in your letter, I
have granted the requested extension. Accordingly, your response
is due by the close of business on January 9, 1989.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,

the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois Lerner
AssocA ate General Counsel
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PATTON. BOGGS & BLOW
Michael G. Marinelli, Esquire
November 22, 1988
Page 2

Thank you for your attention to this requst.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Messick

cc: Katharine R. Boyce, Esq.



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINCION. 1) C 20 1 Novenber 23, 1988

Richard E. Messick, Esquire
Patton, Boggs & Blow
2550 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade PAC and
Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Messick:

This is in response to your letter dated November 22, 1988,
which we received on November 22, 1988, requesting an extension
of 4 days until December 1, 1988, to respond to the complaint.
After considering the circumstances presented in your letter, I
have granted the requested extension. Accordingly, your response
is due by the close of business on December 5, 1988.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Codnsel
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The above-named Individual L hereby designated as my
counsel and to authorized to receive any notifications and other
Communications from the Commasion and to act on my behalf before
the Commiasion.

-Nvember 29, 1988
Date

RESPONDT,' S NAM:
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGt ON. I C. 20463

Noiveber 14, 1988

XNORANWR

TO:

FROM:

The Commission

Lawrence M. Noble
General counsel

T BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate Generia Counsel

SUBJECT: MUR 2766 Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade
Political Action Committee and Edward G.
Connelly, as treasurer;

Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N.
Mauldin, as treasurer; and

Senator Chic Hecht

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

On November 7, 1988, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee filed an amendment to a complaint against the Auto
Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC. The amendment alleges
that the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC (the "Auto
Dealers PAC") made expenditures on behalf of Senator Hecht's
senatorial campaign that are not, in fact, independent but
instead constitute contributions to the Hecht campaign. Thus,
the complaint alleges that the Auto Dealers PAC has exceeded the
contribution limitations of 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(2) and has not
reported these payments properly pursuant to 2 U.S.C.

too M
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5 434(b) and that the Hecht campaign has knowingly accepted such
contributions in excess of the limitations in violation of
2 u.s.c. 5 441a(f).

The amendment incorporates the actions requested in the
complaint:

(1) an expedited investigation;
(2) injunctive relief; and
(3) prompt conciliation.

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the
"Act"), authorizes the Commission to seek such relief if it is
unable to correct or prevent a violation of the Act or to enforce
the provisions of the Act. 2 u.s.c. 55 437d(a)(6) and
437g(a)(6). Because the Act and regulations give respondents 15
days to answer a complaint before the Commission makes any
finding or takes any action against a respondent, the Commission
has generally not sought injunctive relief prior to the running
of this period. See, Durkin for U.S. Senate v. FEC, 2 Fed. Elec.
Camp. Fin. Guide (CCH) 5 9147 (D. N.H. 1980).

%r In considering whether injunctive relief should be sought,
the Commission has used the standard for obtaining a preliminary
injunction as the appropriate criteria. This standard examines
the requested relief in these terms:

(1) whether there is a substantial likelihood that a
violation of the Act has or is about to occur;

(2) whether the failure by the Commission to obtain an
injunction will result in irreparable harm to the complainant or
some other party;

(3) whether injunctive relief will not result in undue harm
or prejudice to the interests of other persons; and

(4) whether the public interest would be served by such
injunctive relief.

It is under these standards that we turn to the complainant's
request for injunctive relief.

The complainant asserts that the alleged similarity between
the political advertisements used by Hecht campaign and the Auto
Dealers PAC's political advertisement supporting Senator Hecht's
re-election campaign is evidence of direct collaboration. The
complainant further states that Auto PAC's alleged mimicry of the
Hecht campaign's television advertisements amounts to the
redistribution and republication of these advertisements and must
be considered a contribution to the Hecht campaign under
11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(d)(1).



-3-

Although the complaint raises the potential of serious
violations of the Act, this Office recommends that the Commission
decline to seek injunctive relief or to initiate an immediate
investigation in order to consider the responses to the
amendment given that there are factual questions such as the
extent of contacts among the respondents. This recommendation is
consistent with the recommendations accepted by the Commission in
the Expedited First General Counsel's Report where complainant's
initial request for injunctive relief was denied in order to
permit the respondents to reply to allegations concerning
independent expenditures on behalf of the Rack senatorial
campaign.

RECORRENDATIOUS

1. Do not seek injunctive action at this time.

2. Approve the attached letters advising the complainant and the
following respondents of the Commission's decision not to
undertake injunctive action at this time: the Auto Dealers
and Drivers for Free Trade PAC, and Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer; the Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N.
Maudlin, as treasurer; and Senator Chic Hecht.

Attachments

1. November 7, 1988 amendment to complaint
2. Letters (4)

Staff assigned: Michael Marinelli



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D C 20463

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

LAWRENCE M. NOBLE
GENERAL COUNSEL

MARJORIE W. EMMONS/JOSHUA MCFAD 2r

COMMISSION SECRETARY

NOVEMBER 17, 1988

OBJECTION TO MUR 2766 - General Counsel's
Memorandum to the Commission dated November 14, 1988

The above-captioned document was circulated to the

Wednesday, November 16, 1988 at 11:00 a.m.Commission on

Objection(s) have been received from the Commissioner(s)

as indicated by the name(s) checked below:

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Aikens

Elliott

Josefiak

McDonald

McGarry

Thomas

This matter will be placed on the meeting agenda

for December 1, 1988

Please notify us who will represent your Division before the

Commission on this matter.

x

F-1sq i i :i ii ii.. e 0*



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade
Political Action Committee and Edward
G. Connelly, as treasurer

Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen
N. Mauldin, as treasurer;

Senator Chic Hecht

MUR 2766

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, recording secretary for the

Federal Election Commission executive session Of November 30,

1988, do hereby certify that the Commission decided by a vote

of 4-0 to take the following actions in MUR 2766:

1. Decline to sedkinjunctive action at this time.

2. Approve the letter advising the complainant
of the Commission's decision not to undertake
injunctive action at this time, as recommended
in the General Counsel's memorandum dated
November 14, 1988, and amended during the
discussion at the meeting.

(continued)
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Federal Election Commission Page 2
Certification for MUR 2766
November 30, 1988

3. Approve the letters advising the following
respondents of the Commission's decision
not to undertake injunctive action at this
time, as recommended in the General Counsel's
report dated November 14, 1988: the Auto
Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC, and
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer; The Hecht
Re-Election Committee and Glen N. Mauldin,
as treasurer; and Senator Chic Hecht.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, McDonald, and McGarry

voted affirmatively for the decision; Commissioners

Josefiak and Thomas were not present at the time of the

vote.

Attest:

Date Marjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Commission

64A/tf21401



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING ION. DC IM)3

DeImnb 6, 1988

Robert F. Bauer, General Counsel
B. Holly Schadler, Counsel
Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee
430 South Capitol Street, 8.z.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: RUR 2766

Dear Mr. Bauer and Ms. Schadler:

rN On November 7, 1988, the Federal Election Commission received
your letter alleging that the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free

TTrade Political Action Committee, Hecht Re-Election Committee and
Senator Chic Hecht may have or are about to violate the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

Your letter seeks immediate action to prevent these
respondents from making expenditures on behalf of Senator Chic
Hecht. The Commission has determined that at this time there is
insufficient evidence to warrant the Commission's seeking an
injunction. The respondents have been given the prescribed time
to respond to the amended complaint.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202)
376-5690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: s Le
Associate General Counsel
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Osaem: 6, 1998

Richard E. Messick, Esquire
Patton, Boggs & Blow
2550 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade Political
Action Committee and

C-, Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Pl.
Dear Mr. Messick:

On November 10, 1988, the Federal Election Commission
notifild you of a amendment to a complaint alleging that your
clients, Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade Political Action
Committee and Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer, may have or are

Cabout to violate certain sections of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the
amended complaint was forwarded to you at that time.

The the amended complaint seeks immediate action to prevent
your clients from continuing to make expenditures on behalf of
Senator Chic Hecht. Please be advised that on November 30 1988,
the Commission determined not to commence any action for
injunctive relief or initiate an investigation at this time in
order to consider your response to the complaint.

If You have any further questions, please contact Michael
Marinelli, the attorney, assigned to this matter, at (202)
376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel
L.o i n a-/Lerner -

BY: Lois G.
Associate General Counsel
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Oeomtier 6, 1988

Glen N. Mauldin, Treasurer
Hecht Re-Election Committee
Post Office Box 2139
Las Vegas, NV 89125

RE: MUR 2766
Hecht Re-Election
Committee and
Glen N. Mauldin, as
treasurer

1. Dear Mr. Mauldin:

On November 10, 1988, the Federal Election Commission
notified you of a complaint alleging that the Hecht Re-Election
Committee and you, as treasurer, may have or are about to violate
certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
amended (the "Act'). A copy of the amended complaint was
forwarded to you at that time.

The complaint seeks immediate action to prevent the Aut
Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee
from continuing to make expenditures on behalf of Senator Chic

_Hecht. Please be advised that on November 30, 1988, the
Commission determined net to commence any action for injunctive

Crelief or initiate an investigation at this time in order to
consider your response to the complaint.

If You have any further questions, please contact Michael
Marinelli, the attorney, assigned to this matter, at (202)
376-8200.

Sinerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois
Associate General Counsel
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Dsc~~er6, 1988

The Honorable Chic Hecht
47 Country Club Lane
Las Vegas, NV 69109

RE: HUR 2766
The Honorable Chic Hecht

Dear Senator Hecht:

on November 10, 1988, the Federal Election Commission
notified you of a complaint alleging that you may have or are
about to violate certain sections of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the
amended complaint was forwarded to you at that time.

The complaint seeks immediate action to prevent the Auto
Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee
from continuing to make expenditures. on your behalf. Please be
advised that on November 30, 1988, the Commission determined not
to commence any action for injunctive relief or initiate an%
investigation at this time in order to consider your response to
the complaint.

if You have any further questions, please contact Michael
Marinelli, the attorney, assigned to thia matter, at (202)
376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel
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BY: MESSENGER

Michael G. Marinelli, Esquire
General Counsel's Office
Federal Election Commission
999 E. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Marinelli:

Enclosed please find an original and one copy of the Auto
Dealers & Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee's
response to the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee's
complaint of November 3, 1988, and supplemental complaint of
November 7, 1988.

Per my conversation with George Rishel last Monday, this
response is being filed today.

Please let us know if you need additional copies of Auto
PAC's response.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Messick

cc: Katharine R. Boyce, Esq.

Enclosures



BEFORE
THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

IN THE M4ATTER OF)

Auto Dealers and Drivers For )MUR No. 2766
Free Trade Political Action X
Coumittee)

Friends of Connie Mack)
Representative Connie Mack )

RESPONSE BY AUTO DEALERS AND DRIVERS
FOR FREE TRADE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE

Last November the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade

Political Action Committee ("Auto PAC") aired a number of tele-

vision spots in support of the Republi-*,--an candidate for the U.S.

Senate in Florida, Connie Mack. On the eve of the election, the

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee ("DSCC") filed a

complaint with the Commission suggesting that Auto PAC might be

coordinating its expenditures with the Mack campaign. The sole

basis for this suggestion was that a direct mail firm and a media

buyer had been retained by both Auto PAC and the Mack campaign.

Before filing its complaint DSCC officials contacted Auto

PAC to express concern that Auto PAC's expenditures might lead to

the defeat of the Democratic Senate candidate in Florida. During

these conversations DSCC officials mentioned that it appeared

that Auto PAC and t!,e Mac",. campaign might be sharing two vendors

in Florida. Auto PAC replied that neither vendor worked for it

in the Florida Senate race. Moreover, it stressed that both

vendors were under strict instructions not to discuss or
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otherwise communicate any aspect of the Florida Senate campaign

with any representative of Auto PAC. Although it appeared that

this explanation had ended the matter, the DSCC later called to

say that because of "political pressures" it was filing a

complaint anyway.

During these same discussions, the DSCC said it was afraid

that Auto PAC's activities in Nevada on behalf of the Republican

Senate candidate, Chic Hecht, might tip that race in favor of the

Republicans as well. At no time did the DSCC indicate it had any

evidence that Auto PAC's expenditures were anything but

independent of the Hecht campaign. Nevertheless, the day before

the election the DSCC amended its complaint to suggest that there

might be coordination between Auto PAC's expenditures and the

Hecht campaign. The sole basis for the DSCC's suggestion about

the Nevada race was that Auto PAC's ads and those of the Hecht

campaign addressed the same topics.

In response to these suggestions, Auto PAC submits this

response along with the sworn statements of its Director and

three of its vendors. These statements demonstrate that the two

vendors named in the complaint never worked for Auto PAC in

Florida nor did they ever communicate any information to Auto PAC

about the Mack campaign. The affidavit of Auto PAC's Director

and the third vendor disprove any allegation that Auto PAC's

advertisements in Nevada were developed in consultation with the

Hecht campaign or indeed that there was any contact whatsoever

between Auto PAC and the Hecht campaign.
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I. The General Precautions Auto PAC Follows to Ensure
Its Expenditures Are Made Independently of Any Campaign.

Since established as a "non-connected" political action

committee in 1981, Auto PAC has supported candidates who favor

free trade. Affidavit of Francis H. Glacken, Director of Auto

PAC, at 11, Exhibit 1 hereto ("Glacken Affidavit"). At the end

of the 1985-86 election cycle, Auto PAC began an "independent

expenditures" program. Id. at 12. The employee with the sole

responsibility for conducting the PAC's independent expenditures

program during the 1985-86 election cycle and the 1987-88 elec-

tion cycle was Francis H. Glacken, now Director of Auto PAC.

Id. Before initiating this program Mr. Glacken reviewed the

statutory and regulatory requirements governing independent

expenditures. Id.

As a result of this review, Mr. Glacken screens all media

buyers, direct mail firms and consultants before retaining

them. Id. at 4. Mr. Glacken specifically inquires as to what

campaigns, if any, a potential Auto PAC vendor is assisting; this

ensures that Auto PAC hires no person or firm to help it make

independent expenditures in a race where that individual or

entity has already been retained to do work. Id. As an

additional precaution, before hiring any vendor to assist with

Auto PAC's independent expenditures program, Mr. Glacken requires

the would-be vendor to sign a statement certifying that the

vendor is not employed or engaged by, or has otherwise provided
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services for, the candidate on whose behalf Auto PAC's

independent expenditures are to be made. Id. at 15.

II. The Actions Auto PAC Took To Maintain Its Independence

From the Mack Senate Campaign.

In early October, 1988, Mr. Glacken met with Anthony

Fabrizio of Multi Media Services to discuss retaining him to

purchase media for Auto PAC in various campaigns. Id. at 116;

Affidavit of Anthony M. Fabrizio, President of Multi Media

Services Corp., at 12, Exhibit 2 hereto ("Fabrizio Affidavit").

Mr. Glacken specifically asked Mr. Fabrizio if any Senate

campaign had retained his services. Glacken Affidavit at 117.

When Mr. Fabrizio indicated he was working for candidate Mack in

Florida, Mr. Glacken directed Mr. Fabrizio to say nothing at all

to Mr. Glacken, or to anyone else associated with Auto PAC about

the Florida Senate race. Id. at 19. Mr. Fabrizio agreed to

this, and at all times honored this commitment. Fabrizio

Affidavit at 2. Fromr

anyone else at the PAC

Fabrizio or others at

119; Fabrizio Affidavit

In late September

interviewed Karl Rove,

providing direct mail

1111. At the outset of

that moment, neither Mr. Glacken nor

discussed the Florida race with Mr.

Multi Media Services. Glacken Affidavit at

at 1!14-5.

or early October of 1988, Mr. Glacken

President of Karl Rove & Company, about

services to Auto PAC. Glacken Affidavit at

these discussions Mr. Rove disclosed that

he had been retained by the Mack Senate campaign. Id. at 1112.

Mr. Glacken then directed him to say nothing at all to anyone
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associated with Auto PAC about the Florida Senate race. Id. at

113. Neither Mr. Rove nor anyone else at the Rove Company

performed any services whatsoever for Auto PAC in connection with

the Mack campaign. Affidavit of Karl C. Rover President of Karl

Rove & Company, at 114-5, Exhibit 3 hereto ("Rove Affidavit").

Nor did Mr. Rove or anyone else at Rove Company ever discuss the

Mack campaign with anyone associated with Auto PAC. Id.

The only independent expenditures Auto PAC made in the

Florida Senate race were the purchase of television time to

advocate the election of candidate Mack. Glacken Affidavit at

115. This time was bought by the Lambert-Dale Advertising

Company of New York, New York. Id. at 1116. This media buyer was

retained, in part, because it had never had any association with

the Mack campaign or any of the campaign's media consultants.

Id. To confirm that this was the case, Mr. Glacken secured from

this vendor a signed statement that it had no involvement with

the Mack campaign. See Exhibit II to Glacken Affidavit.

Auto PAC's expenditures on behalf of Mack where made without

any information about the plans, projects, or needs of the Mack

campaign. Id. at 1117. None of these expenditures were made by

or through any individual with any relationship with the Mack

campaign. Id. Nor was any expenditure made at the suggestion or

request of anyone connected with the Mack campaign. Id. Indeed,

prior to the election no one at Auto PAC ever had any contact

with anyone associated in any way with the Mack campaign. Id. at

119.
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III. The Actions Auto PAC Took to Maintain Its Independence
From the Hecht Senate Campaign.

* In September, 1988, Mr. Glacken interviewed Robert L. Ziemer

about doing research on the issues in the Nevada Senate. Id. at

118. Mr. Glacken retained Mr. Ziemer only after Mr. Ziemer

* assured Mr. Glacken that he had no connection whatsoever with the

Senate campaign of Chic Hecht. Id. at 119. To confirm this, Mr.

Glacken had Mr. Ziemer execute a statement certifying that Mr.

* Ziemer had had no involvement with the Hecht campaign. Id.; see

also Exhibit III to Glacken Affidavit. Mr. Glacken then directed

Mr. Ziemer not to have any contact with the Hecht campaign when

*_ conducting his research. Id.; Affidavit of Robert L. Ziemer,

political consultant, at 1V7, Exhibit 4 hereto ("Ziemer

Affidavit").

Mr. Ziemer spent almost a month reviewing the issues in the

Nevada Senate race. Ziemer Affidavit at $13. He gathered news

clips, video tapes, state legislative records and other materials

* in Nevada. Id. at 114. He supplemented this work with material

from the Portland, Oregon, public library. Id. at $15. Based on

this work he prepared a series of memos for Auto PAC, such as the

* one attached to his affidavit. Exhibit I to Ziemer Affidavit.

All his research was carried out independently of the Hecht

campaign; Mr. Ziemer had no contact with Senator Hecht or anyone

* associated with his campaign. Ziemer Affidavit at 118.

Auto PAC's expenditures for public advertisements on behalf

of Senator Hecht consisted of airing television spots and sending

* direct mail. Glacken Affidavit at If 20. The scripts for the
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television ads and the copy for the direct mail letters were

drawn from the material Mr. Ziemer supplied, supplemented by news

reports of the campaign. Id. No other source of information was

used to prepare either the scripts or the direct mail letters.

id.

Each television advertisement Auto PAC aired and each direct

mail letter Auto PAC sent advocating Senator Hecht's election was

created independently of the Hecht campaign. Id. at 123. Auto

PAC did not make a copy of any Hecht television spot and rebroad-

cast in whole or in part; nor did Auto PAC copy any Hecht print

ad or brochure and republish it in whole or in part. Id. At no

time did anyone at Auto PAC have any contact with Senator Hecht,

or with any representative or agent of his campaign, about the

Nevada Senate race. Id. at 122. All Auto PAC's activities in

Nevada were undertaken without any coordination or consultation

with Senator Hecht or any representative or agent of his

campaign. Id. No one at Auto PAC had any knowledge of the

plans, projects or needs of the Hecht campaign. Id.

IV. Standing Alone, Concurrent Use of Two Vendors By Auto PAC
and the Mack Campaign Provides No Legal Basis to Attack the
Independence of Auto PAC's Expenditures.

The DSCC complaint offers little but hyperbole to suggest

that Auto PAC either coordinated its expenditures with the Mack

campaign or otherwise compromised the independence of its efforts

on Mack's behalf. The best it can muster is to point to two

vendors -- Multi Media Services and Karl Rove & Company -- that

were retained by both Auto PAC and the Mack Campaign. This, it
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says, "1present(sJ prima facie questions about the 'independence'

of the PAC's expenditures for Mack." Complaint at 4. In a

typical example of overstatement, the DSCC asserts that "these

collusive arrangements fail any legal test of independence. . of

Id. No authority is cited for this claim.

The concurrent use of a vendor by a political committee and

a candidate without more is not enough, by itself, to destroy the

independence of an expenditure made by the committee on the

candidate's behalf. See A.0. 1979-80, 1 Fed. Elec. Camp. Fin.

Guide (CCH) 115469 (March 12, 1980). In A.0. 1979-80 the National

Conservative Political Action Committee ("NCPAC") had asked

whether a committee contemplating independent expenditures in

states A, B and C could hire the same polling firm that had been

* ~ retained by the candidate the committee intended to support in

V.- state A. A unanimous Commission opined that it could so long as

it only used the firm in states B and C. The Commission said

that NCPAC's concurrent use, in states B and C, of the same

polling firm being used by the candidate in state A did not

destroy the independence of its efforts on behalf of the state A

candidate.

The Commission then went on to rule that NCPAC could not use

this polling firm in state A. The Commission thus distinguished

between the concurrent use of the same vendor in different states

and the sharply different situation where a committee and a

candidate share the same vendor. Concurrent use of the same

vendor raises no special concern about coordination, whereas in
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the latter circumstance, where vendors are shared, the

opportunity for coordination is great, a fact the Commission's

regulations recognize. See 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(b)(4)(i)(1988).I/

Later in the opinion the Commission suggested that a committee

contemplating making independent expenditures might want to

screen potential vendors to ensure the vendor is not already

employed by a candidate on whose behalf independent expenditures

are to be made.

The facts in the Florida Senate campaign are indistinguish-

able in all material aspects from those set out A.O. 1979-80.

Auto PAC hired Multi Media and Rove to work for it in other

states while the Mack campaign made use of Multi Media and Rove's

services in Florida. This is the same as NCPAC using a polling

firm in states B and C that was being concurrently utilized by

the Republican candidate NCPAC was supporting in state A.

Accordingly, under the Federal Election Campaign Act Auto PAC is

entitled to rely upon the Commission's ruling in A.O. 1979-80

here. 2 U.S.C. § 437f(c) (1982). Indeed, as the Glacken

affidavit reveals, Auto PAC has instituted procedures for

screening its vendors that reflect the advice the Commission

proferred in A.O. 1979-80.

1/ See also A.O. 1982-20, 1 Fed. Elec. Camp. Fin. Guide (CCH)
15665 (media buyer working both for independent PAC
supporting Republican candidate and for candidate himself
would compromise the "independence" of PAC's expenditures
on candidate's behalf); In the Matter of Friends of Alaska,
MUR 1272 (Jan. 27, 1981)(nonindependence may exist when
vendor hired by candidate is later hired by PAC to make
expenditures in support of the candidate or in opposition
to his opponent).
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The DSCC offers no evidence to suggest Auto PAC's

expenditures were not made independently of the Mack campaign.

Nor does it furnish facts from which it could be inferred that

any such evidence exists. The only evidence before the

Commission is that contained in the Glacken, Fabrizio and Rove

Affidavits. All this contradicts any suggestion that Auto PAC's

expenditures were coordinated with the Mack campaign.

Auto PAC has conducted its affairs with scrupulous regard

for the Commission's rules respecting independent expenditures.

The DSCC has merely suggested is that there was an opportunity

for coordination between the Mack campaign and Auto PAC, "[b]ut

the opportunity for coordination is a separate question from

whether it was utilized." Common Cause v. FEC, 655 F. Supp. 619,

624 (D.D.C. 1986). In the face of the sworn denials of Glacken,

Fabrizio and Rove, and lacking any evidence to the contrary,

there is nothing from which the Commission could possibly infer

that the opportunity was utilized here.%/ Accordingly, there is

no reason to believe Auto PAC committed any election law

violation, and the Commission should therefore decline to

investigate Auto PAC's activities in the Florida Senate race.

2/ A mere assertion by the DSCC, without evidence, that the
PAC and Mack campaigns shared common vendors in Florida
does not give rise to a legal presumption of non-
independence pursuant to 11 C.F.R § 109.1(b)(4)(i). Even
if a legal presumption could be imposed on Auto PAC, its
burden is merely to go forward -- as it has -- with
contrary evidence. The burden of proof remains with the
DSCC. In the Matter of Steward R. Mott, MUR 1333 (May 28,
1982), General Counsel's Report at 8, citing Leguille v.
Dunn, 544 F. 2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 1976). The DSCC has failed to
meet even that burden here.
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V. The Fact That Auto PAC and the Hecht Campaign Addressed the
Same Topics in Their Advertisements Does Not Imply Any
Coordination.

In a supplemental complaint filed with the Commission on

November 7, the DSCC also raises a question about Auto PAC's

expenditures on behalf of the Nevada Senate Republican candidate

Chic Hecht. The only "fact" the DSCC offers here is that Auto

PAC's advertisements discuss the same topics as the Hecht

campaign, or in the more vivid words of the DSCC, Auto PAC's ads

"repeat -- point-by-point, theme-for-theme" the Hecht ads. DSCC

Letter to the Commission, November 7, 1988 at 2. The DSCC

contends that because Auto PAC and Hecht spots discuss the same

issues, "there is every possibility that the . . . Auto PAC and

Hecht advertising messages are the product of an unlawful

collaboration of the PAC and the Republican candidate." Id.

The uncontested facts, however, are that Auto PAC's ads were

not the product of a collaborative effort but of the independent

work of Mr. Robert Ziemer, Auto PAC's Nevada researcher. And, as

the sworn statement of Mr. Glacken demonstrates, not only was

Auto PAC's research conducted independently of the Hecht

campaign, but all other Auto PAC activities were independent as

well.

The DSCC also asks the Commission to find that Auto PAC's

expenditures were not made independently of the Hecht campaign

because they violate the statutory proscription on the rebroad-

cast or republication of a candidate's campaign material by a

committee making independent expenditures. Id. citing 2 U.S.C.
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S 441a(a)(7)(B)(ii) (1982). As Mr. Glacken states in his

affidavit, Auto PAC never rebroadcast nor republished any Hecht

campaign material, a fact corroborated by the DSCC's own

"evidence". Attached to the DSCC's supplemental complaint are

copies of Hecht ads and of the Auto PAC ads which the DSCC says

constitute a rebroadcast or republication of the Hecht ads. But

a simple comparison of the Hecht ads with the Auto PAC ads

demonstrates that Auto PAC's ads are not identical to the Hecht

ads.

What the DSCC appears to want is for the Commission to the

stretch the law to cover what the DSCC calls "mimicry". The DSCC0
cites no authority in support of this novel request; and, of

course, there is none. In fact, the authority that exists flatly

contradicts the interpretation sought by the DSCC. In a thorough

texamination of the Congressional deliberations that led to the

C-1 enactment of the rebroadcast statute, the Commission's Office of

the General Counsel has concluded:

The only clear purpose that can be drawn
from the legislative history is that
Congress did not want the contribution
limitations of the Act circumvented by
allowing an individual or organization to

* distribute campaign material prepared by the
candidate.

In the Matter of Fund for a Conservative Majority, MUR 1225 (July

4, 1982), General Counsel's Report at 8.

The DSCC offers no evidence to back up its suggestion that

Auto PAC collaborated with the Hecht campaign when developing its

advertisements. Nor does it offer any authority in support of
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its request that the Commission interpret the law on the

republication of a candidate's campaign literature in a manner

inconsistent with the legislative history. Accordingly, the

Commission should decline to find any reason to believe that Auto

PAC's activities in the Nevada Senate race violated the election

laws.

V11. Conclusion

It is not surprising that the DSCC's fanciful assertions

reach a crescendo with the exclamation that Auto PAC's

expenditures in Nevada have "assumed the dimensions of a national

scandal." While it is understandable that the DSCC is concerned,

or overwrought, its concern really is about the effectiveness of

Auto PAC's independent expenditures rather than about their

impropriety. The DSCC has proffered no evidence or legal

authority to support its frivolous complaint. If there is a

scandal at foot it is that the DSCC would have both Auto PAC and

the Commission and its staff waste time on a complaint which is

virtually barren of facts and which barely complies with the

Commission' s minimal technical requirements for a valid

complaint.
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For all the reasons stated above the Commission should find

no reason to believe that any action by Auto PAC violated the

campaign finance laws and should close the file on this matter

summarily.

Respectfully submitted,

Katharine R. Boyce
Richard E. Messick

Counsel for Auto Dealers
and Drivers for Free Trade
Political Action Committee

Patton, Boggs & Blow
2550 M Street, N.W.

N Washington, D.C. 20009
202/457-6000

December 12, 1988
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S* 9t 1 Glaen Affidavit

BEFORE
THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF
Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free ) MUR No. 2766

Trade Political Action Committee )
Friends of Connie Mack )
Representative Connie Mack )

AFFIDAVIT OF FRANCIS H. GLACKEN

Francis H. Glacken, under penalty of perjury pursuant to

Section 1746 of Title 28, declares as follows:

O 1. I have been employed by the Auto Dealers and Drivers

Nfor Free Trade Political Action Committee ("the PAC") since

February of 1982. In 1985 I was appointed Treasurer and in

February of 1988 I became the Director of the PAC. The PAC was

established in 1981 to support candidates who favor free trade.
e-

I. Steps Auto PAC Takes to Ensure Its Expenditures are

Independent

2. I am responsible for all the PAC's activities in

connection with its independent expenditures program. This

program began in 1985 and was continued in the 1987-88 election

cycle. Prior to starting this program, I reviewed the statutory

and regulatory provisions which apply to independent

expenditures. I examined these provisions again prior to making

independent expenditures in the 1987-88 election cycle.
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3. My responsibilities as the PAC's Director include

selecting campaign consultants and vendors to provide whatever

services the PAC requires to make independent expenditures. I

also ensure that any independent expenditure made by the PAC

complies with the Federal Election Commission's rules. I make

sure that no one at the PAC has any contact with any candidate,

or the agent or representative of any candidatef on whose behalf

the PAC plans to make independent expenditures. I also see to it

that no expenditure is made based on any knowledge of the plans,

projects or needs of the candidate.

4. To ensure that the PAC's expenditures are truly

independent, I screen all vendors the PAC retains in connection

with making independent expenditures. This screening includes

questioning them as to which campaigns have retained their

services. If the prospective vendor states that he is doing work

for a candidate for whom the PAC plans to make independent

expenditures, I do not hire him to work for the PAC on that

campaign.

5. This screening also includes explaining to the vendors

the rules they must in their work for the PAC to be sure

that the PAC's expenditures are not deemed to be made in

coordination or consultation with any candidate. As an

additional precautionf before retaining a vendor to assist the

PAC in making independent expenditures on behalf of a particular

candidate, I ask him or her to sign a statement certifying that

he or she has no involvement with that particular candidate's

campaign.
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II. The Florida Senate Race

Multi Media Services Corporation

6. Sometime in early October of 1988 I met with Anthony

* Fabrizio, President of Multi Media Services of Alexandria,

Virginia, to discuss retaining him to purchase media for the PAC.

7. At the outset of our conversation, I asked Mr. Fabrizio

which, if any, Senate campaigns had retained his services.

8. He replied that, among other campaigns, he was working

for the Senate campaign of Representative Connie Mack.

9. At that point, I stated that he was not to say anything

at all to me or anyone else associated with the PAC about the

Florida Senate race. From that moment, neither I nor anyone else

* O at the PAC discussed the Florida Senate race with Mr. Fabrizio or

others at Multi Media Services, or anyone else connected in any

way with the Florida Senate race about that race or media for the

race.

10. I subsequently retained Mr. Fabrizio's firm, Multi

Media Services Corporation, to buy television advertising for the

PAC in Wyoming, Nevada, Mississippi, and California. These are

the only states where Multi Media Services Corporation performed

any service for the PAC.

Karl Rove and Company

11. Sometime in late September or early October, 1988, I

began discussing with Karl Rove, President of Karl Rove and
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Company, the possibility of his providing direct mail services

for the PAC.

12. At the outset of these discussions, I asked Mr. Rove

which Senate campaigns had retained his services. He answered

that he was doing work for the Connie Mack Senate campaign in

Florida.

13. At that point, I stated that he was not to say

* anything at all to me or anyone else associated with the PAC

about the Florida Senate race. From that moment, neither I nor

anyone else at the PAC discussed the Florida Senate race with Mr.

Rove or others at Karl Rove and Company.

14. 1 subsequently retained Mr. Rove's firm, Karl Rove and

Company, to produce direct mail letters for delivery to voters in

* ~ Nevada. This is the only service Karl Rove and Company performed

for the PAC.

Independent Expenditures in Florida

15. The only independent expenditures the PAC has made in

the Florida Senate race were the purchase of television time to

advocate the election of Representative Connie Mack to the U.S.

Senate.

16. As reported to the Federal Election Commission, the

PAC retained the Lambert-Dale Advertising Company of New York,

New York, to purchase this time. See Exhibit I hereto. The PAC

selected this media buyer on the basis that the company had never

dh had any association whatsoever with the Mack for Senate Campaign
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or any of its media consultants. At my request, Mr. James C.

LaMarre, Senior Vice President of Lambert-Dale Advertising,

executed a Certificate of Non-Involvement before I hired his

agency. See Exhibit II hereto. This certificate states that

Lambert-Dale had had no involvement with the Connie Mack for

Senate Campaign.

17. At the time these independent expenditures were made,

neither I nor anyone else at the PAC had any information about

the plans, projects or needs of the Connie Mack Senate

campaign. None of the PAC's independent expenditures in Florida

were made by or through any individual with any relationship

whatsoever to the Mack Senate campaign. None of the PAC's

expenditures were undertaken at the request or direction of

candidate Mack or anyone associated with his campaign.

III. The Nevada Senate Race

Basis of PAC's Advertisements

18. Because the PAC needed information on the issues being

debated in the Nevada Senate race, I interviewed Robert L. Ziemer

of Portland, Oregon, about doing research on the campaign and

preparing reports and memos on the issues.

19. Before retaining Mr. Ziemer, I confirmed that he had

had no involvement with the Hecht campaign. When I retained him,

I asked Mr. Ziemer to execute a Certificate of Non-Involvement

stating that he was not involved in any way with the Hecht

campaign. See Exhibit III hereto. After hiring him, I explained
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that all the PAC's efforts must be independent of the Hecht

campaign. I also cautioned him that he was to have no contact

with Senator Hecht or any representative or agent of the Hecht

campaign and that all his research was to be done independently.

Inde2endent Expenditures in Nevada

20. To advocate Senator Hecht's election the PAC aired

television spots and sent direct mail. Both the scripts for the

spots and the direct mail copy were created using the research

supplied by Mr. Ziemer, supplemented by newspaper accounts of the

campaign. No other source was used to prepare the television

scripts or direct mail letters. These are the only public

advertisements Auto PAC sponsored on behalf of Senator Hecht.

22. Prior to the November 1988 election, neither I nor

anyone else at the PAC had any contact with Senator Hecht, or

with any representative or agent of his campaign, about the

Nevada Senate race. All the PAC's activities in Nevada were

undertaken without any coordination or consultation with Senator

Hecht or any representative or agent of his campaign. No one at

the PAC had any knowledge of the plans, projects or needs of t-he

Hecht campaign. No ac .LVIty was undertaken at the request or

direction of Senator Hecht or anyone associated with his

campaign.

23. Each and every television advertisement and direct

mail letter prepared by the PAC advocating Senator Hecht's

election or his opponent's defeat was created independently. The
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PAC did not make a copy of any Hecht television spot and rerun

it; it did not make a copy of any printed material produced by

the Hecht campaign and redistribute it. No television

advertisement or direct mail letter was a republication, in whole

or in part, of any Hecht broadcast or other advertisement or

brochure, nor did the PAC finance the dissemination or

distribution, in whole or in part, of any broadcast or any other

materials prepared by the Hecht campaign.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct.

Francis H. Glacken

Executed this day of December, 1988.
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AUTO DEALERS & DRIVERS FOR FREE TRADE
Politfcal Action Committee

CERTIFICATE OF NON.INVOLVEMENT

I hereby Certify that Lambert/SIS Advertising; located at 1515 Broadway,

New York, New York 10036, has not been employed or engaged by, or

otherwise provided services tot Rep. Connie Mock, or any authorized

campaign committee of Rep. Mock, or agent of either, of any kind during the

years 1087 and 1988, with the following exception:

NONE

DATE: October 25, 1988 MO

(U)James C. LaMarre
Senior Vice President

(TITLE)

153-42 Hiislde .AWnUe . Jamaica, New York 11432 * (718) 291-6900

ft IV AgoDOM& DVWS W M Tteft PACI
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AUTO DEALERS & DRIVERS FOR FREE TRADE
Political Action Committe

CERTIFIPCATZ OF NON-INVOLVEKZNT

I hereby certify that Bob ZAer 7301 B.E. Lincoln Street,
Portland OR, 97215 has not been employed or engaged by, or
otherwise provided services for Ben. Chic Hecht, or any
authorized campaign committee of Son. Hecht, or agent of
either, of any kind during the years 1987 and 1988, vith the
following exception:

(TME)

(TITLE)

153-12 Hillside Avenue 0 Jamaica, New York 11432

Pad far by Auio Diel & Wmera for Frw Trafd MC
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a"E 2 Fabrizio Affidavit

BEFORE
THE FEDERAL ELECTION COM4MISSION

IN THE MATTER OF)

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free )MUR No. 2766
Trade Political Action Committee)

Friends of Connie Mack)
Representative Connie Mack)

AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY M. FABRIZIO, JR.

Anthony M. Fabrizio, Jr., under penalty of perjury pursuant

to Section 1746 of Title 28, declares as follows:

1. I am President and Chairman of First Media Services

Corp., a Virginia corporation doing business under the name of

Multi Media Services Corporation ("Multi Media").

2. In October of 1988 1 was approached by the Auto Dealers

and Drivers for Free Trade PAC ("the PAC") to buy media in

selected states. I disclosed at that time that I had been

retained by the Connie Mack for Senate campaign. From that point

on the PAC and I agreed not to discuss anything involving the

Florida Senate r-ace. I was subsequently hired by the PAC to buy

media in other states.

3. I am the only person at Multi Media who had any contact

with the employees or representatives of the PAC during the 1987-

88 campaign cycle on anything but matters related to billing.

4. Neither I nor anyone else at Multi Media performed any

services whatsoever for the PAC in connection with the Connie

Mack for Senate campaign.



5. At no time prior to the election did I or anyone else

at Multi Media ever discuss the Connie Mack for Senate campaign,

time buys by the Mack campaign, commercials run by the Mack

campaign or anything else associated with the Mack campaign with

• anyone connected with the PAC.

I certify under penalty of perjur -tt phe 1foregoing is

true and correct.

Executed this , day of November, 198's.
-J
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BEFORE
THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF)

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free )MUR No. 2766
* Trade Political Action Committee)

Friends of Connie Mack)
Representative Connie Mack)

AFFIDAVIT OF KARL C. ROVE

Karl C. Rove, under penalty of perjury pursuant to Section

1746 of Title 28, declares as follows:

1. 1 am President and Chief Executive Officer of Karl Rove

+ Company, a Texas corporation ("the Rove Company').

* ~ 2. During the 1987-88 campaign cycle, the Rove Company was

retained by the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC ("the

PAC") to prepare and send direct mail.

3. 1 am the only person at the Rove Company authorized to

discuss any matter involving a particular campaign with the

employees or representatives of the PAC during the 1987-88

* campaign cycle.

4. Neither I nor anyone else at the Rove Company performed

any services whatsoever for the PAC in connection with the Connie

Mack for Senate campaign.

5. At no time did I or anyone else at the Rove Company

ever discuss the Connie Mack for Senate campaign with anyone

_L connected with the PAC.
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I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct.

Ka 1 C. Rove

Executed this __ day of November, 1988.

A,
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BEFORE
THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF )
)

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free ) MUR No. 2766
Trade Political Action Committee )

0 Friends of Connie Mack )
Representative Connie Mack )

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. ZIEMER
0

Robert L. Ziemer, under penalty of perjury pursuant to

Section 1746 of Title 28, declares as follows:

1. I am a political consultant residing in Portland

Oregon.

S-02. In the Fall of 1988 I was retained by Auto Dealers and

Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee ("The PAC") to

do research on the Nevada Senate race.

1W 3. I spent almost a month researching the issues that had
04-

surfaced in the Nevada race. Among other things, I travelled to

Nevada where I visited the Legislative Library at the State

Capitol in Carson City and the Washoe County Library in Reno. I

also visited the headquarters of the Bryan for Senate Campaign

and various television stations.

4. During this visit I gathered news clips, video tapes of

debates, state legislative records and other information on the

stands Senator Hecht and Govenor Bryan had taken on various

public issues.
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5. 1 returned to Portland, Oregon with this material.

There, I supplemented it with articles from Congressional

Quarterly and other publications available from the public

library.

6. Based on all the material I had gathered, I wrote a

series of memos for the PAC suggesting issues that could be used

to advance the candidacy of Senator Hecht. A copy of one such

memo is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

7. When I was hired by the PAC, Frank Glacken made it

absolutely clear that I was to have no contact with Senator Hecht

or anyone associated with his campaign.

8. All my research was done independently. I had no

contact with Senator Hecht or anyone associated with his

campaign. Nor did I have any knowledge of the plans, projects or

needs of the Hecht Campaign.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

Executed this day of December, 1988.



BENJAMIN L. GINSBERG
LEGAL COUNSEL

December 21, 1988

Lawrence M. Noble, Esquire cD
General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463

Attn: Michael Marinelli, Esquire J

RE: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Noble:

This letter and the attached affidavit of Ken Reitz,

campaign manager for Senator Chic Hecht, the Republican candidate

"i in the 1988 Senate election in Nevada, are submitted on behalf of

the Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N. Mauldin, as Treasurer,

in response to a complaint filed with the Federal Election

Commission ("Commission"). The complaint was filed by the

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee ("DSCC") on behalf of

Senator Hecht's opponent against the Auto Dealers and Drivers for

- Free Trade PAC ("Auto Dealers PAC") and the Hecht Re-Election

Committee and has been denominated MUR 2766. For the reasons set

forth below, the Commission should find no reason to believe that

the Hecht Re-Election Committee violated the Federal Election

Campaign Act ("Act") or the Commission's Regulations.

This complaint, made the day before the 1988 general

election, does not even allege that the Hecht Re-Election

Committee or anyone associated with it violated the Act. It

offers absolutely no evidence that anyone associated with Senator

Hecht's campaign violated the Act. Rather, it is a transparent

440 FIRST STREET. N.W. 0 SUITE 600 0 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001 (202) 347-0202
PAIO FOR ANO AUTNO0IZEO 8Y THI NATIONAL REPUGLICAN SENATORIAL COMMITEE
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election-eve attempt to discredit politically an independent

expenditure. while the complainant may not like the reality of an

independent expenditure, that does not mean their unsubstantiated

complaint should receive anything more than a prompt dismissal by

the Commission.

The Act defines an independent expenditure as one advocating

the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate "which is

not made with the cooperation or with the prior consent of, or in

consultation with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate

of any agent or authorized committee of such candidate." 2 U.S.C.

431(17); 11 C.F.R. 109.1.

This complaint contains no facts or theories to substantiate

O the charge that Senator Hecht's campaign violated the Act. There

is no allegation that anyone connected or involved with the Hecht

campaign cooperated with or gave any consent to the independent

expenditure group. There is no evidence that the Hecht campaign

or any of its agents or employees consulted with the independent

expenditure group or requested or suggested that it undertake any

of its activities.

There is a simple reason for this lack of evidence or facts

in the complaint. There was no cooperation or consultation with,

consent given by, request or suggestion made by the Hecht campaign

to the Auto Dealers PAC. Reitz Affidavit at 4.

There was no contact by the Hecht campaign with this

independent expenditure group. Id. No one associated with the

Hecht committee gave any of its broadcast ads or campaign

materials to the independent expenditure group. Id. at 5. While
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the complaint broadly states that "there is every possibility"

that the independent expenditure ads are the "product of an

unlawful collaboration" between the Hecht campaign and the

independent expenditure group, an analysis of the "evidence"

submitted with the complaint shows that the ads at issue do not

even include any materials prepared by the Hecht campaign.

In conclusion, this is a meritless complaint that does not

even include any facts or evidence to substantiate its charges.

All the facts before the Commission show the complaint is

groundless. Complaints of this nature should not be allowed to

tie up the time and resources of candidates. For the reasons set

forth above, the Commission should find no reason to believe that

10 the Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer,

violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, or

the Regulations issued pursuant thereto.

incere

jamin Le

Counsel to the Hecht
Re-Election Committee



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF:

Hecht Re-Election Committee

5Auto Dealers and Drivers for MUR 2766
Free Trade PAC

Ken Reitz, having been duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein

and am competent to testify thereto.

C 2. I was campaign manager for Senator Chic Hecht, a

candidate for the United States Senate in Nevada in the 1988

general election.

3. During the course of that campaign, a group called the

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC conducted an

independent expenditure campaign on behalf of Senator Hecht's

campaign.

4. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, no

one on Senator Hecht's campaign staff or connected to his campaign

committee in any way cooperated or consulted with the independent

expenditure group, gave consent to it for its activities or

requested or suggested that it undertake its activities.



5. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief,

there was no contact by the Hecht Re-Election Committee or anyone

connected to it with this group conceraing its independent

expenditure campaign. No one associated with the Hecht

Re-Election Committee gave any of our broadcast ads or campaign

materials to this independent expenditure group.

Ken Reitz

Signed to and subscribed before me this cq I day of December
1988.

7' LISA MA. KNIOH"TON
Notary Public 7' t " " yevada

My Commission expires: ,,...k.C--r-y
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BENJAMIN L. GINSBERG 89 JAN -9 PM : 13
LEGAL COUNSEL

January 6, 1989

7'
C-,

Lawrence M. Noble, Esquire
General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463
Attn: Michael Marinelli, Esquire X-

RE: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Noble:

This letter and the attached affidavits are submitted on

behalf of the Congressman Connie Mack for U.S. Senate Committee

and Robert I. Watkins, as Treasurer, in response to a Complaint

filed with the Federal Election Commission ("Commission"). The

Complaint, filed by the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee

("DSCC") on behalf of Connie Mack's opponent, against the AutoC.

Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC ("Auto Dealers PAC") and

the Congressman Connie Mack for U.S. Senate Committee, has been

denominated MUR 2766. For the reasons set forth below, the

Commission should find no reason to believe that the Mack

Committee violated the Federal Election Campaign Act ("Act") or

the Commission's Regulations.

Lacking in facts and made in the waning days of the 1988

campaign, this Complaint rests solely on the assertion that the

use by an independent expenditure group of two Mack vendors for

work outside of Florida automatically vitiates the independence of

440 FIRST STREET. N.W. 0 SUITE 600 • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001 S (202) 347-0202
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the group's expenditures within Florida. This Complaint should be

dismissed since this assertion is contrary to the opinions of the

Commission and since the Complaint fails to present any evidence

of actions by the Mack campaign that violate the Act.

Almost as an afterthought, the Complaint also alleges that

the Mack campaign violated the Act by not providing enough

information on its 48-hour reports of contributions over $1,000.

The Commission should take no further action on this charge since

the Mack Committee did timely file its 48-hour reports and has

provided all the required information to the Commission.

Independent Expenditures

Facts: It is true that the Auto Dealers PAC conducted a

series of independent expenditures in Florida during the 1988

O general election campaign. But it is not true, and the Complaint

offers no facts to substantiate its allegation, that the Mack

campaign in any way cooperated or consulted with, consented to, or

requested or suggested to the Auto Dealers PAC that it undertake

its activities. Affidavit of Mitch Bainwol ("Bainwol Aff.") at 4,

5.

The person who purchased broadcast time for the Mack

campaign was Anthony M. Fabrizio, president of Multi Media

Services Corp. Id. at 6; Affidavit of Anthony M. Fabrizio

("Fabrizio Aff.") at 3. Karl Rove and Company produced direct

mail for the Mack campaign. Bainwol Aff. at 6; Affidavit of Karl

Rove ("Rove Aff.") at 3. Respondents stipulate that Fabrizio and

Rove did work for the Auto Dealers PAC. However, under no



circumstances, did Fabrizio or Rove do any work for the Auto

Dealers PAC in Florida. Fabrizio Aff. at 6; Rove Aff. at 6.

Neither told the Auto Dealers PAC about any plans, projects or

needs of the Mack campaign. Fabrizio Aff. at 7, 8; Rove Aff. at

7, 8. No one associated with the Mack campaign had any contacts

with the Auto Dealers PAC concerning their independent expenditure

campaign or told any agent of the Auto Dealers PAC of the

campaign's plans, projects or needs. Bainwol Aff. at 8.

La : An independent expenditure advocates the election or

defeat of a clearly identified candidate and "is not made with the

cooperation or with the prior consent of, in consultation with, or

Sat the request or suggestion of, a candidate or any agent or

authorized committee of such candidate." 2 U.S.C. 431(17); 11

C.F.R. 109.1. The Complaint only "suggests", and offers no

evidence, that the Mack campaign in any way violated the Act or

Regulations. The only evidence before the Commission is the

affidavits of Mitch Bainwol, Mack's campaign manager; Fabrizio and
CF

Rove. These sworn affidavits demonstrate that the Mack committee

or its agents in no way violated the Act regarding the Auto

Dealers PAC's expenditures.

Accordingly, the Complaint rests solely on its assertion

that the use of two Mack vendors by the Auto Dealers PAC in states

other than Florida means that the Florida expenditures cannot be

independent. However, previous rulings by the FEC in identical

situations dictate that this Complaint against the Mack campaign

be dismissed. In Advisory Opinion 1979-80, Fed. Elec. Camp. Fin.
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Guide (CCH) para. 5469 (1980), the Commission ruled that the use

of a vendor by an independent expenditure group in two states did

not mean that the vendor's work for a candidate in a third state

ruined the independence of the group's expenditure in the third

state. Id. at 10,529. The Commission did say that the vendor

could not be used by the group in the third state. Id. Thus, the

Commission established a distinction between the common use of a

vendor in a state where an independent expenditure was being

conducted and the situation at issue in this Complaint. Be&~ as

AO 1982-20, Fed. Elec. Camp. Fin. Guide (CCH) para. 5665 (1982).

The Complaint offers no evidence that the Mack committee or

any of its agents violated the Act or the Regulations. The

evidence shows that both the campaign and the vendors knew the law

and obeyed it. The Commission should find no reason to believe

that the Mack committee or Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer,

nr violated the Act.

48-Hour Reports

The Complaint alleges violations by the Mack committee for

not providing complete donor information on its 48-hour reports of

contributions of $1,000 or above. These reports include the name

of the contributor and the amount contributed. All the

information required by the Act has been included on the Mack

Committee's post-election report.



Accordingly, the Mack committee has made a full and complete

filing. it did meet its statutory obligation to report the names

of all contributors over $1,000 within 48 hours of receipt. It

has now complied fully with the Act and Regulations. The

Commission should take no further action.

dn L. Ginsberg

Counsel to the Congressman
Connie Mack for Senate
Committee and Robert I.
Watkins, as treasurer



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OF THE UNITED STATES

IN THE MATTER OF:

Congressman Connie Mack for U.S. Senate Committee)

Robert 1. Watkins, as Treasurer ) MUR 2766

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC)

AFFIDAVIT

0 Mitch Bainwol, having been duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. 1 have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and
am competent to testify thereto.

2. 1 was campaign manager for Congressman Connie Mack during his
1988 campaign for the United States Senate in Florida.

3. During the course of that campaign, a group called the Auto
Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC made independent expenditures
concerning the Senate election.

4. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, no one
connected with Connie Mack's campaign staff or connected to his
campaign committee in any way cooperated or consulted with the
independent expenditure group, gave consent to it for its activities
or requested or suggested that it undertake its activities.

5. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, there
was no contact by the Connie Mack campaign committee or anyone
connected to it with this group concerning its independent
expenditure campaign. No one associated with Connie Mack's campaign
gave any broadcast ads or campaign materials to this independent
expenditure group.

6. The complaint filed in this case alleges that two vendors to
the Connie Mack campaign, Anthony M. Fabrizio, Jr. of Multi Media
Services Corp. and Karl Rove of Karl Rove and Company, did work for
this independent expenditure group in states other than Florida. I
had no conversations with either Fabrizio or Rove concerning their
work for this group.



V 7. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, neither
Fabrizio or Rove told the independent expenditure group anything
about Connie Mack's activities, plans or needs or provided any
information about our campaign to this group.

8. No one associated with the Mack campaign had any contacts
with the Auto Dealers PAC concerning their independent expenditure
campaign or told any agent of the Auto Dealers PAC of the campaign's
plans, projects or needs.

Mitch Bainwol

Signed to and subscribed before me this 6th day of January 1989.

Notary Public

M9 ission Expires:



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
OF THE UNITED STATES

IN THE MATTER OF:

Congressman Connie Mack for U.S. Senate Committee)
)

XVIJLt. I. woLkaiiu, ON TLId5ULWL MuR Z78O
)

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC )

AN N £UP.V 1 L

Anthony M. Fabrizio, Jr., having been duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I have pcrsonal knowledgo of the facts contained herein and
am competent to testify thereto.

2. I am President and Chairman of First Media Services Corp.,
a Virginia corporation doing business under the name of Multi Media
Services Corp.

3. During the 1988 campaign, I was retained to purchase time
for the Congressman Connie Mack for U.S. Senate Committee in the
state of Florida.

4. In October of 1988, I was approached by an independent
expenditure group, the Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC,
to buy media for them in selected states.

5. At the outset of the conversation, they asked the other
campaigns in which I was involved. When I told the independent
expenditure group I was working tor Connie Mack, they told me not to
tell anyone associated with the independent expenditure grout
anything about the Florida race. I did not discuss the Florida
Senate race with nnyonnr rnneted with the inMependent expenditure
group after that initial inquiry in which I revealad I was working
on the Florida Senate race.

6. Neither I nor anyone else employed by Multi Media assisted
or performed any services whatsoever for this independent
expenditure group in connection with the Florida Senate race or any
other race in Florida.



7. Neither I nor anyone else in Multi Media ever discussed theFlorida Senate race, any time buys for the Mack campaign,
commercials run by the Mack campaign or anything associated with the
Florida Senate race with the Auto Dealers PAC.

8. Neither I nor anyone else at Multi Media told the Auto
Dealers PAC anything about the Mack campaign, including its
activities, plans, or needs. I never provided the Auto Dealers PAC
with any information about the Mack Senate race.

n, azio, Jr,

Signed to and subscribed before me is day of January 1989.

Notary.Public

N, MY Commission Expires:



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTON COMMISSION
OF THE UNITED STATES

IN THE MA1TER OF:

Congressman Connie Mack for U. S. Senate Committee )
)

Robert I. Watkins, as Treasurer ) MUR 2766
)

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC )

AFFIDAVIT

Karl C. Rove, having been duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and am
competent to testify thereto.

2. I am President and Chairman of Karl C. Rove and Company
("Rove Co.").

3. During the 1988 campaign, I was retained by the Congressman
Connie Mack for U. S. Senate Committee to produce direct mail in the
state of Florida.

4. During the 1988 election campaign, I was approached by an
independent expenditure group, the Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade PAC, to produce and send mail for them in selected
states.

5. Before doing any work for the Auto Dealers PAC, they asked
the other campaigns in which I was involved. When I told the
independent expenditure group I was working for Connie Mack,
they told me not to tell anyone associated with the independent
expenditure group anything about the Florida race. Before November
8, I did not discuss the Florida Senate reace with anyone involved
with the AutoDealers PAC after that initial inquiry in which I revealed



I was working on Mrida Senate race.S

6. Neither I nor anyone else employed by Rove Co. assisted or
performed any services whatsoever for this independent expenditure
group in connection with the Florida Senate race or any other race
in Florida.

7. Neither I nor anyone else at Rove Co. ever discussed the Florida
Senate race, any mail pieces for or plans of the Mack campaign, or
anything associated with the Florida Senate race with the Auto Dealers
PAC.

8. Neither I nor anyone at Rove Co. told the Auto Dealers PAC
anything about the Mack campaign, including its activities, plans,
or needs. I never provided the Auto Dealers PAC with any
information about the Mack Senate race.

re,

KIIC.Rove

C. Signed to and subscribed before me this _____ day of er8

N6,ary blic

My Commission Expires:

-qI' / g
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(202) 457-6094

Lawrence M. Noble, Esq.
General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: MUR 2766 [I
Dear Mr. Noble:

My client, Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade
Political Action Committee, responded on December 12, 1988 to
your invitation to file comments on a complaint lodged against
Auto PAC and others by the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee. To date, we have had no response from the Commission
on this complaint.

Auto PAC is understandably anxious to resolve this
matter. The DSCC's complaint offered nothing more than the
suggestion that Auto PAC "might" have violated the Commission's
rules. In our response, we submitted the affidavits of four
individuals and other documents demonstrating that no violation
occurred.

We believe that once the Commission has this material
before it, it will readily decide to reject the DSCC complaint.
We would appreciate your efforts to expedite this matter so that
it can be resolved as soon as possible.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

/Katharine R. Boyce

KRB/tsp
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION CORRI1$j0N

In the Matter of ) SENSITIVE
)

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade )
Political Action Committee and ) MUR 2766
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer; )

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, )
as treasurer; )

)
Representative Connie Mack; )

)
Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N. )
Mauldin, as treasurer; )

)
Senator Chic Hecht )

NGENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Complaint

On November 3, 1988, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign

Committee filed a complaint against the Auto Dealers and Drivers

for Free Trade PAC, Friends of Connie Mack, ("Mack Committee")

and Rep. Connie Mack. The complaint alleged that the Auto

Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC ("Auto Dealers") was

making expenditures on behalf of Rep. Mack's senatorial campaign

that were not, in fact, independent, but instead constituted

contributions to the Mack campaign. The complaint asserted that

the Mack campaign and the Auto Dealers were using two common

consultants: (1) Multi-Media Services Corporation ("Multi-Media")

for time buying; and (2) Karl Rove and Company ("Karl Rove") for

direct mailings. The complaint argued that this relationship

caused the Auto Dealers' expenditures to fail the test for

independence set for expenditures in case law and the

Commission's regulations.
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The complaint alleged that the Auto Dealers had exceeded the
contribution limitations of 2 U.S.C. I 441a(a)(2) and had not
reported the above payments properly pursuant to 2 U.S.C.

S 434(b), and that the Mack campaign and Representative Connie
Mack had knowingly accepted such contributions in excess of the
limitations in violation of 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(f). The complaint
also alleged that the Mack campaign had filed 48-hour
contribution reports without the identification of contributors

required by 2 U.S.C. 5 434(a)(6)(A).

On November 7, 1988, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee filed an amendment to the complaint. The amendment
alleged that Auto Dealers had made expenditures on behalf of
Senator Hecht's senatorial campaign that were not, in fact,
independent, but instead constituted contributions to the Hecht
campaign. The amendment asserts that a similarity between the
political television advertisements used by the Hecht campaign
and the Auto Dealers' political advertisement supporting Senator
Hecht's re-election campaign is evidence of "illegal
collaboration." Attachment 1 at 44. The complaint further
states that whether or not there was collaboration Auto Dealers,
apparent imitation of the Hecht campaign's television
advertisements amounts to the redistribution and republication of
these advertisements and must be considered a contribution to the
Hecht campaign under 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(d)(1).

As did the original complaint, the amendment alleged that
Auto Dealers had violated Sections 434(b) and 441a(a)(2). In
addition, the complaint alleged violations of 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f)
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by the Hecht Re-Election Committee (the "Hecht Committee") and

Senator Chic Hecht.

a. The Responses

Responses have been received from all the respondents.

Auto Dealers denies that there was any coordination with the Mack

Committee regarding its expenditure program. Auto Dealers argues

that the common vendors, Multi-Media Services and Karl Rove

provided services for Auto Dealers in states other than Florida

and that Auto Dealers used a different vendor, Lambert/Dale

Advertising ("Lambert/Dale"), to provide expenditures on behalf

of the Mack candidacy. Auto Dealers also denies any coordination

with the Hecht Committee for its expenditures on behalf of the

Hecht campaign. The response includes affidavits from Francis H.
Glacken, political director for Auto Dealers; Robert L. Ziemer,

researcher and creator of material used in the Hecht expenditures

program; Anthony M. Fabrizio Jr., the president of Multi-media;

and Karl C. Rove, the president of Karl Rove.

The response from the Hecht Committee and Senator Chic Hecht

also denies any coordination between the Hecht Committee's

efforts and the Auto Dealers' expenditures. This response

includes an affidavit from Ken Reitz, the Hecht Committee's

campaign manager.

The response of the Mack Committee joins the Auto Dealers

and the Hecht Committee in denying the allegations of

coordination. Finally, the Mack Committee states that complete

information on the last minute contributors was included in its

1988 30-Day Post General Election Report. The response contains
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affidavits from Mitch Bainwol, campaign manager for the Mack

Committee, and further affidavits from the presidents of
Multi-Media and Karl Rove. Multi-Media is a Virginia corporation

and Karl Rove is a Texas corporation.1

I. ANALYSIS

A. The Legal Standard

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended,(the

"Act") requires a political committee to disclose all its

receipts and disbursements, and to itemize those contributions

and expenditures that aggregate in excess of $200 per calendar

year, on its reports filed with the Commission. See 2 U.S.C.

S 434(b). The candidate's principal campaign committee must file
special notices on contributions received after the 20th day but
more than 48 hours before an election in which the candidate is

running. 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A). The notification must include

the name of the candidate, the office sought by the candidate,

identification of the contributor, and the date of receipt and

amount of the contribution. Id. Under the Act, the
identification of an individual requires the giving of the name,

the mailing address, and the occupation of the individual, as
well as the name of his or her employer. 2 U.S.C. S 431(13).

No multicandidate political committee may make contributions

1. According to records at Virginia's State CorporationCommission, Anton Fabrizio is the president of Multi-Media,Thomas Edward is the chairman and secretary, Ronald Frankelsteinis the treasurer and J. Curtis Herge is the incorporating officerand agent. The Texas Secretary of State Office does not maintaininformation regarding corporate officers.



to a candidate or his authorized committee which in aggregate

exceed $5,000 with respect to any one federal election. Further,

no candidate or political committee may knowingly accept

contributions or make expenditures in violation of the provisions

of 2 U.S.C. S 441a. 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

A political committee that is not an authorized committee

may make independent expenditures on behalf of a candidate which,

unlike contributions, will not be subject to limitations as to

the amount spent. See 2 U.S.C. S 431(17) and

-mu 11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(a). However, the Act defines what may be

%r* considered an independent expenditure. Under 2 U.S.C. S 431(17),

N"independent expenditure" means an expenditure by a person

expressly advocating the election or defeat of clearly identified
candidate which is made without cooperation or consultation with

any candidate, and which is not made in concert with, or at the

request or suggestion of, any candidate, or any authorized

committee or agent of such candidate.

The regulations further explain the kinds of interaction

C between the candidate and the political committee which would

lead to a determination that an expenditure was not independent.

Under 11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(b)(4)(i), evidence of prior "arrangement,

coordination or direction by the candidate or his or her agent"

would lead to such a result. Further, it is presumed that an

expenditure has been made in cooperation with the candidate or

his committee if it is:

"(A) Based on information about the candidate's plans,

projects, or needs provided to the expending person by the
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candidate, or by the candidate's agents, with a view toward

having an expenditure made;

(a) Made by or through any person who is# or has been,

authorized to raise or expend funds, who is, or has been, an

officer of an authorized committee, or who is, or has been,

receiving any form of compensation or reimbursement from the

candidate, the candidate's committee or agent."

For purposes of Section 109.1 an agent is defined as "any

person who has actual oral or written authority, either express

or implied, to make or to authorize the making of expenditures on

behalf of a candidate, or means any person who has been placed in

a position within the campaign organization where it would

reasonably appear that in the ordinary course of campaign-related

activities he or she may authorize expenditures." 11 C.F.R.

S109.1(b)(5).

An expenditure that fails to qualify as an independent

expenditure is an in-kind contribution to the candidate.

11 C.F.R. 109.1(c). Further, the financing of the dissemination,

distribution or republication in whole or in part, of any

broadcast or any written, graphic, or other form of campaign

materials prepared by the candidate, his authorized committees,

or their authorized agents shall be considered a contribution for

the purposes of the contribution limitations and reporting

responsibilities by the person making the expenditure. It is not

considered an expenditure by the candidate or his authorized

committee "unless made with the cooperation or with the prior

consent of, or in consultation with, or at the request or
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suggestion of, a candidate or any authorized agent or committee

thereof." 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(d)(1).

When the Supreme Court declared the Act's original

provisions limiting the amount of independent expenditures to be

unconstitutional, it recognized the importance of distinguishing

between expenditures which were unauthorized by a campaign and

those that were authorized. Because of the "absence of

prearrangement and coordination," the Court reasoned that "unlike

contributions, such independent expenditures may well provide

little assistance to the candidate's campaign and indeed may

prove counterproductive." The independence "alleviates the

Ndanger that expenditures will be given as a quid pro quo for

improper commitments from the candidate." Buckley v Valeo, 424
O

U.S. 1, 47 (1976). Thus, while the Court placed no limit on

independent expenditures, it upheld the Act insofar as it "treats

all expenditures placed in cooperation with or with the consent

of the candidate as contributions subject to limitations set

C forth in [the Act]." Id.

A recent District Court case, Federal Election Commission v

National Conservative Political Action Committee, 647 F.Supp. 987

(S.D.N.Y. 1986) ("NCPAC"), illustrates the evidence one court has

found sufficient to determine that assertedly independent

expenditures were actually in-kind contributions. During Senator

Patrick Moynihan's 1982 primary re-election campaign, when

Senator Moynihan ran unopposed , NCPAC retained the services of

Finkelstein Associates, a polling and political consulting firm,

to conduct an expenditure campaign urging the Senator's defeat in
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the Democratic primary. At the same time, Finkelstein Associates

was also retained by Congressman Bruce Caputo, who was running

unopposed in the Republican Senatorial primary. In a complaint,

it was alleged that the independent expenditures against Moynihan
were actually in-kind contributions to the Caputo campaign. The

Commission found probable cause that respondent's expenditures

supporting Bruce Caputo were not independent. The Commission

subsequently brought a civil action suit under 2 U.S.C.

S 437g(a)(6)(A) to enforce the Act.

In the de novo review of the evidence that followed, the

court concluded that the expenditures were actually in-kind
contributions. The Commission's extensive investigation had
produced evidence that Finkelstein Associates was the key

strategist in both the Caputo campaign and NCPAC's expenditures

program against Senator Moynihan. The focus of the Court's

analysis was upon the role played by Finkelstein. The Court

Cnoted that since both candidates were running unopposed in their
respective primaries, the two races could not be realistically

viewed as "separate and distinct elections." Id. at 994.
"Finkelstein's strategy for Caputo," the court observed, "was to
pre-empt the (Republican) field and make Caputo the only viable
Republican candidate." Id. The court also made a comparison of

campaign materials, radio spots and commercials prepared by the
common vendor and used by both committees. These materials,

radio spots and commercials discussed the same eight issues and

used nearly identical language. For example, where the Caputo
materials wnuld say Senator Moynihan "opposed the President's
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plan to reduce federal spending," the NCPAC materials stated

Moynihan "opposed cutting back on government spending." NCPAC,

647 F.Supp. at 994. This created, according to the court, "an

'independent expenditure' campaign and a campaign for the

Republican nomination that are mirror images of one another."

NCPAC, 647 F.Supp. at 993. The similarity between the campaign

materials indicated there was such a degree of coordination as to

make it plain that there was in fact only one campaign, not two.

Id.
2

2. A second district court case, Common Cause v. Federal Election
Commission, 655 F.Supp. 619 (D.D.C. 1986), also dealt with the
independent expenditure issue but in a more limited fashion. The
original complaint in Common Cause alleged that five political
committees had coordinated their expenditures with the 1980
Reagan Presidential campaign. These committees were Americans
For an Effective Presidency, Americans for Change, North Carolina
Congressional Club, Fund For A Conservative Majority, and NCPAC.

The complainant, Common Cause, presented evidence of
"interlocking membership of persons at the policy making levels
of the committees and prior alliances with the official
committees; indirect communication of strategy by Reagan's
[unauthorized] campaign committees through the media; and the
uses of common vendors." Id. at 624. In particular, the reports
filed by the respondents revealed numerous examples of the
vendors providing services as part of an allegedly independent
expenditure program on behalf of the nauthorized Reagan
committees and also providing services directly to the same
unauthorized Reagan committees. See General Counsel's Report
signed August 15, 1980, in MUR 1252. However, the extensive
investigation that followed the Commission's reason to believe
findings failed to produce "evidence of any direct requests or
scheming." Common Cause, 655 F.Supp. at 624. Consequently, the
Commission took no further action on the coordination issue.

Common Cause brought a civil suit under 2 U.S.C.
437g(a)(8)(A) challenging the Commission's action. Common Cause
argued that there was no rational basis for requiring at the
probable cause stage of enforcement that there be direct evidence
of coordination. Instead, Common Cause urged that a "totality of
the circumstances standard" be imposed. In the limited review
that followed, the district court ruled that there was a rational
basis to support either standard. Although the Commission could
have freely adopted the totality of circumstances standard urged
by Common Cause, the court stated it was not an abuse of
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In addition to NCPAC, the Commission ha5 issued several

advisory opinions that bear on the issues raised in the present

matter. of particular relevance are Advisory opinions 1979-80,

1983-12 and 1984-30 and Advisory Opinion Request 1987-9. These

are treated below in the discussion analyzing the facts and

allegations in this matter.

B. Application of the Law to the Facts

1. Expenditures on behalf of Connie Rack

a. Extent of Support

o In reports filed with the Commission, Auto Dealers made

'P $326,050 in what it reported as independent expenditures on

N behalf of Friends of Connie Mack for Congressman Mack's 1988

Senate bid in Florida. Auto Dealers also contributed $5,000 to

the Mack Senatorial primary campaign and $5,000 to the general

C" election campaign. According to reports filed with the

Commission, these contributions made by Auto Dealers to the Mack

campaign, as well as those made to the Hecht campaign, were

direct, not in-kind contributions.

C11 The major part of the expenditures consisted of $300,000 in

media time purchases using Lambert/Dale as vendor. The remaining

expenditures were $11,550 in polling services provided by Moore

Information, $8,500 in production work by Raiford Communications,

$3,500 in creative services by Larry McCarthy and $2,500 in

research work by Political Software Company.

(Footnote 2 continued from previous page)
discretion for the Commission to adopt the direct evidence
standard instead. Id. at 623.
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b. Common Vendor issue

Auto Dealers' 1988 October Quarterly, 12-Day Pro-General and

30-Day Post General Election Reports show that for independent

expenditures made on behalf of certain candidates other than

Mack, the Auto Dealers used the services of Multi-Media Services

Corporation and Karl Rove. Multi-Media Services provided a total

of $1,262,432.70 in services purchased byAuto Dealers to assist

Senators Chic Hecht in Nevada, Malcom Wallop in Wyoming, Pete

Wilson in California and Representative Trent Lott in

Mississippi. Karl Rove provided a total of $245,962.50 in

services purchased to assist Senator Chic Hecht. The Mack

NCommittee's reports show that both Multi-Media Services

Corporation and Karl Rove also provided services to the Mack
Committee directly. During the period covered by the 1988

October Quarterly, 12-Day Pre-General and 30-Day Post General

Election Reports, the Mack Committee paid Multi-Media $1,221,059

C_ for media services and paid Karl Rove $167,809.82 for direct

mail work.

Thus, the Mack Committee was using Multi-Media and Karl Rove

for its Senate campaign in Florida, at the same time that Auto

Dealers was using Multi-Media and Karl Rove for its assertedly

independent expenditures in Nevada and other states, but another

vendor, Lambert/Dale, for its expenditures in Florida. The

3. Reports filed by the Mack Committee indicate that First
Media Services Corp. provided the campaign's media work.
However, an affidavit from the president of Multi-Media states
that First Media Services and Multi-Media are the same
corporation. See Attachment 2 at 8.
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complaint alleges that Auto Dealers' and the Mack campaign's uses

of Multi-Media and Karl Rove raise questions as to whether the

expenditures Auto Dealers made on behalf of the Mack campaign can

be considered independent expenditures.

Analysis of the independence of Auto Dealers' expenditures

first requires consideration of Advisory opinion 1979-80. In that

opinion the Commission considered the application of the

presumption of affiliation set forth in 11 C.F.R.

5 109.l(b)(4)(i) to nine fact specific situations presented in a

request by NCPAC.

Situation 3, which Auto Dealers relies on in its response to
the portion of the complaint involving Committee activities in

Florida, presented a situation in which NCPAC wished to make
expenditures in both the Republican and Democratic primaries for

Senate in the same state:

Another polling firm which NCPAC proposes to engage hasbeen previously employed by the authorized campaign
committee of a candidate for the Republican nomination forelection to the Senate in State A. NCPAC is makingindependent expenditures advocating the defeat of thecandidates for the Democratic nomination for election to theSenate in States A, B, C. May NCPAC engage that firm toconduct polls in connection with its independent
expenditures program in all three states? May it engagethat firm to conduct polls in States B and C, but not in
State A?

The Commission came to this conclusion:

Even if the poll does contain an express advocacy
communication, thereby causing the cost of the poll itselfto be an independent expenditure, NCPAC's ability to use thepolling firm in all three states during the Senate primarycampaign would not be affected. if, however, the RepublicanSenate candidate who used the firs becomes the nominee inState A, NCPAC would presumptively be precluded from usingthe polling firm in its independent expenditure program forthe general election in State A. NCPAC could use that firs
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in States a and C. (Emphases added). 4

Respondents assert that there is a similarity between

situation 3 in Advisory Opinion 1979-80 and the facts in the

current matter, that is, that in both instances a political

committee, which is conducting independent expenditures on behalf

of a candidate in one state, uses in other states the services of

a firm that is providing services directly to the candidate in

the first state. They argue, therefore, that the Commission's

Opinion in 1979-80 precludes the raising of the presumption in

the present matter. This argument fails for two reasons.

N First, contrary to Respondents' assertion, the facts of

Advisory opinion 1979-80 are distinguishable from the present

matter. The expenditures discussed in that advisory opinion,

concerned expenditures made against a candidate in one primary

and expenditures made for a different candidate in a separate

primary in the same state, and the possible ramifications for the

general election in the same state. The present circumstances

involve exclusively expenditures in support of a single

candidate; a situation where the opportunity for coordination is

greater under these circumstances than those set forth in the

advisory opinion request.

Second, even if a presumption of coordination does not arise

4. By stating that NCPAC would be presumptively precluded from
using the polling firm if the Senate candidate became the nominee
in state A, the Commission was indicating that in the simplest
circumstance if a committee, intent on making expenditures on
behalf of a candidate, were to use the same advertising firm or
media time buyer as did that candidate, the expenditures would
be presumed not to be independent.
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from the facts in the present situation, evidence of

opportunities for coordination and unanswered questions as to

whether those opportunities were exploited provide a separate

basis for pursuing an investigation. As the NCPAC case

illustrates, the issuance of Advisory Opinion 1979-80 did not

preclude either the Commission or a court from examining the

actual facts of the case to determine whether there was, in fact,

coordination despite reliance on the advisory opinion.

C. Affidavits

In the present matter, the affidavits of Francis H. Glacken,

f%. political director for Auto Dealers; M. Fabrizio Jr., president

r of Multi-media; Karl Rove, president of Karl Rove; and Mitch

Bainwol, campaign manager for the Mack Committee, deny the

existence of coordination between Auto Dealers and the Mack

campaign.

Mr. Rove admits working for Auto Dealers during the

1987-1988 campaign cycle, but asserts, "Neither I nor anyone else

at the Rove Company performed any services whatsoever for the

(Auto Dealers] PAC in connection with the Connie Mack for Senate

campaign." Attachment 2 at 82. He also states, "At no time did I

or anyone else at the Rove Company ever discuss the Connie Mack

for Senate campaign with anyone connected with the PAC." Id. In

a similar vein, Mr. Fabrizio disavows any involvement with the

Mack campaign. He states, "Neither I nor anyone else at

Multi-Media performed any services whatsoever for the [Auto

Dealers) PAC in connection with the Connie Mack for Senate

campaign." Mr. Fabrizio affirms that "at no time prior to the
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election did I or anyone else at Multi-Media ever discuss the

Connie Mack for Senate campaign, time buys by the Mack campaign,

commercials run by the Mack campaign or anything else associated

with the Mack campaign with anyone connected with the PAC." Id.

Mr. Glacken states that both Multi-media and Karl Rove were

asked by Auto Dealers to state the candidates for whom they were

doing work, which according to Mr. Glacken is Auto Dealers'

standard procedure. When it was learned through these inquiries

__ that these vendors were working for the Mack campaign, Mr.

Glacken states that both vendors were told by Auto Dealers not to

N provide any information regarding the Florida race to Auto

Dealers. Mr. Glacken declares that "from that moment, neither I

or anyone else at the PAC discussed the Senate race with either

vendor." Id.

As an added precaution Mr. Glacken asserts that "before

retaining a vendor to assist the PAC in making independent

expenditures on behalf of a particular candidate, I ask him or

her to sign a statement certifying that he or she has no

involvement with that particular candidate's campaign." Id. at

70. A statement of this nature was obtained from Lambert/Dale,

the vendor used by Auto Dealers to make its media expenditures

assisting the Mack campaign. A copy was provided with the

response.

The affidavit of Mitch Bainwol, campaign manager for the

Mack Committee, admits that the Mack campaign retained Karl Rove

and Multi-Media, but asserts, "No one associated with the Mack

campaign had any contacts with the Auto Dealers PAC concerning
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their independent expenditures campaign or told any agent of the

Auto Dealers PAC of the campaign's plans, projects or needs."

Attachment 4 at 122.

d. Conclusions on Coordination.

Despite the above submissions made by respondents, unanswered

questions remain regarding possible connections between the Mack

Committee and Auto Dealers and the use of common vendors.

Pursuant to 11 C.F.R. 5 109.1 and Advisory Opinion 1979-80, the

existence of any connection between vendors in Auto Dealers'

expenditure program on behalf of Connie Mack and vendors hired by

the Connie Mack campaign would destroy the independence of the

Auto Dealers' expenditures. Although the respondents have

provided information regarding the roles of the vendors used by

Auto Dealers and the Mack campaign that were named in the

complaint, this Office has not been able to identify

Lambert/Dale, cited as a vendor in the Auto Dealer's response, by

more than name or to determine whether or not there is a

C connection between Lambert/Dale and Multi-Media or Karl Rove.

Reports filed by Auto Dealers do provide a New York address for

Lambert/Dale. Inquiries with the Office of the New York

Secretary of State indicate it is not a New York corporation.

Unlike Karl Rove and Multi-Media, Lambert/Dale is not listed in

the Political Resources Directory, the major listing of campaign

related businesses.

Records filed at the New York Office of the Secretary of

State indicate that there is a New York domestic corporation

registered as Multi-Media Ltd. However, since New York does not
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provide information on corporate officers, it has been impossible

to determine what relationship there is, if any, between this

corporation and Lambert/Dale or Multi-media of Virginia. There

is insufficient information in hand to determine with certainty

that the Mack campaign and Auto Dealers did not use common

vendors to benefit the Mack campaign. Besides the difficulty in

identifying Lambert/Dale, the affidavits provided by respondents

are themselves ambiguous. The Multi-media and Karl Rove

0) affidavits deny that they did any work for Auto Dealers on behalf

of the Mack campaign and that the Mack campaign was discussed

with Auto Dealers; however, the affidavits are silent as to

whether the inverse occurred. Neither Mr. Fabrizio nor Karl Rove

state whether there was any discussion of Auto Dealers' plans

with the Mack campaign. if the Mack campaign was informed by

Multi-Media or Karl Rove of Auto Dealers' prospective actions in

the expenditure program, the Mack Committee could have

reallocated its own resources accordingly. This type of indirect

communication between Auto Dealers and the Mack Committee would

have constituted coordination between Auto Dealers' expenditures

and Mack campaign efforts.

Mr. Glacken denies that the Florida Senate race was discussed

with the common vendors. However, even if there was no overt

discussion of plans of Auto Dealers, Multi-Media and Karl Rove

would have acquired a familiarity with Auto Dealer's expenditure

planning and type of programs from the extensive expenditure work

they were doing for Auto Dealers in other campaigns. This

information itself could have provided the Mack Committee with



helpful assistance on anticipating the independent expenditures

program planned by Auto Dealers.

Finally, this Office does not have in hand examples of the

campaign materials produced by Lambert/Dale for Auto Dealers and

of the work prepared by multi-media or Karl Rove for the Mack

Committee. Both the Commission and court in NCPAC found an

examination of such material helpful in determining whether there

was any coordination between committees. In this matter, the

examination of the materials could help to establish any ties

between the vendors and links between Auto Dealers and the Mack

Committee.

Therefore, the office of the General Counsel recommends that

the Commission find reason to believe that Auto Dealers violated

2 U.S.C. 55 441a(a)(2) and 434(b) by making contributions and

expenditures on behalf of the Mack campaign in excess of its

$5,000 limitation per election and by not reporting the

expenditures as contributions. Further, this office recommends

that the Commission find reason to believe that the Mack

Committee violated 2 U.S.C. 5S 441a(f) and 434(b) by accepting

such contributions and by not reporting them.

This office also recommends that questions be directed not

only to Auto Dealers and the Mack Committee but also to

Lambert/Dale, Multi-Media and Karl Rove as non-respondent

witnesses, asking the latter to provide correspondence and

information regarding the contacts they had with each other and

the Mack campaign in 1988 and to provide examples of work

prepared for the Mack Committee and Auto Dealers.
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2. Expenditures on behalf of Senator Becht

a. Extent of Support

Auto Dealers' independent expenditure program supporting

Senator Hecht was even more extensive than that supporting the

Mack campaign. From September 15, 1988, to November 11, 1988

Auto Dealers made $521,539 in expenditures on behalf of the

Senator Chic Hecht.5 The bulk of the expenditures consisted of
media time bought through Multi-Media ($227,154.66) and direct

mail services provided by Karl Rove ($122,981.25). The remaining

expenditures were print advertisements purchased by WJK Marketing

($58,944), phone bank work by Telemark ($39,313.22), production

work by Raiford Communications ($25,000), polling by Moore

Information ($20,300), creative work by Larry McCarthy ($11,000),

research work conducted by Political Software Co. ($10,000) and

list rentals from Praxis List Co. ($6,850.73). According to

reports filed by the Hecht Committee, none of these vendors were

employed by the Hecht Committee. Auto Dealers also paid Raiford

Communication $19,950 and Larry McCarthy an additional $3,500 as

part of expenditures against Chic Hecht's opponent in the Senate

race, Governor Richard Bryan, and made a $4,000 contribution

directly to the Hecht campaign.

b. Comparison of Hecht and Auto Dealers Advertisements

The exact dates on which the Auto Dealers' and the Hecht

5. The amended complaint does not identify the vendors providing
media services directly for the Hecht Committee. However, the
Hecht Committee's 1988 Pre-General and October Quarterly Reports
indicate that the Hecht Committee utilized the services of two
companies for its television and radio advertising. These
companies were Minor Advertising Co. and CAMEAC.
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advertisements aired cannot be determined from the information

made available in the complaint and in the response to the

complaint. The complaint states that the advertisements aired

from a week to 10 days before the date of the amendment to the

complaint, November 7, 1988.

Transcripts of the television advertisements used by both

committees were provided with the complaint. Included were the

scripts of Auto Dealers? TV advertisement attacking Senator

Hecht's opponent, Governor Bryan. This TV advertisement,

entitled Exhibit A, criticizes Governor Bryan by stating that he:

N "Enacted the biggest tax increase in Nevada's history, Broke his

IleZ repeated pledge to cut the sales tax, Spent three million tax

dollars to buy an luxury plane, Wants to walk off the job in the

middle of his term as governor," and "Supports Michael Dukakis

C-7) though Dukakis abruptly changed his position and pledges to stick

C-I Nevada with the nuclear dump." Attachment 1 at 46.

r~l The complaint compares this Auto Dealers advertisement with

14-N the transcripts of four Hecht Committee television spots and one

Hecht Committee radio spot. These are entitled B-i to B-6. The

first television spot, Exhibit B-i, details various tax increases

under Governor Bryan's administration and includes an observation

from a Nevada newspaper, the Nevada Appeal, that "Bryan pushed

through the largest tax increase in the state's history."

Attachment 1 at 47.

Exhibit B-2 is a Hecht television advertisement attacking

Governor Bryan for supporting the construction of a nuclear dump.

After describing Governor Bryan's administrative actions on the
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issue, the advertisement states, "Now he supports Dukakis for

president and Dukakis supports the dump." rd. at 48.

Exhibit B-3 is a television advertisement attacking the

purchase of a private jet for the state. It concludes, "And

while Governor Bryan was buying a $3 million private jet with

your taxes, Chic Hecht was returning to the federal treasury over

$400,000 in staff salaries and expenses he saved." Id. at 49.

A radio advertisement, Exhibit B-4, also deals with the

private jet issue. In a series of ?fact? statements, it details

N the role of the Governor in the plane purchase and Nevada's

N decaying road network. The advertisement declares "the State

;Zr Department of Transportation, with the Governor's approval,

bought a three million dollar private jet with your taxes." Id.

'I' at 50.

Exhibit B-5 is a television advertisement criticizing

C", Governor Bryan for running for higher office while not completing

his term. The advertisement concludes, "Shouldn't Bryan finish

his job as governor first." Id. at 51.

The last television advertisement, Exhibit B-6, compares

Governor Dukakis and Governor Bryan, stating that each raised his

state's spending to record levels. The advertisement observes,

"Governor Bryan paid for the increase by raising taxes more than

any governor in Nevada History." It continues by stating that

Governor Bryan tried to use public employee retirement funds to

meet the budget and concludes by stressing Senator Hecht's no new

tax position. Id. at 52.

The complainant also provided copies of portions of printed
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campaign materials, Exhibits C and D, prepared for Auto Dealers

and the Hecht Committee. Exhibit C is a portion of a Hecht

Committee direct mailing. The complaint marks off twro sentences

among the six statements on Senator Hecht which read, "Chic Hecht

served behind the Iron Curtain as an Army Intelligence officer.

Chic Hecht is the only member of the Select Committee on

Intelligence with actual military intelligence experience."

Id. at 53. Exhibit D, the portion of the newspaper advertisement

prepared by Auto Dealers, contains a sentence that reads,

P-1 "American Hero: Chic Hecht served as an American Intelligence

Agent behind the Iron Curtain at the height of the Cold War.

Today, Chic is the only member of the Senate Intelligence

Committee who served as an Intelligence Agent." Id. at 54.

C. Affidavits and Evidence of Coordination

The Commission has concluded that, if a political committee

consults with the candidate or his staff when preparing or

researching material to be used on the candidate's behalf, the

resulting product is not an independent expenditure. See

Advisory Opinion 1983-12. In Advisory Opinion 1983-12, the

Commission examined NCPAC's 1984 plan to produce television spots

honoring selected current Senators. The Commission examined the

issue of whether such spots wozuld be considered contributions or

independent expenditures and concluded:

*** to the extent film footage for the program does not
consist of "campaign materials" and is obtained from,
"archives" or "television stations" without any cooperation,
consultation, or contact with the subject Senator or any of
his or her agents, and to the further extent the program is
otherwise implemented without such involvement by the subject
Senator or any of his or her agents, then payments for the
subject program would not come within 2 u.S.c.
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5 441a(a)(7)(B) and thus would not be contributions in kind.

Contact with the candidate would sake the expenditure an in-kind

contribution. This would be the case regardless of whether the

finished product resembled any campaign material produced by the

candidate's own committee.

Mr. Glacken's affidavit denies that there was contact with

the Hecht Committee in preparing the Auto Dealers' advertisements

cited in the complaint. In his affidavit he asserts, "Prior to

the November 1988 election, neither I nor anyone else at the PAC

Nhad any contact with Senator Hecht, or with any representative or

, agent of his campaign." As to the allegation of republication,

C? Mr. Glacken states, "No television advertisement or direct mail

letter was a republication, in whole or in part, of any Hecht

broadcast or other advertisement or brochure, nor did the PAC

finance the dissemination or distribution, in whole or in part,

of any broadcast or any materials prepared by the Hecht

campaign." Attachment 2 at 74.

c According to the Mr. Glacken's affidavit, Mr. Robert Ziemer,

a Portland consultant, conducted the research and prepared the

memos and reports used in the Hecht expenditure program. Mr.

Glacken states, "No other source was used to prepare the

television scripts or direct mail letters. These are the only

public advertisements Auto Pac sponsored on behalf of Senator

Hecht." Id. As part of Mr. Ziemer's instructions, Mr. Glacken

states, "I cautioned him that he was to have no contact with

Senator Hecht or any representative or agent of the Hecht

campaign and that all his research was to be done independently."
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id.

Mr. Ziemer's own affidavit describes sources of his research

as "news clips, video tapes of debates, state legislative records

and other information on the stands Senator Hecht and Governor

Bryan had taken on various public issues." Id. at 84. These

were gathered from, according to Mr. Ziemer, "the Legislative

Library at the State Capitol in Carson City and the Washoe County

Library in Reno* and "the headquarters of the Bryan for Senate

campaign and various television stations." Id. Mr. Ziemer

er asserts that his research was done independently, that he "had no

contact with Senator Hecht or anyone associated with his

campaign" and that he did not have any knowledge of "the plans,

projects or needs of the Hecht campaign." Id. at 85. As part of

its submission, Auto Dealers includes a statement by Mr. Ziemer,

CIS similar to that signed by Lambert/Dale at the time of employment,

C', certifying a lack of involvement with the candidate's campaign.

Ken Reitz, the campaign manager of the Hecht Committee, in

his own affidavit claims there was no contact between the Hecht

Committee and Auto Dealers. Attachment 3 at 116. He further

states, "No one associated with the Hecht Re-Election Committee

gave any of our broadcast ads or campaign materials to this

independent expenditure group." Id. at 115.

d. Conclusion on Coordination and Republication

The degree of similarity between campaign materials produced

by the committees can be important evidence when examining the

independence of expenditures. The campaign materials produced by

Auto Dealers and discussed in the complaint are not exact
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duplications of those produced by the Hecht Committee, and the

affidavits deny any coordination. Therefore, the issue becomes

that of the degree of similarity between the two sets of campaign

materials.

As discussed above, 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(d) treats the

republication of a candidate's campaign material as a

contribution to that candidate and counts it toward the

contribution limits of the committee making the expenditure

whether or not there is coordination. If there is in fact

Cr cooperation between the committee originally producing the

campaign materials and the committee reproducing the materials,

then the republication counts toward the former's contribution

receipt limits. without cooperation, only the contribution limit

of the committee making the republication is affected. Thus, the

actual republication of such materials, even if done

_ independently, will cause that expenditure to be treated, for

__s certain reporting purposes, as a contribution by the committee

doing the republication.

Therefore, a great similarity between materials would suggest

not only possible cooperation, but also the possibility of

republication of Hecht Committee materials by Auto Dealers. Even

though only a few sentences of the Hecht campaign materials could

arguably have been involved in any republication, this Office

notes that 11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(d)(1) applies if republication is
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"in whole" or "in part".6 However, this Office concludes that

any resemblance between these few sentences does not rise to a

level sufficient to indicate republication or redistribution of

campaign material because of differences in wording and phrasing.

On the issue of coordination, it is the view of this Office

that the similarities between the two campaign materials can be

explained by the fact they both discuss similar campaign issues.

Even the closest case, Auto Dealers' print advertisement

describing Senator Hecht's military background in terms not

unlike the Hecht Committee's direct mail piece is not of a

Nlikeness which would indicate cooperation or coordination between

the respondents.
3

6. This Office notes that there have been only three previous
matters that have dealt with this provision. None of these
resulted in a reason to believe finding.

In two of the matters, the Commission has stressed the
importance of the purpose of the republication. In MUR 1283, the

_ Commission determined that Reader's Digest did not make a
contribution when, in a Washington Post advertisement, it
republished potions of Republican and Democratic campaign
materials. The rational was that the purpose of the
republication was to advertise an upcoming Reader's Digest issue
devoted to the 1980 elections and not to support any one
candidate. See MUR 1283. In MUR 1980, the Commission found that
the republication of a candidate committee's advertisements by
the opponent's political committee did not constitute a
contribution by the latter to the rival candidate. Again, this
was because the purpose of the advertisement was not to give
support but to criticize. See MUR 1980.

The third matter dealing with Section 109.1(d)(1) was
MUR 2272. In that matter, this Office recommended finding reason
to believe that the respondent committee, AMPAC, violated
2 U.S.C. S 441a(a)(2)(A). This was based in part on the
possibility that AMPAC had republished campaign materials
produced by the Williams for Congress Committee. The reply by
Williams, also a respondent, to the complaint indicated that
republication could have occurred. The Commission was equally
divided on the Section 441a(a)(2)(A) recommendation and the file
was closed.
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Therefore, the Office of the General Counsel recommends that

the Commission find no reason to believe that Auto Dealers

violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b) and 441a(a)(2) in this instance.

Further, this Office recommends that the Commission find no

reason to believe that the Hecht Committee violated 2 U.S.C.

5S 441a(f) and 434(b).

3. The 48-hour Notices filed by the Rack Committee

The complaint also states that the Mack campaign filed

48-hour notices disclosing the receipt of $377,550 from 280

contributors without listing any address, occupation or employer.

It alleges, therefore, a violation of the reporting provisions of

the Act which require the "identification" of such contributors.

The complaint asserts that the 48-hour notices indicate no effort

by the Mack campaign to obtain such information.

The Commission has required that the 48-hour notices provide

information regarding the occupation of the contributor. See

MUR 2200. The 48-hour notices provided by the Mack Committee

provide only the name of the contributor and the amount given.

See Attachment 1 at 32 to 42. Thus, the notices are incomplete

and the Mack Committee is in violation of 2 U.S.C.
.7

S 434(a)(6)(A).7

7. This Office notes that in the past the Commission has taken
no further action when finding violations of 2 U.S.C.
S 434(a)(6)(A). See MURs 2200 and 2299. However, in MUR 2676
the Commission determined to proceed against a violation of this
section involving the late filing of the 48 hour reports.
Further, regarding the filing of reports generally, the
Commission has enforced the obligation to provide full
identification. For example, in MUR 2674 the Commission found
that the Hecht Committee violated 2 U.S.C. S 434(b)(3) when it
failed to amend its reports to include information it had
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Since there is apparently no evidence that the candidates
were personally involved in any violation of the Act, this Office

further recommends that the Commission find no reason to believe

that Representative Connie Rack violated 2 U.S.C. SS 441a(f) and
434(a)(6)(A) and no reason to believe that Senator Chic Hecht

violated 2 U.S.C. S 441a(f).

III. RECONRKS)ATIONS

1. Find reason to believe that the Auto Dealers & Drivers
for Free Trade PAC and Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b) and 441a(a)(2)

2. Find reason to believe that the Friends of Connie Mack
and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.
55 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b), and 441a(f).

3. Find no reason to believe that the Hecht Re-Election
Committee and Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer, violated
2 U.S.C. SS 434(b) and 441a(f) and close the file as it
pertains to them.

- 4. Find no reason to believe that Representative Connie
Mack violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and441a(f) and close the file as it pertains to him.

5. Find no reason to believe that Senator Chic Hecht
violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b) and 441a(f) and 441a(f) and
close the file as it pertains to him.

(Footnote 7 continued from previous page)
obtained regarding the occupations of 136 contributors.
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6. Approve the attached Letters (6), Questions (5), and
Factual and Legal Analysis (2).

Date -/ -

Attachments
1. Complaint
2. Auto Dealers response
3. Hecht Committee response
4. Mack Committee response
5. Factual Legal Analysis(2)
6. Letters (6)
7. Questions (5)

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINCTON. D C -1046)

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

LAWRENCE M. NOBLE
GENERAL COUNSEL

MARJORIE W. EMMONS/DELORES R. HARRIS
COMMISSION SECRETARY

SEPTEMBER 25, 1989

MUR 2766 - GENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT
DATED SEPTEMBER 14, 1989

The above-captioned document was circulated to the

Commission on Wednesday, September 20, 1989 at 4:00 p.m.

Objection(s) have been received from the Commissioner(s)

as indicated by the name(s) checked below:

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Commissioner

Aikens

Elliott

Josef iak

McDonald

McGarry

Thomas

This matter will be placed on the meeting agenda

for Tuesday, October 3, 1989 at 10:00 a.m.

Please notify us who will represent your Division before the

Commission on this matter.

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of ))
Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade )

Political Action Committee and )
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer; )

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. )
Watkins, as treasurer; )

Representative Connie Mack )
Hecht Re-Election Coumlittee and Glen )

N. Mauldin, as treasurer;
Senator Chic Hecht )

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, recording secretary for the

Federal Election Commission executive session of October 3, 1989,

do hereby certify that the Commission decided by a vote of 5-0

to postpone action on the above-captioned matter until the next

executive session and refer the September 19, 1989 report back

to the General Counsel to research for certain additional

information.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak, McDonald, and

Thomas voted affirmatively for the decision; Commissioner

McGarry was not present at the time of the vote.

Attest:

JA &Vd

Date Marjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Commission



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of
MUR 2766Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade U

Political Action Committee and )
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer; )

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. )
Watkins, as treasurer; )

Representative Connie Mack; )
Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N. )

Mauldin, as treasurer; )
Senator Chic Hecht )

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, recording secretary for

the Federal Election Commission executive session of

October 24, 1989, do hereby certify that the Commission

took the following actions in MUR 2766:

1. Failed in a vote of 2-3 to pass a motion
to find reason to believe that the Auto
Dealers & Drivers for Free Trade PAC and
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. SS 434(b) and 441a(a)(2).

Commissioners McGarry, and Thomas voted
affirmatively for the motion; Commissioners
Aikens, Elliott, and Josefiak dissented;
Commissioner McDonald was not present.

(continued)
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Federal Election Commission Page 2
Certification for MUR 2766
October 24, 1989

2. Failed in a vote of 2-3 to pass a motion
to find reason to believe that the
Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I.
Watkins, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C.
55 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and 441a(f).

Commissioners McGarry and Thomas voted
affirmatively for the motion;
Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, and
Josefiak dissented; Commissioner
McDonald was not present.

or 3. Decided by a vote of 5-0 to -

a) Find no reason to believe that the
Hecht Re-Election Committee and
Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b) and
441a(f) and close the file as it

7pertains to them.

b) Find no reason to believe that
Representative Connie Mack violated
2 U.S.C. 55 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and

C- 441a(f) and close the file as it
pertains to him.

(continued)
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Certification for XUA 2766
October 24, 1989

c) Find no reason to believe that
Senator Chic Becht violated
2 U.S.C. SS 434(b) and 441a(f)
and close the file as it pertains
to his.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McGarry, and Thomas voted affirmatively
for the decision; Commissioner McDonald
was not present.

4. Decided by a vote of 5-0 to find reason
to believe that the Friends of Connie
Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer,
violated 2 U.S.C. 5 434(a)(6)(A).

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McGarry, and Thomas voted affirmatively
for the decision; Commissioner McDonald
was not present.

(continued)
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Federal Election Commission
Certification for MUR 2766
October 24, 1989

5. Decided by a vote of 5-0 to direct the
Office of General Counsel to send an
appropriate Factual and Legal Analysis
to the Friends of Connie Mack and
Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, and
to send appropriate letters pursuant
to the actions noted above.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak,
McGarry, and Thomas voted affirmatively
for the decision; Commissioner McDonald
was not present.

Attest:

October 27, 1989 Marjo •W. Em mons
Secretary of the Commission

Page 4



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

November 6, 1989

Richard E. Messick, Esquire
Patton, Boggs & Blow
2550 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade PAC and

N Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Messick:
N

On November 4, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified11:r your clients, Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC (the"Committee") and Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer, of a complaintalleging that your clients had violated certain sections of theFederal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

CD On October 24, 1989, the Commission considered the complaintbut there was an insufficient number of votes to find reason tobelieve your clients violated 2 U.S.c. SS 434(b) and 441a(a)(2),
provisions of the Act. Accordingly, the Commission closed itsfile in this matter as it pertains to the Committee andEdward G. Connelly, as treasurer. A Statement of Reasonswill be forwarded to you at a later date. This matter willbecome part of the public record within 30 days after the filehas been closed with respect to all other respondents involved.Should you wish to submit any materials to appear on the publicrecord, please do so within ten days of your receipt of thisletter. Please send such materials to the General Counsel's
Office.



Richard E Messick, Esquire
page 2

The confidentiality provisions of 2 U.S.C. S 437g(a)(4)(S)
and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain in effect until the entire matter is
closed. The Commission will notify you when the entire file has
been closed.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Michael
Marinelli, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202)
376-8200.

Si cerely,
- Of _

/

Lawrence M. -Noble
General Counsel

.1'-~
/ I _ _



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, DC 20463

November 6, 1989

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
National Republican Committee
301 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766
Hecht Re-Election
Committee and Glen N.
Mauldin, as treasurer

Senator Chic Hecht

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

On November 10, 1988, the Federal Election Commission

notified your clients, Hecht Re-Election Committee 
(the"

Committee") and Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer, 
and Senator Chic

Hecht of a complaint alleging violations of certain 
sections of

the Federal Election Campaign Act 
of 1971, as amended.

V On October 24 1989, the Commission found, on the basis 
of the

information in the complaint, and information provided 
by your

C clients, that there is no reason to believe the Committee and

Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer, and Senator Chic 
Hecht violated

C 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b) and 441a(f). Accordingly, the Commission

closed its file in this matter as it pertains to the Committee

and Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer, and Senator 
Chic Hecht.

This matter will become a part of the public 
record within 30

days after the file has been closed with respect to all

respondents. If you wish to submit any materials to appear 
on

the public record, please do so within ten days. 
Please send

such materials to the Office of the General Counsel.



Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
page 2

The Comission reminds you that the confidentiality
provisions of 2 U.S.C. ss 437g(a)(4)(B) and 437g(a)(12)(A) remain
in effect until the entire matter is closed. The Commission will
notify you when the entire file has been closed.

/

-i- . ",ly, J/

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

Enclosure
General Counsel's Report



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHIN(CON. )C 204bi

November 6, 1989

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
National Republican Committee
310 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766
Friends of Connie Mack
and Robert I. Watkins, as

I) treasurer

Senator Connie Mack

N- Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

On November 4, 1988, the Federal Election Commission notified
*your clients, Friends of Connie Mack (the "Committee") and Robert

I. Watkins, as treasurer, and Senator Connie Mack of a complaint
Palleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"). A copy of the
Scomplaint was forwarded to your clients at that time.

Upon further review of the allegations contained in the
complaint, and information supplied by your clients,
on October 24, 1989, the Commission found that there is reason to
believe your clients, the Committee and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. § 434(a)(6)(A), provisions of the
Act. The Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for
the Commission's finding, is attached for your information. On
the same day the Commission found that there was no reason to
believe that your client Senator Connie Mack violated 2 U.S.C.
§§ 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and 441a(f).

There was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to
believe your clients, the Committee and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. §§ 434(b) and 441a(f). A Statement
of Reasons in this regard will be forwarded to you at a later
date.

Under the Act, you have an opportunity to demonstrate that no
action should be taken against your clients, the Committee and



Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
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Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, You may submit any factual orlegal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission'sconsideration of this matter. Please submit such materials tothe General Counsel's Office within 15 days of receipt of thisletter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted underoath.

In the absence of any additional information demonstratingthat no further action should be taken against your clients# theCommittee and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, the Commission mayfind probable cause to believe that a violation has occurred andproceed with conciliation.

If you are interested in pursuing pre-probable causeconciliation, you should so request in writing. See 11 C.F.R.5 111.18(d). Upon receipt of the request, the of1Tce of theGeneral Counsel will make recommendations to the CommissionN either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter orrecommending declining that pre-probable cause conciliation bepursued. The Office of the General Counsel may recommend thatN pre-probable cause conciliation not be entered into at this timeso that it may complete its investigation of the matter.Further, the Commission will nct entertain requests forpre-probable cause conciliation after briefs on probable causehave been mailed to the respondent.

Requests for extensions of time will not be routinelygranted. Requests must be made in writing at least five daysC' prior to the due date of the response and specific good causemust be demonstrated. In addition, the Office of the GeneralCounsel ordinarily will not give extensions beyond 20 days.

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with2U.S.C. 55 437g(a)(4)(B) and 4 37g(a)(12)(A) unless you notifythe Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made0 public.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Danny L. McDonald
Chai rman

Enclosure
Factual & Legal Analysis
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Danny L. McDonald, Chairman
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.

0) Washington, DC 20463

RE: MUR 2766. Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins,
as Treasurer Senator Connie Mack

Dear Chairman McDonald:

Pursuant to your letter of November 6, 1989, Respondents in theabove-captioned matter wish to pursue pre-probable cause
conciliation under 11 C.F.R. 111.18(d). Since the allegedviolations remaining in this MUR were inadvertent and since theinformation at issue was fully provided by Respondents in theirpost-election report, the Respondents believe conciliation is
appropriate.

Accordingly, Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins asTreasurer and Senator Connie Mack respectfully request that theCommission agree to enter into conciliation prior to any finding of
probable cause.

Thank you for your consideration.

BLG: j d

cc: Michael Marinelli

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center * 310 First Street Southeast * Washington, D.C. 20003 e (202) 863-8638
Telex: 701144 * FAX: 863-8820
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMISS ION

In the Matter of SENSIIVE
MUR 2766

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, )
as treasurer )

GENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT

I. BACKGROUND

On October 24, 1989, the Commission found reason to believe

that Friends of Connie Mack (the "Committee") and Robert I.

Watkins, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A) by

failing to provide adequate identification of contributors. A

letter informing the Committee of the Commission's finding was

mailed to the respondents on November 6, 1989. On December 4,

1989, this Office received a reply from the Committee which

requested pre-probable cause conciliation.

In its response the Committee does not dispute the facts

contained in the factual and legal analysis mailed to the

respondents. The Committee states, however, that the violation

was due to inadvertence. Since there is no dispute regarding the

facts of the violation, this Office recommends that the

Commission enter into preprobable cause conciliation with Friends

of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer.

II. DISCUSSION OF CONCILIATION PROVISIONS AND CIVIL PENALTY
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1. Enter into conciliation with the Friends of Connie Rack
and Robert 1. Watkins, as treasurer, prior to a finding
of probable cause to believe.

2. Approve the attached proposed conciliation agreement and
letter.

Lawrence N. Noble
General Counsel

f/S 40 BY: _ _ _ _ _ _

Date Lois G. Perner
Associate General Counsel

Attachments
1. December 4, 1989 Committee response and request for

conciliation
2. Proposed conciliation agreement and letter.

Staff Assigned: Michael Marinelli



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
MUR 2766

Friends of Connie Mack and )
Robert I. Watkins, as )
treasurer )

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, Secretary of the Federal Election

Commission, do hereby certify that on January 10, 1990, the

Commission decided by a vote of 5-0 to take the following

actions in MUR 2766:

1. Enter into conciliation with the Friends
of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer, prior to a finding of probable
cause to believe.

2. Approve the proposed conciliation agreement
and letter as recommended in the General
Counsel's Report dated January 5, 1990.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak, McDonald and

McGarry voted affirmatively for the decision. Commissioner

Thomas did not cast a vote.

Attest:

Date Marjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Commission

Received in the Secretariat: Mon., Jan. 8, 1990 9:16 a.m.
Circulated to the Commission: Mon., Jan. 8, 1990 4:00 p.m.
Deadline for vote: Wed., Jan. 10, 1990 4:00 p.m.
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January 16, 1990

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
Republican National Committee
310 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766
Friends of Connie Mack
and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

On October 24, 1989, the Federal Election Commission found
reason to believe that your clients, Friends of Connie Mack

0 and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, have violated 2 U.S.C.
S 434(a)(6)(A). At your request, on January 10 , 1990, the

- Commission determined to enter into negotiations directed towards
reaching a conciliation agreement in settlement of this matter

C prior to a finding of probable cause to believe.

NEnclosed is a conciliation agreement that the Commission has
approved in settlement of this matter. If you agree with the
provisions of the enclosed agreement, please sign and return it,
along with the civil penalty, to the Commission. In light of the
fact that conciliation negotiations, prior to a finding of

C probable cause to believe, are limited to a maximum of 30 days,
you should respond to this notification as soon as possible.



Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
Page 2

If you have any questions or suggestions for changes in the
agreement, or if you wish to arrange a meeting in connection with
a mutually satisfactory conciliation agreement, please contact
Michael Marinelli, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202)
376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Ler er
Associate G neral Counsel

Enclosure
Conciliation Agreement
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Republican
National
Committee
Benjamin L Ginsberg
Chief Counsel

Michae A. Hea
J. Courtney Cunningham
Deputy Chief Counsels April 5, 1990

Michael G. Marinelli, Esq.
Office of General Counsel
Federal Election Commission ..
999 E Street, N.W. _

Washington, DC 20463

RE: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Marinelli: Z

Attached please find a Conciliation Agreement in the above captioned
matter signed by Robert Watkins, Treasurer of the Friends of Connie
Mack Committee.

We understand that you will submit this agreement with a favorable
recommendation to the Commission. We will await that result before
taking any further action.

Si cerely y rs

(Be in L. Gin' e

BLG:jd
Enclosure

cc: Robert I. Watkins

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center e 310 First Street Southeast * Washington, D.C. 20003 o (202) 863-8638
Telex: 701144 o FAX: 863-8820
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION S NSINVE
In the Matter of )

)
Friends of Connie Mack and ) MUR 2766
Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer )

GENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT

I. BACKGROUND

Attached is a conciliation agreement which has been signed

by Robert Watkins, the treasurer of Friends of Connie Mack (the

"I "Committee").

On October 24, 1989, the Commission found reason to believe

that the Committee and Robert Watkins, as treasurer, violated

2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A). On January 10, 1990, the Commission

approved respondents' request to enter into pre-probable cause

conciliation.
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II. NBCONRZND&TIONS

1. Accept the conciliation agreement with Friends of Connie
Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, at Attachment 2.

2. Close the file.

3. Approve the attached letters (4).

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

Date
BY:

Associate teneral Counsel

Attachments
1. Committee's March 13, 1990 response and check
2. Committee's April 5, 1990 proposed agreement
3. Letters to complainant and respondents

Staff Assigned: Michael Marinelli

41vzlowIf- I



BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of

Friends of Connie Mack and
Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer

) 26) JIUR 2766

CERTIFICATION

I, Marjorie W. Emmons, Secretary of the Federal Election

Commission, do hereby certify that on April 23, 1990, the

Commission decided by a vote of 5-0 to take the following

actions in MUR 2766:

1. Accept the conciliation agreement with
Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I.
Watkins, as treasurer, at Attachment 2,
as recommended in the General Counsel's
Report dated April 18, 1990.

2. Close the file.

3. Approve the letters (4), as recommended
in the General Counsel's Report dated
April 18, 1990.

Commissioners Aikens, Elliott, Josefiak, McGarry and Thomas

voted affirmatively for the decision; Commissioner McDonald did

not cast a vote.

Attest:

Date Pfarjorie W. Emmons
Secretary of the Commission

Received in the Secretariat: Thurs., April 19, 1990 11:17 a.m.
Circulated to the Commission: Thurs., April 19, 1990 4:00 p.m.
Deadline for vote: Mon., April 23, 1990 4:00 p.m.
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April 27, 1990

CERTIFIED NAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Robert F. Bauer, General Counsel

B. Holly Schadler, Counsel

Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee
430 South Capitol Street, S.E.

Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766

Dear Mr. Bauer and Ms. Schadler:

This is in reference to the complaint you filed with the

Federal Election Commission on November 3, 1988 and amended on

November 7, 1988, concerning expenditures made on behalf 
of

Senator Chic Hecht and Senator Connie Mack by Auto 
Dealers and

Drivers for Free Trade Political Action Committee ("Auto

Dealers"). Your complaint also concerned 48 hour notices filed

by Friends of Connie Mack.

On October 24, 1989, the Commission considered the complaint

but there was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to

believe Auto Dealers violated 2 U.S.C. S5 434(b) and 441a(a)(2),

provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as

amended. There was also an insufficient number of votes to find

reason to believe that Friends of Connie Mack had violated

2 U.S.C. SS 434(b) and 441a(f). A Statement of Reasons

concerning the Commission's actions in this regard will be

forwarded to you at a later date.



Mr. Bauer, Esquire and Ms. Schadler, Esquire
Page 2

On that same day the Commission found there was no reason tobelieve that Senator Connie Mack violated 2 U.S.C.
SS 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and 441a(f) and no reason to believeSenator Chic Hecht, the Hecht Re-Election Committee andGlen N. Mauldin, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. SS 434(b) and441a(f). However, the Commission found that there was reason tobelieve that Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer violated 2 U.S.C. 5 434(a)(6)(A) and conducted aninvestigation in this matter. On Apr ')., , 1990, a conciliation
agreement signed by the respondents was accepted by theCommission. Accordingly, the Commission closed the file in thismatter on Or; , 1990. A copy of the conciliation
agreement is enclosed for your information.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

SLawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. erner

Associa e General Counsel

Enclosure
Conciliation Agreement
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Richard E. Messick, Esquire
Patton, Boggs & Blow
2550 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade PAC and
Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Messick:

This is to advise you that the entire file in this matter has

now been closed and will become part of the public record within

'30 days. Should you wish to submit any legal or factual

materials to be placed on the public record in connection with

Nthis matter, please do so within ten days. Such materials should

be sent to the Office of the General Counsel.

Should you have any questions, contact Michael Marinelli, the

attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G Lerner
Associ te General Counsel
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April 27, 1990

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
National Republican Committee
301 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766
Hecht Re-Election
Committee and Glen N.

N Mauldin, as treasurer

Senator Chic Hecht

or Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

_17' This is to advise you that the entire file in this matter has
0 now been closed and will become part of the public record within

30 days. Should you wish to submit any legal or factual
materials to be placed on the public record in connection with
this matter, please do so within ten days. Such materials should
be sent to the office of the General Counsel.

Should you have any questions, contact Michael Marinelli, the
attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

BY: LosG Lre
Associate General Counsel
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April 27, 1990

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire CLO SED
National Republican Committee
310 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766

Friends of Connie Mack
and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

On April 23, 1990, the Federal Election Commission
accepted the signed conciliation agreement submitted on behalf of

'your clients in settlement of a violation of 2 U.S.C.
S 434(a)(6), a provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act ofO 1971, as amended. Accordingly, the file has been closed in this
matter. This matter will become a part of the public record
within 30 days. If you wish to submit any factual or legal
materials to appear on the public record, please do so within ten
days. Such materials should be sent to the Office of the General
Counsel.

Please be advised that information derived in connection with
any conciliation attempt will not become public without the
written consent of the respondent and the Commission. See
2 U.S.C. 5 437g(a)(4)(B). The enclosed conciliation agreement,
however, will become a part of the public record.



Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
Page 2

Enclosed you will find a copy of the fully executed
conciliation agreement for your files. if you have any
questions, please contact Michael Marinelli, the attorney
assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

BY: Loi1.Lerner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
Conciliation Agreement
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
MUR 2766

Friends of Connie Mack and )
Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer )

CONCILIATION AGREEMENT

This matter was initiated by a signed, sworn, and notarized

complaint by the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee. The

Federal Election Commission ("Commission") found reason to

believe that Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as

treasurer ("Respondents"), violated 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A).

NOW, THEREFORE, the Commission and the Respondents, having

participated in informal methods of conciliation, prior to a

finding of probable cause to believe, do hereby agree as follows:

I. The Commission has jurisdiction over the Respondents and

the subject matter of this proceeding, and this agreement has the

effect of an agreement entered pursuant to 2 U.S.C.

S 437g(a)(4)(A)(i).

II. Respondents have had a reasonable opportunity to

demonstrate that no action should be taken in this matter.

III. Respondents enter voluntarily into this agreement with

the Commission.

IV. The pertinent facts in this matter are as follows:

1. Friends of Connie Mack is the principal campaign

committee of United States Senator Connie Mack and is a political

committee within the meaning of 2 U.S.C. S 431(4).

2. Robert I. Watkins is the treasurer of Friends of

Connie Mack.
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3. Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(1), each treasurer of

a political committee shall file reports of receipts and

disbursements in accordance with the provisions of 2 U.S.C.

S 434. Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A), a candidate's

principal campaign committee must file special notices on

contributions received after the 20th day, but more than 48 hours

before, an election in which such candidate is running. The

notification must be made within 48 hours of the time these

contributions are received and the contributions must also be

itemized on the committee's next scheduled report.

4. Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 5 434(a)(6)(A), the notification

Smust include the name of the candidate, the office sought by the

candidate, identification of the contributor, and the date of

receipt and amount of the contribution. Pursuant to 2 U.S.C.

5 431(13), the identification of an individual requires the
C,

giving of the name, the mailing address, and the occupation of

the individual, as well as the name of his or her employer, while

identification of any other person would include the name and

C' address of such person.

5. From October 21, 1988 to November 11, 1988,

Respondents filed six 48 hour notices which disclosed the receipt

of $381,050 in contributions made by 170 individuals and 97

committees. The 48 hour notices filed by Respondents provide

the name of the candidate, the office sought by the candidate,

the date of receipt, the names of the contributors and the

amounts given.

V. 1. Since the 48 hour notices filed by Respondents did



not list addresses, occupations or employers as required for the

contributors reported, Respondents therefore failed to provide

complete contributor identification in violation of 2 U.S.C.

5 434(a)(6)(A).

VI. Respondents contend at the time they filed the notices

they believed the information they provided was sufficient to

comply with 2 U.S.C. S 434(a)(6)(A).

VII. Respondent's will pay a civil penalty to the Federal

Election Commission in the amount of Three Thousand Five Hundred

Dollars ($3,500), pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 5 437(a)(5)(A).

VIII. The Commission, on request of anyone filing a complaint

under 2 U.S.C. 5 437g(a)(1) concerning the matters at issue

herein or on its own motion, may review compliance with this
0 agreement. If the Commission believes that this agreement or any

requirement thereof has been violated, it may institute a civil

action for relief in the United States District Court for the

District of Columbia.

IX. This agreement shall become effective aS of the date

that all parties hereto executed same and the Commission has

approved the entire agreement.

X. Respondents shall have no more than 30 days from the

date this agreement becomes effective to comply with and

implement the requirement contained in this agreement and to so

notify the Commission.

XI. This Conciliation Agreement constitutes the entire

agreement between the parties on the matters raised herein, and

no other statement, promise, or agreement, either written or



oral, made by either party or by agents of either party, that is

not contained in this written agreement shall be enforceable.

FOR THE COMMISSION:

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY:
Lois G. GenerAssociate General Counsel

FOR THE RESPONDENTS:

(Natme)
(Position)

Date

Date

-4-
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C • obnely. as treasurer .r

triends ' Comite Rack and
Robert E. Watkins, as treasurer

STA TERET Or oM

Chairman Lee Ann alliott

Commissioner Joan D. Likens

Commissioner Thomas J. Josefiak

On October 24, 1989, by a two-to-three vote, the Federal

Election Commission declined to adopt the recommendation of the

Office of the General Counsel to find reason to believe the Auto

Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC and Edward G. Connelly,

as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. SS434(b) and 441a(a)(2) by the

making of expenditures in support of Rep. Connie Mack's campaign

for U.S. Senate in 1988. By the same vote, the Commission also

declined to adopt the recommendation to find reason to believe

Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer,

violated 2 U.S.C. SS434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and 441a(f).\ 1

1. The Commission also voted 5-0 to take the following actions
in MUR 2766 (Commissioner McDonald absent): find reason to
believe that the Friends of Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins,
as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. 5 434(a)(6)(A) ['48 hour'
reporting); find no reason to believe that Rep. Connie Mack
violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and 441a(f) and
close the file as it pertains to him; find no reason to
believe that the Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N.
Mauldin, as treasurer, violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b) and 441a(f)
and close the file as it pertains to them; find no reason to
believe that Senator Chic Hecht violated 2 U.S.C. 55 434(b)
and 441a(f) and close the file as it pertains to him.



we voted against these reoomendati4s. In owr opina 'a* 1

the respondents' answers to, the complaint adequately refuted

the complainant's allegations as to any presumed coordination

between tUe Rack campaign and Auto Dealers In the making Ofh th*

*independent expenditures. The evidence before the

Commission, or any reasonable inferences drawn from the

evidence, did not support even a preliminary finding of 'reason

to believe' the respondents had violated the Federal Election

Campaign Act under these circumstances.

Contrary to some reports, this case does not represent an

example of the Commission failing to investigate a matter in

which impermissible coordination had apparently compromised the

independence of expenditures made on behalf of a candidate for

Federal office. No evidence of any act or consequence of

coordination between the expenditure maker and the beneficiary

campaign was ever offered or fairly imputed. The sole argument

for any inference of coordination jeopardizing the independence

of these expenditures was the point raised as the basis for the

complaint in this matter: that a special opportunity for

coordination was presented in these circumstances because two

advertising consultants who provided services to the Connie Mack

2. Under 2 U.S.C. 5431(17), the term "independent expenditure"
means an expenditure expressly advocating the election or
defeat of a clearly identified candidate which is made
without cooperation or consultation with any candidate,
and which is not made in concert with, or at the request or
suggestion of, any candidate or any authorized committee or
agent of such candidate. An expenditure failing to qualify
as an independent expenditure is an in-kind contribution to
the candidate and subject to the Act's contribution limits.
11 CFR 109.1(c). See 2 U.S.C. 5431.
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for Senate campaign in Florida also provided services in states

other than florida to Auto Dealers PAC (who made expenditures on
behalf of nack'sndidacy in Plorida using other consultants).,

Auto Dealers, the Mack campaign and their 'common vendors'

absolutely and adamantly denied any type of contact, consent,

cooperation or consultation that would have risked destroying

the independence of the expenditures made on behalf of candidate

Rack by the Auto Dealers. In fact, Auto Dealers described how

they anticipated the 'connon vendor' problem and took specific

steps to avoid the possibility of coordination that might arise

under these circumstances, pursuant to the Commission's

direction in Advisory Opinion 1979-80. Not one shred of

evidence or circumstantial clue contradicted their denials of

coordination or otherwise indicated that any impermissible

coordination occurred.

This case illustrates how the FEC's General Counsel and

the Democrats on the Commission have tilted way too far in the

direction of treating this form of political expression as

inherently suspect, presumptively illegal and automatically

subject to wide-ranging investigation. No matter how broad and

emphatic the denials or extensive the explanation of conduct,

they endlessly pick apart the responses to allegations of

coordination to contrive nagging doubts and niggling questions.

The Commission cannot turn independent expenditures into

presumptively illegal activity, however. The U.S. Supreme Court

has consistently viewed independent expenditures as representing

political expression "'at the core of our electoral process and
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of the firat6end t freedoms. C V v. Valse 424 Us..

1, 39 (1976) (quoting Williams v. Modes, 393 U.S. 23, 32

(1968)). See also v. Namal' setI e _for _Life, ,

479 U.S. 238 (1986). It would be comoletely inconsistent with

the broad Constitutional protection repeatedly afforded such

speech by the judiciary, and contrary to the Commission's normal

way of doing business in other cases, to subject the makers of

these expenditures to a 'guilty until proven innocent, burden of

disproving speculative and constantly shifting charges.

The Commission must not make the law so hard to follow

or the rules for permissible political speech so impossible to

abide by that we chill such independent expenditure activity.

Those exercising their free speech rights should not be

challenged by the Commission unless we have genuine reason to

believe a violation of the Act occurred. Here, we had reason

to believe a violation of the Act was consciously avoided.\3

June 13, 1990

00 Ee lliot

Chairman

Joan D. Aikens--
Commissioner

Momas. osfaW
Commissioner

3. Commissioners Aikens and Elliott concur with the review
of the evidence and the analysis of the General Counsel's
arguments provided in Commissioner Josefiak's Memorandum
in support of this Statement of Reasons.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D C 20461

In the Matter of

Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free
Trade Political Action Committee and
Edward G. Connelly, as treasurer;

Friends of Connie Mack and
Robert 1. Watkins, as treasurer;

Representative Connie Rack;

Hecht Re-Election Committee and
Glen N. Mauldin, as treasurer;

Senator Chic Hecht

RUR 2766

STATEMENT OF REASONS
VICE CHAIRMAN JOHN WARREN MCGARRY

COMMISSIONER SCOTT E. THOMAS

In MUR 2766, the Federal Election Commission considered

allegations that approximately $300,000 in purportedly

independent expenditures made by the Auto Dealers and Drivers

for Free Trade Political Action Committee (hereinafter "Auto

Dealers PAC") in support of the Senate candidacy of Connie Mack

actually were coordinated with the candidate's campaign. As

such, the Auto Dealers PAC would have made, and the candidate

would have received, contributions well in excess of the

statute's limitations.



The complaint brought out the fact that two"'Of the media

firms used by the Mack campaign also were being used

simultaneously on a large-scale, basis by the Auto Dealers PAC*

though ostensibly in connection with campaigns in other states.

Thus, there was evidence that the Auto Dealers PAC had

significant and ongoing contact with the very media firms that

were helping the Rack campaign. The response of the Auto

Dealers PAC provided affidavits admitting meetings with the head

of each of the media firms helping the Mack campaign in which

the fact that such help was being provided was discussed.

After reviewing these serious allegations and the responses

made to the allegations, we concluded that an investigation of

the matter was warranted. Accordingly, we supported the

recommendations of the Commission's General Counsel to make the

preliminary finding of reason to believe against the PAC and the

candidate committee and to issue questions and request documents

C" in order to investigate the matter.

in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), the Supreme Court

upheld the congressionally set limit on "contributions" to

federal candidates but ruled that a similar ceiling on

"independent expenditures" was unconstitutional. In so ruling,

the Court recognized the many opportunities for evasion of the

contribution limits created by its holding. Thus, the Court

drew a specific distinction between expenditures made "totally



independuti! of the candidate and his €ipaign" *uw

"prearranged or coordinated expenditures amounting to disguised

contributions" which could be constitutionally regulated.

Buckley, 424 U.S. at 47 (emphasis added).

In response to the Supreme Court decision in Buckley, the

Congress enacted as part of the Federal Election Campaign Act

Amendments of 1976 a definition of "independent expenditure" now

codified at 2 U.S.C. S 431(17). The legislative history

indicates that the purpose of S 431(17) was to preserve the

distinction drawn by the Supreme Court between those

expenditures which were "totally independent" of the candidate's

campaign and those which were not. H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 94-1057,

94th Cong., 2d Sess. 38 (1976). Section 431(17) reflects

specific Congressional concern over the possibility that

independent expenditures could be used to circumvent the

contribution limitations. See Federal Election Campaign Act

Amendments, 1976: Hearings on S.2911, et al., Subcommittee on

Privileges and Elections of the Senate Committee on Rules and

Administration, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 74 (Remarks of Sen.

Kennedy); 77 (Remarks of Sen. Cannon); 77 (Remarks of Sen.

Scott); 85 (Statement of Sen. Mondale); 89 (remarks of Sen.

Griffin); 98 (Remarks of Sen. Buckley); 107-08, 130 (Remarks of

Assistant Attorney General Scalia).



Section 41(t1 7). of th #Ch .ie~aeedn

eacpendituro as:

la n Fependl ture' by iion epreusly
advo001ting the Aoft@ot e5t of a

to Cl~y identifiled @ 04t#* with 1 is
made without cooperati!n or coni ation
with any candida e, or ny authorised
comnittee or 8gent of such :Candidate, and
which is not ade in concertwith, or at
the request or sUestiof of, any
candidate, or any auttorised committee or
agent of such candidate.

2 U.s.C. 5 431(17). Expenditures made "in cooperation,

consultation, or concert, with . . . a candidate, his authorized

political committees, or their agents, shall be considered to be

a contribution to such candidate." 2 U.S.C. 5 441a(a)(7)(B)(i);

see also 11 C.F.R. S 109.1(c). Section 109.1(b)(4)(i) of the

Commission's regulations "clarif[ies] this language," FEC v.

NCPAC, 647 F. Supp. 987, 990 (S.D.N.Y. 1986), and explains that

an expenditure by a person will not be deemed independent if

there is "(ainy arrangement, coordination or direction by the

candidate or his . . . agent prior to the publication,

distribution, display or broadcast of the communication." 11

C.F.R. 109.1(b)(4)(i) (emphasis added). Expenditures found to

have been coordinated with a candidate are subject to the

statute's contribution limitations. In particular, section

441a(a)(2)(A) forbids a multicandidate committee from making a

contribution "to any candidate and his authorized political

committees with respect to any election for Federal office

which, in the aggregate, exceeds $5,000." 2 U.S.C.

S44la(a) (2) (A).



In 16,Auto: Dealers PAC spent $326,050 in support of

Connie Mack,, the Republican candidate for the United States

Senate in Florida. According to reports filed with the

Commission, Auto Dealers PAC spent nearly $300,000 in 3edia time

purchases using the media firm of Lambert/Dale as vendor. Auto

Dealers PAC also spent $11,550 for polling services provided by

Moore information, $8,500 for production work by Raiford

Communications, $3,500 for creative services by Larry McCarthy

and $2,500 for research work by Political Software Company.

The Mack campaign was the only one of a number of Senate

campaigns in which Auto Dealers PAC di-d not report making

expenditures through the media firm of Multi-media Services. In

1988, Auto Dealers PAC also made expenditures in support of

Republican Senate candidates in Nevada, Wyoming, California and

Mississippi. These expenditures were made primarily through

Multi-Media Services as well as through another vendor, Karl

Rove and Company ("Karl Rove"). According to its 1988 October

Quarterly, 12 Day Pre-General and 30-Day Post-General Reports,

Auto Dealers PAC paid a total of $1,262,432.70 to Multi-Media

Services for activity in Nevada, Wyoming, California and

Mississippi and $245,962.50 to Karl Rove for activity in Nevada.

During the same time that Auto Dealers PAC was using

Multi-Media Services for making election-related expenditures in

Nevada, Wyoming, California and Mississippi, the Friends of

Connie Mack Committee ("Mack Committee") was using Multi-Media
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Services and Karl love for its campaign in rlorida. According

to the 3988 October Quarterly, 12 Day Preo-General and 30 Day

Post-General Blection Reports, the Mack Committee paid

Rulti-Media Services $1,221,059 for its media work and paid Karl

Rove $167,809.82 for direct mail work.

On November 3, 1988, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign

Committee filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission

alleging that certain independent expenditures reported by Auto

Dealers PAC were actually in-kind contributions to the Mack

Committee. Stating that Auto Dealers PAC had "retained two key

consultants, who are also employed by, and acting as legal

agents of, the Mack campaign," the complaint contended that the

expenditures made by Auto Dealers PAC in Florida were not made

"independent" of the Mack Committee or Connie Mack. Complaint

at 3-4. The complaint further alleged that Auto Dealers PAC had

violated 2 U.S.C. S 434(b) by failing to report the

contributions. The complaint also alleged that the Mack

Committee had failed to adequately identify contributors listed

in 48-hour contribution reports as required by 2 U.S.C. S

434(a)(6). 1/

1/ On November 7, 1988, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee filed an amendment to their complaint alleging that
expenditures made by Auto Dealers PAC in support of Senator
Hecht's campaign were actually coordinated with the candidate's
campaign.



After a comprehensive review of the responses and materials

submitted by Auto Dealers PAC and the Mock Committee, the Office

Of General Counsel prepared a report for Commission

consideration that contained a factual and legal analysis of the

allegations presented in the complaint. Among its findings, the

General Counsel's Report recommended that the Commission find

reason to believe that Auto Dealers PAC violated 2 U.S.C.

5S441a(a)(2) by making contributions and expenditures on behalf

of the Rack campaign in excess of the contribution limitations

and 2 U.S.C. 5434 by not reporting these expenditures as

contributions. The General Counsel further recommended that the

Commission find reason to believe that the Mack Committee

violated 2 U.S.C. S441a(f) for accepting these excessive

contributions and 5434(b) for not reporting the contributions.

The General Counsel's Report also recommended that an

investigation of the matter be conducted through interrogatories

and requests for production of documents to be sent to the

C respondents and certain third-party witnesses.

A motion to adopt the General Counsel's recommendations

regarding the independent expenditure issue failed to secure the

four affirmative votes needed to proceed with an investigation

into the matter. 2 U.S.C. S437g(a)(2). Two Commissioners



ctord the General Counsel's recommendatioas an4 th

,CWissioners opposed the recommendations. /

Commission regulations presume that an expenditure has been

eoordinated with a candidate when the expenditure is:

(A) Based on information about the
candidate's plans, projects, or needs
provided to the expending person by the
candidate, or by the candidate's agents,
with a view toward having an expenditure
made;

(B) Made by or through any person who is, or
has been, authorized to raise or expend
funds, who is, or has been, an officer of
of an authorized committee, or who is, or
has been, receiving any form of
compensation or reimbursement from the
candidate, the candidate's committee or
agent....

11 C.F.R. 5 109.1(b)(4)(i).

2/ By a vote of 5-0, the Commission agreed with the General
Counsel's recommendations to (1) find no reason to believe that
Connie Mack personally violated 55434(a)(6)(A), 434(b) and
441a(f); (2) find no reason to believe that the Hecht
Re-Election Committee violated 55 434(b) and 441a(f); and (3)
find no reason to believe that Senator Chic Hecht personally
violated 55 434(b) and 441a(f).

By a vote of 5-0, the Commission also agreed with the
General Counsel's recommendation to find reason to believe that
the Mack Committee failed to provide complete contributor
information in violation of S434(a)(6)(A).

On April 23, 1990, the Commission accepted a conciliation
agreement signed by the Mack Committee in settlement of the
5434(a)(6)(A) violation. In the conciliation agreement, the
Mack Committee admitted that they had violated that provision of
the statute and agreed to pay a civil penalty of $3,500.



The extent of Auto Dealers PAC s *imultaneous involvement-,

with two vendors used heavily by the Mack campaign'

($l,26,432.70 in business with RultAt-J 4ia Services and-1

$245,962.50 with Karl Rove) certainly suggests on its face the

possibility of some flow of information about the plans,

projects, or needs of the Rack campaign.Y Such large-scale

political efforts require the use of many people and extensive

communication. The admission by Auto Dealers PAC that a meeting

took place with the head of each of these vendors in which the

subject of working for the Mack campaign arose virtually compels

a preliminary finding of reason to believe a coordinated

expenditure occurred.

The responses to the complaint did not adequately address

and thus, left unanswered many factual questions fundamental to

the resolution of this matter. For example, were the campaign

plans of the Mack committee communicated to Auto Dealers PAC

through Lambert-Dale, the media firm reportedly used in Florida

3/ Respondent Auto Dealers PAC attempted to rely on Advisory
Opinion 1979-80, 1 Fed. Elec. Camp. Fin. Guide (CCH) 15469, as a
legal shield for their actions. That opinion presented facts
clearly distinguishable from the case at hand. There the
committee wishing to make independent expenditures in States A,
B, and C proposed to use a polling firm that "has been previously
employed by the authorized campaign committee of a candidate for
the Republican nomination for the Senate in State A." The
Commission said the committee could use the firm for the general
election in States B and C. Here, by contrast, Auto Dealers PAC
was using two vendors of the Mack campaign during the general
election period, hence at the same time it was making its
independent expenditures. The advisory opinion is plainly
inapposite, and it may not be "relied upon" by Auto Dealers PAC.
See 2 U.S.C. S437f(c)(1)(B). (An advisory opinion can only be
're-ied on by another person if the "specific transaction or
activity [is) indistinguishable in all its aspects..."1)



py :Auto Dealers PAC instead of it* usual vendog. Multi-Media

Services? Zn particular, did Lambert-DaLs or anyone else

i'jVolved with Auto.Dealets PAC obtain knowledge of Mack campaign

plans through Multi-Media Servicest Did Lambert-Dale or anyone

involved with Auto Dealers PAC obtain knowledge of Mack campaign

plans through Karl Rove? Finally, in meetings which respondents

concede were held between Auto Dealers PAC and Multi-Media

Services and between Auto Dealers PAC and Karl Rove, was the

Florida Senate campaign of Connie Mack discussed in a way that

would indicate that one or more of these candidate agents was
_0

consulted or acted in concert, or requested or suggested these

disbursements, or provided information with a view toward having

- the expenditures made?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, the

expenditures made by Auto Dealers PAC in support of Connie Mack

cannot be characterized as independent. Yet, apparently

C-7 satisfied by affidavits submitted by the respondents, three of

cour colleagues voted against the General Counsel's

0recommendation to conduct the investigation necessary to answer

these questions. We do not share our colleagues' eagerness in

making exculpatory assumptions from the narrowly-worded

responses before us. Careful review of the respondents'

materials and affidavits convinces us that crucial facts in this

case remain unknown and thus, the allegations contained in the

complaint remain unrefuted. Accordingly, an investigation of

this significant matter was warranted.



m.M1

A.

Respondents produced affidavits from Francis H. Glackent,

political director of Auto Dealers PACI Anthony H. Fabriip,1

President and Chairman of Multi-Media Services; Karl Rove#

president of Karl Rove; and Mitch sainvol, campaign manager for

the Hack campaign. All four affidavits leave unanswered the

question of whether Auto Dealers PAC and its agents and the Mack

Committee and its agents in fact coordinated with each other in

the Florida Senate race.

In pertinent part, the Glacken affidavit discusses the

expenditures made by Auto Dealers PAC in Florida:

At the time these independent expenditures
- were made, neither I nor anyone else at the

PAC had any information about the plans,
projects or needs of the Connie Mack Senate
campaign. None of the PAC'S independent
expenditures in Florida were made by or
through any individual with any relationship
whatsoever to the Mack Senate campaign. None
of the PAC's expenditures were undertaken at
the request or direction of candidate Mack or
anyone associated with his campaign.

MUR 2766, Auto Dealer PAC December 12, 1988 Response, Glacken

Affidavit, 117 (emphasis added). Unfortunately, Mr. Glacken's

affidavit narrowly limits this disclaimer regarding knowledge of

the Mack campaign plans to himself and "anyone else at the PAC."

No mention is made here of Auto Dealers PAC's reported agents in

Florida, e.g., Lambert-Dale. Did Lambert-Dale obtain from any

agent of the Mack campaign any knowledge of the plans or needs

of such campaign? If Auto Dealers PAC obtained this knowledge

through its agent, Lambert-Dale, or through any of its other



iaents, the Auto Dealer PAC expenditures would be p!es ted to'be

7ntindependent. See 11 C.I'.R. 5109.1(b)(4)(i).

Elsewhere, the Glacken affidavit does provide an unswota

itement signed by Lambert-Dale which states:

X hereby certify that Lambert/Dale
Advertising; located at 1515 Broadway, New
York, New York 10036, has not been employed or
engaged by, or otherwise provided service for
Rep. Connie Rack, or any authorized campaign
committee of Rep. Rack or agent of either, of
any kind during the years 1987 and 1988.

RUR 2766, Auto Dealers PAC December 12, 1988 Response. Exhibit

II to Glacken Affidavit. Yet, this "certificate" provided by

Lambert-Dale to its employer misses the mark. The document

leaves unanswered the question of whether Lambert-Dale, as the

agent of Auto Dealers PAC, received any request or suggestion or

obtained knowledge of the plans or needs of the Mack campaign

from any of the campaign's agents.

Did Lambert-Dale or anyone else involved with Auto Dealers

PAC obtain knowledge or plans of the Mack campaign through

Multi-Media Services? We don't know. In his affidavit, Anthony

Fabrizio, Jr. discusses an October 1988 meeting with Auto

Dealers PAC at which Auto Dealers PAC asked Multi-Media Services

to buy media for them in selected states. Mr. Fabrizio recalls:

I did not discuss the Florida Senate race with
anyone connected with the independent
expenditure group [Auto Dealers PAC] after
that initial inquiry in which I revealed I was
working on the Florida Senate race.

MUR 2766, Mack Committee January 6, 1989 Response, Fabrizio



Wt15davit I (emphasis added). What else was said-doing 01s,

"LWistial inquiry?" Were discussions of the Florida Senate raie

fe with anyone connected with Auto Dealers PAC, eg.,

Ltabort-Dale, before the inquiry from Auto Dealers PAC? We

don't know.

The rabrizio affidavit further states:

7. Neither I nor anyone else in Multi-Media
ever discussed the Florida Senate race, any
time buys for the Mack campaign,
commercials run by the Mack campaign or
anything associated with the Florida Senate
race with the Auto Dealers PAC.

8. Neither I nor anyone else at Multi-Media
told the Auto Dealers PAC anything about
the Mack campaign, including its
activities, plans, or needs. I never
provided the Auto Dealers PAC with any
information about the Mack Senate race.

Id. W 7 & 8. Perhaps significantly, the broad disclaimer

language of paragraph 5 ("I did not discuss the Florida Senate

race with anyone connected with the independent expenditure

group after that initial inquiry...") is missing here. Rather,

the denials contained in paragraphs 7 and 8 are carefully

limited to Auto Dealers PAC. No mention is made of Auto Dealers

PAC's agent, e.g., Lambert-Dale. Did Multi-Media Services

discuss the Florida Senate race, time buys for the Mack

campaign, or anything else about the plans or needs of the Mack

campaign with Lambert-Dale? Did Multi-Media Services discuss

the Florida Senate race, time buys for the Mack campaign, or

anything else about the plans or needs of the Mack campaign with

the other vendors (Moore Information, Raiford Communications,



Z,--arry McCarthy, Political Software Company) used by.Auto Vealer

PAC. Once aain, we don't know.

Nor does the affidavit of Karl Rove shed any light on the

%@1e of Labert-Dale or other agents used by Auto Dealers PAC.

n language similar to that of the Fabrizio affidavit, Mr. Rove

tells of a meeting which he had with Auto Dealers PAC "during

the 1988 election campaign" (Mr. Rove provides no date):

when I told the independent expenditure group
I was working for Connie Mack they told me not
to tell anyone associated with the independent
expenditure group [Auto Dealers PAC) anything
about the Florida race. Before November 8, I
did not discuss the Florida Senate reace (sicT
with anyone involved with the Auto Dealers PAC
after that initial inquiry in which I revealed
I was working on the Florida Senate race.

NUR 2766, Mack Committee January 6, 1989 Response, Rove

Affidavit 15 (emphasis added).

The Rove affidavit is significant for what it doesn't say

rather than for what it says. The affidavit carefully states

that Karl Rove did not discuss the Florida Senate race "with

anyone involved with the Auto Dealers PAC after a meeting which

he had with Auto Dealers PAC" at some unknown date in 1988. The

affidavit leaves unanswered the question of whether he discussed

the Florida Senate race with anyone involved with Auto Dealers

PAC during or before the 1988 meeting with Auto Dealers PAC. As

an agent of the Mack campaign, the disclosure of such

information by Karl Rove to "anyone involved with Auto Dealers

PAC" would plainly jeopardize the independence of the Auto

Dealers PAC's expenditures in support of Connie Mack.
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Like the Fabrizio affidavit, the Rove affidavit goes on to

state:

7. Neither I nor anyone else at Rove Co. ever
discussed the Florida Senate race, any mail
pieces for or plans of the Mack campaign,
or anything associated with the Florida
Senate race with the Auto Dealers PAC.

S. Neither I nor anyone at Rove Co. told the
Auto Dealers PAC anything about the Mack
campaign, including its activities, plans,
or needs. I never provided the Auto
Dealers PAC with any information about t-
Mack campaign.

Id. 117 & 8 (emphasis added). The Rove affidavit carefully

states that no plans were discussed or information provided to

Auto Dealers PAC only. No mention is made of whether plans or

information were provided to "anyone involved with Auto Dealers

PAC." Did Karl Rove provide information or plans of the Mack

campaign to "anyone involved with Auto Dealers PAC"? Again, we

don't know.

The fourth affidavit is that of Mitch Bainwol, campaign

manager for the Mack campaign. Mr. Bainwol asserts:

No one associated with the Mack campaign had
any contacts with the Auto Dealers PAC
concerning their independent expenditure
campaign or told any agent of the Auto Dealers
PAC of the campaign's plans, projects or
needs.

MUR 2766, Mack Committee January 6, 1989 Response, Bainwol

Affidavit, 18 (emphasis added). Of critical importance to this

seemingly blanket denial of any coordination is an understanding

of the term "associated." Is this term meant to include just
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the formal Rack campaign organization or is it meant to include

also the campaign's agents, e.g., Multi-Media Services and Karl

love?

Earlier, Mr. sainwol's affidavit specifically mentions

Multi-Media and Karl Rove, but in terms far less sweeping than

the flat assertion found in paragraph 8:

To the best of my knowledge, information and
belief, neither Fabrizio or Rove told the
independent expenditure group (Auto Dealers
PACI anything about Connie Mack's activities,
plans or needs or provided any information
about our campaign to this group.

id. 17. Here, as with the other affidavits, the Bainwol

affidavit states only that Fabrizio and Rove (no mention is made

of others at Multi-Media Services or Karl Rove) did not provide

information regarding plans or needs to the Auto Dealers PAC

0 directly. The statement does not state whether Fabrizio or Rove

provided information to any agent of Auto Dealers PAC such as

Lambert-Dale.

Even if paragraph 8 is meant to be read so broadly as to

render irrelevant the specific discussion of Fabrizio and Rove

contained in paragraph 7, follow-up questions need to be asked.

Upon what basis did Mr. Bainwol make this representation? Did

he discuss the matter with Mr. Rove and Mr. Fabrizio? What

exactly does Mr. Bainwol recall Mr. Rove and Mr. Fabrizio saying

to him about their activities? From this affidavit, we do not

know the answers to these questions.



The factual record in this Satter leaves, other unanswere+

questions. For example, the record does not provide a tud4

7description of what was discussed at meetings which Auto De.lIgo.

PAC held with multi-Media Services and Karl Rove. Certainy+

meetings held between an independent expenditure group whieh

plans to support a particular candidate and the media

consultants of that particular candidate should be of interest

to the agency responsible for determining whether there was

coordination between the two groups.

Even if Mr. Fabrizio and Mr. Rove did not disclose the

plans and needs of the Mack campaign to Auto Dealers PAC at

those meetings, it is possible that Auto Dealers PAC provided

valuable information to Mr. Fabrizio and Mr. Rove. As the

General Counsel indicated:

Neither Mr. Fabrizio nor Karl Rove state
whether there was any discussion of Auto
Dealers' plans with the Mack campaign. If the
Mack campaign was informed by Multi-Media or
Karl Rove of Auto Dealers' prospective actions
in the expenditure program, the Mack Committee
could have reallocated its own resources
accordingly. This type of indirect
communication between Auto Dealers and the
Mack Committee would have constituted
coordination between Auto Dealers'
expenditures and Mack campaign efforts.

MUR 2766, General Counsel's Report at 17. Conscious parallelism

does not necessarily amount to "cooperation, consultation, or

concert" within the meaning of the statute. 2 U.S.C.

S44la(a)(7)(B)(i). At a minimum, though, we need more

information about the meetings held between Auto Dealers PAC and



representatives of the Iak -to than the braef summaries

provided in the record. fee.G)1aokn Affidavit 116-14; Fabrialo

Affidavir t 114-5; and Rove" Afft114avit 114049

Nor does the factualt tecrd provide needed information

regarding Lambert-Dale. Aside from the unanswered questions

regarding Lambert-Dale's connection with Multi-Media Services

and Karl Rove discussed above, there remains the unanswered

question about Lambert-Dale itself. Little is known about

Lanbert-Dale other than an oral representation made by the

T General Counsel's Office that Lambert-Dale handled the

advertising work for a foreign car manufacturer.

Although this information dispels the unlikely possibility

that Lambert-Dale was a creation or spin-off of the Mack

campaign, this information does not mean that Lambert-Dale could

not have received information regarding the plans or needs of

the Mack campaign. Nor does this information explain how

Lambert-Dale was selected by Auto Dealers PAC as its media

vendor. Was Lambert-Dale recommended to Auto Dealers PAC? Did

the officers or directors of Lambert-Dale know Mr. Fabrizio or

Mr. Rove? Was there a business relationship between Multi-Media

Services and Lambert-Dale such that they could be viewed as

affiliated organizations? From the limited factual record

before us, we don't know.

B.

This is a significant matter. The Commission has received

a sworn complaint which alleges that over $300,000 in



IAn4ependent expenditures were, in actuality, coordknated in-kind

contributions smade in excess of the contribution limitations.

Zn support of its serious allegations, the complaint points to a

highly unusual triangle of activity between the Auto Dealers

PAC* the Nack Committee and certain vendors that did 3edia work

for both during the 1988 elections (Multi-Media Services and

Karl Rove). The complaint further points to the fact that

*[tJheir contact with each is not occasional but frequent."

November 3. 1988 Complaint at 4. Indeed, from the responses, we

know that specific meetings were held between the independent

expenditure group (Auto Dealers PAC) and representatives of the

Mack Committee (Multi-Media Services and Karl Rove) just one

month before the general election in which involvement in the

Florida Senate race was discussed.

Considering the unusual network of intertwined relation-

ships which exists between Auto Dealers PAC, Multi-Media

C1 Services and Karl Rove, and the Mack Committee, along with the

r. fact that meetings involving these participants in which the

CMack campaign was discussed did take place, we believe that the

complaint adequately lays out the basis for a preliminary

finding of reason to believe there was a violation of the Act.y

4/ The threshold finding of "reason to believe" is obviously
Uistinguishable from "reasonable cause to believe" (see
Sec. 109, Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976, PuT
Law 94-283, 90 Stat. 483 (1976), amending former Sec. 313 of the
Act) and "probable cause to believe" (see 2 U.S.c.
S437g(a)(4)(A)). The presence of a "reason" to infer that
coordination took place will suffice. Unless a response answers
every material factual issue that is raised and the reason for
making an inference is totally extinguished, the Commission
should take the preliminary step of finding "reason to believe."
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in Adv Iso-cy opinion 19-79-SO0. -6Wo the Commission concluded.

that a political committee could be making a coordinated

expenditure where the committee had communications with a party

committee tn a given state, which in turn, had comnunications

with a candidate's committee. Similarly, if vendors of the Rack

Committee used a relationship with Auto Dealers PAC to pass

information to Auto Dealers indirectly through Auto Dealers'

media vendor or some other agent, coordination within the

meaning of the law would exist.

Whether that is in fact what happened, is impossible to

tell from the factual record before us. In our opinion, the

record is both incomplete and unclear. We have responses and

-- affidavits which convey, in a general sense, a denial of the

complaint's allegation. Yet, beneath the surface of these

(Footnote 4 continued from previous page)

17 The Commission has unanimously acknowledged that a "reason

to believe" finding is a very low threshold.

PUnder the present statute, the Commission is
required to make a finding that there is
"reason to believe a violation has occurred"
before it may investigate. Only then may the
Commission request specific information from a
respondent to determine whether, in fact, a
violation has occurred: The statutory phrase
"reason to believe" is misleading and does a
disservice to both the Commission and the
respondent. It implies that the Commission
has evaluated the evidence and concluded that
the respondent has violated the Act. In fact,
however, a "reason to believe" finding simply
means that the Commission believes a violation
may have occurred if the facts as described in
the complaint are true. An investigation
permits the Commission to evaluate the
validity of the facts as alleged.

Federal Election Commission Annual Report 1989 (FEC), p. 48.



responses there~*$ &no f*4*tl areas -otuncertainty.

For example, the uis*_ 4t Lomoa ,tD~ by Auto Dealers FAC is held

up as a shi.14- to charge* *f cor4thietiont but the responses

tell us ver li11ttZw 'about La*b*Ct-D4X* itself or its involvement

in this matter. n400, we can fin4 no representation anywhere

in the record which unambivuously states that no information was

passed from the Rack Comittee's vendors to Auto Dealers PC

through Lambert-Dale.

we do not mean to imply that these and other omissions are

intentional. It sometimes can be difficult for a respondent to

anticipate fully all the crucial factual questions arising from

a particular set of circumstances. That, however, does not

excuse the Commission from responsibly resolving those factual

issues when they do arise.

IV.

We believe that Congress intended the Federal Election

Commission to act as an enforcement-minded agency, ready to

investigate serious allegations of statutory violations. In its

final report, the Senate Watergate Committee recommended that

"the Congress enact legislation to establish an independent,

nonpartisan Federal Election Commission." S. Rep. No. 981, 93d

Cong., 2d Sess. 564 (1974). As the Committee explained:

Probably the most significant reform that
could emerge from the Watergate scandal is the
creation of an independent nonpartisan agency
to supervise the enforcement of the laws
relating to the conduct of elections. Such a
body--given substantial investigatory and



enforcament powers--could not only help issure
that aisconduct would be revented in the
futureb, ut the nV"ti ton s-of 'all. ed

id. (emphasis added). In responsO, Congress in 1974 amended

the Federal Election Campaign Act and created the Federal

Election Commission.

House comments on the conference bill creating the

Commisison revealed a consensus that the legislation provided

for a "strong independent commission to enforce provisions of

this act." 120 Cong. Rec. 35, 135 (1974) (remarks of

Rep. Armstrong). As summarized by Representative Frenzel,

"(t)he establishment of an independent Commission is the key

provision in the bill. It will assure judicious, expeditious

enforcement of the law, while reversing the long history of

nonenforcement." Id. (remarks of Rep. Frenzel). Similarly, the

Senate sought to create a Commission which would vigorously

enforce federal election laws. In the words of Senate Minority

Leader Hugh Scott, "we urge the committee to resist efforts that

would reconstitute the Commission but would strip it of some or

all of its investigative and enforcement powers. The

restoration of public confidence in the election process

requires an active watchdog in this area, not a toothless

lapdog." Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments, 1976:

Hearings on S. 2911, et al., supra, at 69 (Statement of

Sen. Scott) (emphasis added).



The CoiStiOb ignore$ its -ugrosston&l manate When It

ne1lets. to investigate serious' allegations such as those

prse*nt*4 in, RUR 274:.* scaut u t*w were not tour votes to

proceed -with an Investitation, there remain a number of

important unanswered questLons and unrefuted allegations

regarding the expenditures made by Auto Dealers PAC in support

of Connie Rack. The cloud of uncertainty which will survive

this matter is unfortunate not only for the complainant and

respondents, but also the general public with whose confidence

the Commission was specifically entrusted.

Vi e Chairman

Ihte Scott E. Thomas
Commissioner
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1. overview

Critics of the Federal Election Commission will probably

cite this case as another example of partisan protectiveness,

rigidity and deadlock that has, in their view, undermined

the Commission's capacity to function as a campaign finance

'watchdog.' They will start from the widely held and seemingly

unassailable assumption that the activity at issue in this

matter -- large-scale independent expenditures in support of a

candidate for U.S. Senate -- is inherently suspicious and

necessarily deserving of a full inquiry by the Commission.

They will likely blame the Commission's Republican members for

obstructing an investigation of this supposedly questionable

activity.

That view is flatly wrong, however, as are the assumptions

upon which it is based. Contrary to popular belief, the job of

the Commission is not to 'ferret out' violations wherever we

remotely suspect they might lurk, or to act as investigative

reporters following a hunch. The Commission is not intended

to be a roving 'watchdog' -- nor should anyone want it to be.
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Those who promote a cynical and misinformed interpretation

of the Commission's disposition of this type of complaint do a

great disservice tolfurthering fair and reasonabl enforcement

of the Federal lection*Campign Act. Unfortunately, until our

actions are reviewed by observers with some appreciation of the

limits to the Commissionos legitimate prosecutorial authority

and the Constitutional sensitivity surrounding the political

activity being regulated, it is inevitable that such

characterizations of this agency will prevail.

2. Constitutional Protection Afforded Independent Expenditures

The U.S. Supreme Court has consistently viewed independent

expenditures as representing political expression "'at the core

of our electoral process and of the First Amendment freedoms.'"

Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 39 (1976) (quoting Williams v.

Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 32 (1968)). See also FEC v. Massachusetts

Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238 (1986). In considering

Smatters involving independent expenditures, the Commission is

obligated to give full respect to the strong Constitutional

protection afforded this type of free speech, even as we seek to

enforce the Federal Election Campaign Act's limitations upon

contributions to candidates (including expenditures on behalf of

candidates that are undertaken with the consent or cooperation

of such candidates). See 2 U.S.C. 55431(17) & 441a(a) and 11

CFR 109. Not surprisingly, cases involving independent

expenditures have been a frequent source of contention and

controversy for the Commission.

As a beginning point, it is clear that the Commission is



not entitled to view the constitutional constraints-upon

prohibiting or limiting genuinely independent expenditures as
some *loophole" in the regulation of campaign finance activity,'.

or as a threat to proper enforcement of the federal Election,

Campaign Act, The First Amendments permitting of unlimited

independent expenditures is not a dangerous result for which the

Commission must compensate. The Commission should be vigilant.

and thorough in scrutinizing evidence presented in complaints

concerning this activity, but we should not make it impossible

for those engaging in independent expenditures to avoid an ITS'

finding and a lengthy and full-blown inquiry.

in this and other independent expenditure cases, however,

the General Counsel and the Democrats on the Commission seem to

consider this free speech activity so full of opportunities for

circumventing the Act as to be pernicious. Ironically, they

turn this Constitutionally protected activity into inherently

suspect activity. Contrary to the Supreme Court's repeated

emphasis that this form of political expression is entitled to

the highest level of First Amendment guarantees, they seem eager

to discourage the activity by subjecting it to an initial

presumption of illegality and continually rising hurdles of

unfounded speculation. That approach, although apparently

favored by some members of Congress, is a classic example of

casting a chill upon the exercise of First Amendment rights.

3. 'Reason to Believe' Finding Under the FZCA

The Commission functions as a quasi-judicial administrative

body in seeking to resolve the enforcement cases brought under



the rodoral Eletion Campaign Act. The Commisstion-nforcos the.,

law under procedures defined by the statute. Those proceduro*s

are intended to afford a genuine easure of 'due process'

fairness to those accused of violations, including a 'reason to

believe' finding by the Commission that is necessary to begin

the prosecution, and investigation, of a case.

Section 437g(a)(1) of the Federal Election Campaign Act

requires that the Commission afford those accused of a violation

to answer the charges and "demonstrate... that no action should

be taken against such person on the basis of the complaint"

before the Commission decides whether there is sufficient reason

to believe a violation occurred. Responses to a complaint are

supposed to mean something. A complaint, adequately answered,

and absent new or conflicting information, does not serve to

Nprovide the Commission an opening or excuse for freewheeling

inquiry into circumstances the Commission would never otherwise

question and would have no particular basis for so doing.

Complaints do not give the Commission a fishing license.

The evidentiary threshold for finding 'reason to believe'

that a violation of the Act has occurred may not demand a lot,

but it would here require some legally significant facts that

distinguish these circumstances from every other independent

expenditure situation. The trigger for a 'reason to believe'

finding must be something more than a well-meaning desire to

insure no violation occurred. At the 'RTB' stage, complaints

certainly do not have to prove violations occurred, rendering

investigation unnecessary, but the alleged facts must present



sonothing that is, in the broad sense, 'incriminating' and not

satisfactorily;ansvered by the respondents. The Commission is

not confined to the specific *llegations a assertions wlthin.

complaint if tho responses or other evidence indicates another

basis for finding a violation, but some recognisable set of

facts must be present that indicates a possible violation.

In this case, three Commissioners believed the complaint's

allegations regarding 'common vendors' had been satisfactorily

answered. The charges of coordination were emphatically denied.

No basis existed to contradict or rebut those denials, nor did

any evidence appear to otherwise indicate coordination took

place in this matter. Essentially, this case then stood on the

- same ground as any other independent expenditure case. Contrary

to the efforts by the General Counsel and the Democrats to

leverage and bootstrap the complaint into a real case, there

was no legitimate 'cause of action' on which to proceed other

than the same speculative inquiry one could always manufacture

in any independent expenditure case.

The Commission did not have reason to believe Auto Dealers

or the Connie Mack campaign violated the Act under these facts.

The Commission only had reason to believe Auto Dealers made

extensive independent expenditures on behalf of candidate Mack.

The making of such expenditures always carries the opportunity

for coordination between the maker of the expenditures and the

candidate benefitted by them. Indeed, all political activity

on behalf of Federal candidates carries the potential for

violations of the FECA which the Commission would not know
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about withoat so Investigation.*
it a io te omiits repsblt.nor within its,

leg.itimate --thor* tis t@rsolutt3'y, o ut, the Possibility of

coordination im, *Very inde0pendent espinditure case, even whete

a complaint hat generally alleged it. Tho Commission must

recognize the need to require some evidontiary threshold for

making an inference of coordination and upon which to base a

'reason to believe' finding of a violation -- and recognize some

limit to official curiosity.

Clearly, the Commission should find 'reason to believe' a

violation has occurred and investigate the facts whenever any

evidence or unrefuted allegations indicate some basis for

inferring coordination that would jeopardize the independence of

such expenditures. Absent some legitimate basis for challenge,

however, the making of independent expenditures should not bring

an automatic penalty from the FEC in the form of a finding of a

violation and a full-scale inquiry. It would be completely

inconsistent with the broad Constitutional protection repeatedly

afforded this type of speech by federal courts, and contrary to

our normal way of doing business in other cases, to demand that

the makers of such expenditures always prove their innocence of

speculative and constantly shifting charges.

4. DSCC Complaint

This matter was initiated by a complaint filed by the

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee and announced to the

news media on November 3, 1988, five days before the general

election. The complaint alleged that Auto Dealers had made
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expenditures in Florida on behalf of Rep. Connie Rak's campaign.

for u.s. Senate that were not made independently of the campaign

and, thereftoretconstituted excessive in-kind contributions.

The allegations were based on the assertion that Auto Dealers

and the Mack campaign were using two consultants in comon:

Multi-Media Services Corporation for television time buying

and Karl Rove and Company for direct Sailings. The complaint

acknowledged that the two consultants working for the Mack

campaign were working for Auto Dealers in states other than

Florida, but contended the relationship would still permit the

exchange of information about the advertising activity of the

campaign and the PAC and, therefore, raised the question of
1

coordination.\

2. Responses to the Complaint

The Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free Trade PAC responded

to the complaint in MUR 2766 by denying any coordination with

the Mack campaign in the making of its independent expenditures:

[TIhe two vendors named in the complaint never worked for
Auto PAC in Florida nor did they ever communicate any
information to Auto PAC about the Mack campaign.

1. The DSCC filed an amendment to the complaint on November 7,
1988, alleging that Auto Dealers had made expenditures on
behalf of Senator Chic Hecht's re-election campaign that
were not made independently of the campaign and, therefore,
constituted excessive in-kind contributions. The basis for
this allegation was the assertion that a similarity between
the Hecht campaign's television advertisements and ads run
by Auto Dealers in support of Hecht suggested "illegal
collaboration" or represented "republication" so as to
constitute in-kind contributions under 11 CFR 109.1(d)(1).
See discussion of the 'similarity' issue below. As noted
in Footnote 1, the Commission unanimously approved the
General Counsel's recommendations to find no reason to
believe violations of the Act resulted from the Auto
Dealers' expenditures on behalf of Hecht's candidacy.
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000Cslote vendors wove Unfer strict instructiojs not to
discuss o. therwiesw*coasUaate any aspet of thelor i441
senate7 campaign with aniy ;opzesentatiVes of Auto, PAC*
Auto me.' expenditures 6ii behalf of Mac'i were made without
any i4 0oration about the plan,& ptojets, or nees of tbe
Rack aign oniof th*e ,expenditures wore m y or
through any individual with any relationship with the 84,04

See Attachment 1 (Kxcerpts from the Response of Auto Dealers).

The response of Auto Dealers described precautionary steps

they undertook to deliberately avoid a 'common vendor' problem,

pursuant to the direction given by the Commission in Advisory

Opinion 1979-80 (see Attachment 1 and discussion of the opinion

below). The record demonstrates Auto Dealers were fully aware

of the requirements of the FECA that such expenditures be made

totally independently of the beneficiary campaigns.

The National Republican Senatorial Committee responded to

the complaint in this matter on behalf of the Mack campaign, and

denied that the two consultants who worked for the Mack campaign

in Florida and for Auto PAC in other states communicated with

the Auto Dealers about the Mack campaign, or that anyone else

associated with the campaign coordinated with the Auto Dealers:

...[Ujnder no circumstances did Fabrizio [Multi-Media] or
Rove do any work for the Auto Dealers PAC in Florida...
Neither told the Auto Dealers PAC about any plans, projects
or needs of the Mack campaign... No one associated with
the Mack campaign had any contacts with the Auto Dealers
PAC concerning their independent expenditure campaign or
told any agent of the Auto Dealers PAC of the campaign's
plans, projects or needs.

Also, the response of the Mack campaign included an affidavit

sworn to by its campaign manager denying in both general and

specific terms any type of coordination between the candidate's

campaign and the PAC. See Attachment 2 (Excerpts from the



Affidavit 'of WlItch qainwol).*

The singular basis for the complaint was the allegation

that the use by the uack "oapaiga of two consultants who were

also used by Auto Dealers in states other than rlorida raised

the question of ,coordination' between then in the making of the

independent expenditures on behalf of Rack by Auto Dealers. No

identifiable act, indication or consequence of coordination was

alleged; no evidence gave rise to an inference of coordination

other than the 'common vendor' circumstance. The responses

directly addressed the issue and denied any such coordination.

They also indicated that the potential for such coordination

was specifically anticipated by the Auto Dealers in advance of

making the expenditures and deliberately prevented.

4. General Counsel's Analysis and Recommendations

The General Counsel's dissatisfaction with the responses

to the complaint in this matter involved five main arguments:

a) Auto Dealers was not entitled to rely upon Advisory

Opinion 1979-80 to avoid a presumption of coordination among

'common vendors' in this situation;

b) Information was lacking about the media time buying

firm employed by Auto Dealers to place television advertisements

in Florida;

c) Ambiguities remained in the respondents' answers

and affidavits regarding possible communication between the

campaign and Auto Dealers;

d) Familiarity of the Mack campaign's consultants

with Auto Dealers' expenditures in other states constituted
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coordination# even without affirmative acts, Of coosdinationi and,

N) amples of campaign advertisements produced by the

respondents needed to be obtained and reviewed by the Commissiop

In order to compare foresmlaiy

Based upon my view of the evidence before the Commission in

this case and my reading of the correct application of the law,

I considered each of these arguments to be fundamentally vrong

and collectively unpersuasive as justification for finding any

violation of the Act arising from these circumstances.

a. Advisory Opinion 1979-SO

in Advisory Opinion 1979-80, the Commission was presented

a series of questions regarding proposed independent expenditure

activity, including the following hypothetical #situation#:

Another polling firm which NCPAC proposes to engage
has been previously employed by the authorized campaign

N committee of a candidate for the Republican nomination

for election to the Senate in State A. NCPAC is making
independent expenditures advocating the defeat of
candidates for the Democratic nomination for election to
the Senate in States A, B and C. May NCPAC engage that
firm to conduct polls in connection with its independent
expenditure program in all three states? May it engage
that firm to conduct polls in States B and C, but not in
State A? Would the response to those questions be
different for the general election?

The Commission responded, in relevant part:

Even if the poll does contain an express advocacy
co momunication, thereby causing the cost of the poll itself
to be an independent expenditure, NCPAC's ability to use
the polling firm in all three states during the Senate
primary campaign would not be affected. if, however, the
Republican Senate candidate who used the firm becomes the
nominee in State A, NCPAC would presumptively be precluded
from using the polling firm in its independent expenditure
program for the general election in State A. NCPAC could
use that firm in States B and C. (emphasis addieage t

Auto Dealers' response to the complaint noted the group's



familiarity with the Commission's decision in Advisory Opinion

1979-80 and their reliance upon it, and observed:

... The Commission said that NCPAC's concurrent use, in
states a and C, of the same polling firm being used by the
candidate in state A did not destroy the independence of
its efforts on behalf of the state A candidate.

The Commission went on to rule that NCPAC could not
use this polling firm in state A. The Commission thus
distinguished between the concurrent use of the same vendor
in different states and the sharply different situation
where a committee and a candidate share the same vendor.
Concurrent use of the same vendor iises no special concern
about coordination, whereas in the latter circumstance,
where vendors are shared, the opportunity for coordination
is great...

The facts in the Florida Senate campaign are
indistinguishable in all material aspects from those set
out in A.O. 1979-80. Auto PAC hired Multi Media and Rove
to work for it in other states while the Mack campaign made
use of Multi Media and Rove's services in Florida. This is
the same as NCPAC using a polling firm in states B and C
that was being concurrently utilized by the Republican
candidate NCPAC was supporting in state A. Accordingly,
under the Federal Election Campaign Act Auto PAC is
entitled to rely upon the Commission's ruling in A.O.
1979-80 here. 2 U.S.C. 5437(c) (1982). Indeed, ...
Auto PAC has instituted procedures for screening its
vendorsthat reflect the advice the Commission pro-rred
in A.O. 13-80. (eimphasis added-

The conclusion reached in Advisory Opinion 1979-80 may or

may not be good law. The Commission could have decided that

the 'concurrent' use of vendors in different states creates too

great an opportunity or likelihood of coordination, and any

overlap of consultant services between an organization and a

candidate's campaign 'presunptively precludes' the organization

from making independent expenditures on behalf of the candidate.

The Commission clearly did not reach that conclusion in Advisory

Opinion 1979-80, however. Considering the relatively small

and specialized world of political vendors and coa;ultants,

the line drawn in that opinion as to when a presumption of
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coor4in&Ston caA be fairly isposed is certainly defensible

fron a l1al and practical standpoint.

Typically, the Counsel's office attempted to distinguish

this Coamalsion decision with which It probably no longer agreed

and whose application in this situation it found troublesome.\
2

Sut I can find no meaningful or legally significant distinction

that differentiates the 'common vendor' circumstances of HUR

2766 from those facts presented in Advisory Opinion 1979-80.

1 see no legitimate basis for denying Auto Dealers the right

to rely upon that opinion to the extent they argue 'concurrent'

use of common vendors in different states is not presumptively

coordination compromising the independence of expenditures.

The General Counsel was correct in arguing that the absence

of a legal presumption does not preclude a complainant from

alleging coordination in a specific expenditure situation or

prevent the Commission from determining activity constituting

coordination occurred. Advisory Opinion 1979-80 does not

2. Oddly, the General Counsel seemed to suggest in its report
that the 'common vendor' circumstances of MUR 2766 would be
less capable of avoiding a presumption of coordination than
those of the advisory opinion, by virtue of having occurred
in a general election rather than a primary period. The
opinion, however, speaks directly to both election phases.
And, while recognizably granting even more latitude in a
primary situation (permitting use of the same vendors by a
candidate for a party's nomination and an expenditure maker
advocating the defeat of a candidate for the nomination of
the other party for the same office in the same state), the
Commission clearly drew the line in the general election
period only to preclude an expenditure maker's use of a
candidate's vendor in expenditures on behalf of that
candidate, and not to preclude use of that vendor in other
states. The Counsel's strained interpretation would
effectively renege on the Commission's advice in Advisory
Opinion 1979-80.
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Insulate Auto Dealers from all allegations of coordnation ot

from any iMqiry whatsoever under these facts, NereO the

complaint asserted that the issue of coordination was raised, by"''

inference from these facts ithe responses answered that chair"

and the Caiaion considered the allegations and evidence.

but it is fair to say the Commissionts opinion does not

support the view that these 'concurrent' vendor circumstances

put Auto Dealers in such an untenable situation so to require

treating their answer with special skepticism or subjecting

their activity to extraordinary and protracted scrutiny. The

Commission's precedent fully supports the conclusion reached by

Commissioners Aikens and Elliott and myself that Auto Dealers

net their burden of proof in explaining and defending their

arrangement with these vendors. These facts did not demand that

the Commission abruptly shift to new presumptions, lower the

threshold for finding 'reason to believe' a violation occurred

and suspend any sense of fairness in pursuing an enforcement

case. Arguments for further investigation went beyond the

complaint and evidence to ask questions not legitimately raised

by these facts and to probe circumstances which the Commission

would never otherwise have reason to suspect or challenge.

b. Lambert/Dale

The strangest aspect of the Commission's consideration of

this case was the degree to which the Lambert/Dale media buying

company became such a focus of attention and controversy. Lack

of information about this firm was the central evidentiary 'gap'

cited by the report of the General Counsel accompanying its
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recOmmeAdtionas to find reason to believe violations had

occurred in this matter.\ The General Counsel asserted that

Auto nealeoe' uS* of Laubert/0ale for buying television time for

its Florida expenditures (rather than Hulti-Media) constituted

its 'whole defense' to the allegations of the complaint, and

that failute of Auto Dealers to submit sworn affidavits from

representatives of Lambert/Dale denying any coordination with

the Rack campaign or its agents, in the same manner as the

affidavits from the 'common vendors' that denied coordination,

was a conspicuous void. Underlying this argument was the

unmistakable suggestion that Lambert/Dale could have been a sham

or ruse by which the PAC and the campaign still shared vendors

and effectively coordinated their expenditures.

First, it should be noted that Auto Dealers' 'defense' was

not based upon Lambert/Dale not having coordinated with the Mack

campaign, nor need it have been, since no such coordination had

been alleged in the complaint nor remotely inferred from the

circumstances. Auto Dealers' 'defense' was based upon refuting

the inference that 'common vendors' had communicated information

about its expenditures and those of the Mack campaign.

Lambert/Dale was not a 'common vendor' in any sense. The

3. The report of the General Counsel's office observed:

"Although the respondents have provided information
regarding the roles of the vendors used by Auto Dealers and
the Mack campaign that were named in the complaint, this
Office has not been able to identify Lambert/Dale, cited as
a vendor in the Auto Dealers' response, by more than name
or to determine whether or not there is a connection
between Lambert/Dale and Multi-Media or Karl Rove."
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company did not work for or have any association wth the Rack

campaign (and was hired by Auto Dealers -for that reason (see

below)). Auto Dealers' employment of Lambert/Dale was no nore

suspicious than any independent expenditure maker's employment

of any other vendor. no fair inference of coordination or fatal

evidentiary gap should be imputed from the absence of affidavits

in Auto Dealers' response from each not-in-common vendor denying

communication or coordination -- even if such a vendor was hired

as a substitute to prevent a 'common vendor' problem. Absent

fairly specific allegations or evidence of coordination, the

Commission does not routinely require (nor do our regulations

demand) affidavits from every vendor who provides goods or

services to a maker of independent expenditures to insure that

they did not communicate with the campaign benefitted by the

expenditures or with the campaign's vendors. There was no

reason to do so here, except to satisfy raw speculation.

Second, evidence before the Commission included a statement

which Auto Dealers had required as part of its screening process

before hiring vendors for independent expenditure activity.

That "Certificate of Non-Involvement," signed on October 25,

1988, by an officer of Lambert/Dale, stated that the company had

not "been employed or engaged by, or otherwise provided services

for Rep. Connie Mack, or any authorized campaign committee of

Rep. Mack, or agent of either, of any kind during the years 1987

and 1988..." The response of Auto Dealers to the complaint also

noted that "[Lambert/Dale] was retained, in part, because it had

never had any association with the Mack campaign or any of the
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campaign's media consutents." (emphasis added) $e.-Attachment

1. That response also described how the two 
'common vendors'

.(Multi-Media and Karl Rove) "were under strict instructions not •

to discuss or otherwise communicate any aspect of the Florida

Senate campaign with any representative of Auto PAC." Id.

It is conceivable that Auto Dealers deviously pretended to

recognize the potential 'common vendor' problem, to set up a

screening process to avoid that problem and to hire a firm other

than the same media time buying firm as the Rack campaign, but

then contrived Lambert/Dale as a clandestine spin-off of Multi-

0Media. That possibility must surely be seen as highly unlikely

and bizarre, however, and totally without support from evidence

or common sense. Yet it was the initial conjecture of the

General Counsel and the Democrats to justify an investigation,

discarded after information was made available to the Commission

indicating that Lambert/Dale was a genuine media buying concern

whose existence long preceded the 1988 
campaign.\4

rIt is also conceivable that Lambert/Dale, a legitimate and

separate business operation, could have so misunderstood the

significance and purpose of the statement they were required to

sign in order to get the PAC's business that they would have

4. After lengthy deliberation at the first meeting at which
this case was discussed, I moved to have the matter put
over to the next Commission meeting to permit the General
Counsel to seek further information about Lambert/Dale from
publicly available sources. Their research determined that
the New York firm was founded in 1982. The company
initially prospered from its work on behalf of Yugo
automobiles, but experienced financial difficulty in late
1987 when the auto importer faltered and stopped paying its
bills. Lambert/Dale appears to have 'folded' in 1989.
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comunicated with Rulti-Nedia or the Rack campaign about their

role in or knowledge of these expenditures, and that Multi-ei..

ignored the obvious import of Auto Dealers* instructions (and

the whole point of not being permitted to work for Auto Dealers

in the florida expenditures), lied in their affidavit about the

absence of any coordination and communicated with Lambert/Dale.

it Is possible these vendors would foolishly or nefariously

compromise their client's interests in order to exchange

information (available publicly) about television time buys.

But that is also not likely, nor in any way suggested by any

evidence before the Commission. Without some bit of indication

or shred of evidence to contradict their denials of coordination

and to justify speculation that such collective stupidity was

involved in these circumstances, I could not support finding

reason to believe a violation took place under these facts just

to resolve lingering, but groundless, doubts that the Commission

had not fully examined all possible avenues of coordination.

It would have been helpful if Auto Dealers had anticipated

the Commission's particular interest in Lambert/Dale and had

included a description of the firm's operation and an affidavit

from a principal of that firm denying any kind of coordination

with Multi-Media or any agent of the Mack campaign. As a legal

conclusion, however, it is fundamentally misguided to suggest

the absence of that information raised sufficient questions upon

which to base a 'reason to believe' finding. And, within the

approach taken by the General Counsel and the Democrats in this

and all independent expenditure cases, the providing of such
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evidence would have inevitably provkikodauostions as to why the'

respondents those. to offer that particular aissurance but did
not address all sorts of other possible OPPOVtUsk Lee fog
coordination* Unfounded speculation has tq atop somewherer
and three Commissioners drew the line at this particular

conspiracy theory.

C. 'Ambiguities' in £fti4sits

The General Counsel's report stated:

Go* (Tihe affidavits provided by respondents are themselves
ambiguous. The Multi-Media and Karl Rove affidavits deny
that they did any work for Auto Dealers on behalf of the
Rack campaign and that the Mack campaign was discussed with
Auto Dealers; however, the affidavits are silent as towhether the inverse occurred. Neither Mr. Fabrisio nor
Karl Rove state whether there was any discussion of Auto
Dealers' plans with the Rack campaign. If the Mack
campaign was informed by Multi-Media or Karl Rove of Auto
Dealers' prospective actions in the expenditure program,
the Rack Committee could have reallocated its own resources
accordingly. This type of indirect communication between
Auto Dealers and the Mack Committee would have constituted
coordination between Auto Dealers' expenditures and Rack
campaign efforts.

That argument presents an exceedingly pinched and quite

misleading characterization of the evidence to yield a wildly

speculative result. The Mack campaign's manager denied anyone

associated with the campaign had any contact whatsoever with

Auto Dealers regarding their independent expenditure campaign.

See Attachment 2. Auto Dealers denied having any contact before

the election with "anyone associated in any way with the Mack

campaign," including any discussing of the Florida Senate race

with Multi-Media or Karl Rove. See Attachment 1.

Multi-Media and Karl Rove were not involved with or privy

to information about Auto Dealers' expenditures on behalf of
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Hack in wlerida. hat ,inverse' flow of information did the

General Cftasel suspect those two vendors had to offer the Rack

campaign? ( Sep'1faUi1rirIty' argument below.) Since Auto

Dealers engaged in no direct mail activity on behalf of Rack

(love's specialty) and since television time buys are generally

available to any time buyer (Multi-Media's function), what

inside information could those vendors have forwarded to Rack

about Auto Dealers' activity? Lack of value for the information

would not, of course, be a defense if coordination could be

demonstrated. But what possible reason did the Commission have

to think these vendors forwarded any information about Auto

Dealers' expenditures to the Mack campaign -- other than that

the vendors did not think it remotely necessary to specifically

deny 'giving' information they were not themselves provided?

While responses to complaints may presumably be 'carefully

crafted,' there is nothing about these responses, including the

numerous affidavits and descriptive narratives, that appears to

be strained, evasive or facially incomplete. 'Coordination'

between the Mack campaign and Auto Dealers is denied broadly and

with particularity as to the 'common vendor' scenario posed by

the complaint. To search for gaps and inconsistencies here, as

the General Counsel and the Democrats attempted without success

to do, is to engage in nit-picking and semantical manipulation.

Smart, lawyerly scrutiny of these responses did not demand

hypothesizing every means by which coordination could have

taken place and citing a lack of specific denial of the new,

unanticipated allegations.
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Zn reviewing the affidavits and information- ptvided in the

responses to the complaint in this matte, ,one could fairly ask:

* Row many ways did they have to say it? What, reason did we have

to doubt then? now far did the obligation of respondents extend

to absolutely prove coordination did not take place, where no

evidence suggested otherwise?

d. 'Familiaritye

The General Counsel's report stated:

[Auto Dealers) denies that the Florida Senate race was
discussed with the common vendors. However, even if there
was no overt discussion of plans of Auto Dealers, Multi-
Media and Karl Rove would have acquired a familiarity with
Auto Dealers' expenditure planning and type of programs
from the extensive expenditure work they were doing for
Auto Dealers in other campaigns. This information itself
could have provided the Mack Committee with helpful
assistance on anticipating the independent expenditures
program planned by Auto Dealers.

That argument does not conclude with an explicit legal result,

but it is evident that the General Counsel was creating a new,

virtually irrebuttable presumption, or a view of 'constructive'

Ccoordination, on the basis of a campaign vendor's general

familiarity with the plans and activities of an expenditure

maker in other localities.\ 5 Any vendor used ,concurrently' by

the expenditure maker and a beneficiary campaign in the election

cycle, even though not 'shared' in the same particular campaign,

would presumably jeopardize independence of expenditures.

The approach suggested by the General Counsel might have

some intuitive appeal if the Commission were starting over in

5. It is difficult to imagine an answer sufficient to rebut
such a presumption once applied: "No, I was not familiar
with the work I was doing for my client elsewhere" (?).
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this field of rogulatiot, and Ott.iag out prospective rules.

As presented, however, that view i a direct repudiation of the

conclusion reached by the Ce1Sion in Advisory Opinion 1979-80

as to the prmis*LbIlity of using ,common vendors' not shared in

the particular campaign in which the expenditures are made.

Commissioners Aikens, Slliott and myself could not support

finding Auto Dealers in violation of the Act, subject to

significant penalties, for its general use of vendors within

the direction of the Commission's prior opinion.

e. 'Similarity'

Finally, the General Counsel argued that the Commission

needed to obtain "examples of the campaign materials produced by

Lambert/Dale for Auto Dealers and of the work prepared by Multi-

Media or Karl Rove for the Mack Committee." The Counsel said an

examination of such material would be "helpful in determining

whether there was any coordination between the committees" and

"could help to establish any ties between the vendors and links

between Auto Dealers and the Mack Committee."

No argument of the General Counsel better illustrates how

uninformed and speculative, and inherently unanswerable, the

case against the respondents in this matter had developed.

First, of course, neither Lambert/Dale nor Multi-Media produced

or prepared any campaign materials or advertisements to compare.

Both were media time buyers. Creative work and production for

both the campaign and the PAC's expenditures was provided by

other, non-common vendors (of whom we have no particular reason

to suspect coordination). And, since Auto Dealers engaged in
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no direot-AiL expenditures on behalf of Rep. nack,.-there would

be nothLisvttb which to compare Rove's direct mail work for tI

Rack capai"a.

Second,- the General Counsel broadly interpreted part of a

federal district court's decision to support its assertion that

the issue of 'similarity' needed to be explored in this case.

in VRHational Conservative Political Action Committee, 647

F.Supp. 987 (S.D.N.Y. 1986) ("NCPAC"), the court agreed with the

Commission's conclusion that coordination between a candidate's

campaign and a PAC making expenditures benefitting the candidate

had effectively occurred by their use of the same political

strategist. In that matter, the 1982 U.S. Senate campaign of

__ Bruce Caputo in New York and an independent expenditure effort

by NCPAC to defeat Caputo's presumed general election opponent,

Senator Daniel Moynihan, had both hired Finkelstein and

Associates, a polling and political consulting firm.

The Counsel's report overstated the Court's decision as

having found evidence of similarity to be "sufficient to

determine that assertedly independent expenditures were actually

in-kind contributions." The report also recognized, however,

that *Finkelstein Associates was the key strategist in both the

Caputo campaign and NCPAC's expenditure program against Senator

Moynihan" and "[tihe focus of the Court's analysis was upon the

role played by Finkelstein."

The NCPAC decision should not be viewed as deciding that

similarity of political issues or themes, alone, presents a

prima facie case for finding coordination that would jeopardize
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the indola.nce of expenditures, or as requiring &-comparison

of advertising for the ,degree of similarity' every time that

doordinati,0 in the making of independent expenditures is

generally slleged, Rather, the court's application of the

'similarity' analysis is better viewed, in its factual context,

as recognising that the similarity between Caputo's and NCPAC's

advertising supported the conclusion of coordination that had

been reached on the basis of Finkelstein's integral involvement

in the development of both advertising campaigns, and that the

presumption of coordination fairly drawn from those factual

circumstances was not overcome, but in fact confirmed, by a

review of the advertising itself.

A generalized observance of 'similarity' in advertising by

a candidate's campaign and an independent expenditure effort

should not be the starting point for analysis or the primary

basis for finding a violation, nor should it solely create an

inference of coordination. The practical reality is that an

intelligently planned independent expenditure effort will always

employ similar themes and issues, or attack the same weaknesses

of the opponent, as the campaign of the beneficiary candidate.

Separately conducted survey research will probably insure the

use of very similar thematic strategies. It is only in the

extreme case, when advertising is so nearly identical that, as

in NCPAC, the two efforts are virtually 'mirror images of one

another,' that the comparison for similarity may be useful to

support an already viable and legitimate conclusion of

coordination.
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not ti , , General Counsol's argument would, of cours,

demand a flndia of a violation and an investigation in every:

independen% exwditure case, in order to provide for obtasn itk

and comparing *1'l relevant advertising and materials of the

candidate's campaign and the expenditure effort. Finding "RT,

and collecting and reviewing the information would become an

automatic process in all major independent expenditure cases,

even where, as here, no evidence or circumstances independently

justified an inference or conclusion of coordination.

And, even if respondents were to volunteer such materials

in answer to a complaint, the General Counsel and the Democrats

would undoubtedly find sufficient similarity in most cases to

warrant an 'RTB' finding and further investigation.\6 The

'similarity' argument is an open invitation to wide-ranging

inquiry, highly subjective comparisons and rampant speculation.

5. Conclusion

The direction that the General Counsel and the Democrats

were heading in their proposed investigation had no foundation

in the facts and was simply far too speculative. They engaged

in a constantly escalating, upping-of-the-ante as to how there

remained "unanswered questions" and why they were not yet

satisfied with the responses. By the end of the Commission's

6. The General Counsel's report in this matter did conclude,
however, that a review of materials produced by Senator
Hecht's campaign and by Auto Dealers in support of Senator
Hecht did not indicate coordination based upon 'similarity'
and recommended the Commission find no reason to believe
violations occurred in those circumstances. Nevertheless,
I cannot agree to the premise of that analysis or the
vague, subjective analysis utilized by it.
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Uber , be eat~l Omas tbao, C# IinOe rry was,
~o askqu1i008ns4o virtually 01U 0f cons#~i. @ ultants

inkaqjciate&dg4UI tbtt .r$~#.* A* or146a ",the 'loon conI~

vendors) a" of uals.at4d: t, of tb. ft i nts w'ho

had already deni*O, cordinatton., One w4 have thought: we had

already estsblished coordination :betwo*n the campaign and the

expenditure'masker and wereo Vus t to fgute out how it

happened.

Any "unanswered questions' that remained In this case had

simply been unasked of and unanticipated by these respondents,

QNM since such questions wete not genuinely raised by the complaint

or by any innately suspicious circumstances of this case. once

the complainant's 'common vendor' inference had been directly

addressed and refuted, what in these circumstances distinguished

or differentiated these facts from every independent expenditure

case? Why would the Commission not have grounds in every such

case to ask them -- in fact, why would the Commission not now

have to find IRTD' and ask those questions in all other cases?

The Commission has to draw the line for official curiosity

and general suspicion somewhere, however. The legal standard by

which to judge the sufficiency of an answer to a complaint about

independent expenditures cannot be: Has the evidence before the

Commission ruled out every conceivable opportunity or means by

which coordination could have taken place?

The Commission's threshold for initiating an investigation

into Constitutionally protected speech must be higher than

'always,' or virtually always. The threshold for finding a



violatioa must d at )ast "o. particular *vicntiary or

eirumstaftial trigger -0 o identifiable reasoft to believe a

violation o0curre -- or it is not a threshold at all.

No particularfact, line l.iit e.rgod from the Deorats,

assertions Of theneed to investigate this case beyond that a

conplaint-had been filed in the first place and that not all

the details of the iaplementation of the expenditure program,

including all opportunities for coordination, had been

explored.\?

The General Counsel's recommendations that were rejected in

this case were not, therefore, about engaging in just a little

more inquiry. Adoption of those recommendations would have

involved the Commission concluding, based upon the evidence

before it, that the Auto Dealers had violated the Act by making

massively excessive in-kind contributions. It would have

launched an investigation into every nook and cranny of this

independent expenditure effort. Adoption of the recommendations

would have set a precedent of virtually automatic preliminary

findings of illegality in all large-scale expenditure efforts.

Scores of cases come before the Commission where evidence,

7. The Commission does not and cannot routinely 'check out'
the identity of all vendors appearing on FEC disclosure
forms of such expenditures to rule out the possibility of
some link or common thread, to inquire about the potential
of communications or to demand denials of coordination from
everyone even remotely involved in the making of the
expenditure, and should not attempt to do so even where
'coordination' has been generally alleged in a complaint.
Otherwise, all independent expenditure circumstances would
be susceptible to unending questions regarding various
opportunities for coordination.
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or fair 19re*&s bse4 o,0 t he,"'vidence, actualty points to a

violatiom of the" .1a6 orl 00nw~ real questions deserving i nquiry.

Based upon the 'evidtate Oi.nt. -ia this matter, however, ther

was no reason to be ve th* A ioalews violated the Act in

the making of these udvoiepet t expeu*4dturcs and no legitimate

justification for voting tonvestlgate them. Here, in fact,

we had reason to believe v4ol0tions of the Act were consciously

and carefully avoided.

At some point, the Commission has to acknowledge that the

players in the political process may know how to operate within

the law. More importantly, the Commission must recognize that

the law, and the Constitution, protects their right to do so.

June 13, 1990

Commissioner
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ATTACHMENT I

Excerpts from the Response of the
Auto Dealers and Drivers For Free Trade PAC
to the Complaint in NUR 2766

Before filing its complaint DSCC officials contacted Auto PAC to
express concern that Auto PAC's expenditures might lead to the deieat
of the Democratic Senate candidate in Florida. During these conver-
sations DSCC officials mentioned that it appeared that Auto PAC and
the Mack campaign might be sharing two vendors in Florida. Auto PAC
replied that neither vendor worked for it in the Florida Senate race.
Moreover, it stressed that both vendors were under strict instruc-
tions not to discuss or otherwise communicate any aspect of the
Florida Senate campaign with any representatives of Auto PAC.
Although it appeared that this explanation had ended the matter, the
DSCC later called to say that because of "political pressures" it was
filing a complaint anyway. (pp. 1-2]

... Auto PAC submits this response along with the sworn state-
ments of its Director and three of its vendors. These statements
demonstrate that the two vendors named in the complaint never worked
for Auto PAC in Florida nor did they ever communicate any information
to Auto PAC about the Mack campaign. [p. 2]

Before initiating [Auto PAC's independent expenditure
program] Mr. Glacken [then Treasurer, later PAC Director] reviewed
the statutory and regulatory requirements governing independent
expenditures [Glacken affidavit] ... As a result of this review, Mr.

C' Glacken screens all media buyers, direct mail firms and consultants
before retaining them... Mr. Glacken specifically inquires as to what4M campaigns, if any, a potential Auto PAC vendor is assisting; this
ensures that Auto PAC hires no person or firm help it make indepen-
dent expenditures in a race where that individual or entity has
already been retained to do work... As an additional precaution,
before hiring ary vendor to assist with Auto PAC's independent expen-
ditures program, Mr. Glacken requires the would-be vendor to sign a
statement certifying that the vendor is not employed or engaged by,
or has otherwise provided services for, the candidate on whose behalf
Auto PAC's independent expenditures are to be made... [pp. 3-4]

When Mr. Fabrizio [President of Multi Media] indicated he was
working for candidate Mack in Florida, Mr. Glacken directed
Mr. Fabrizio to say nothing at all to Mr. Glacken, or to anyone else
associated with Auto PAC, about the Florida Senate race...
Mr. Fabrizio agreed to this, and at all times honored this commitment
discussed the Florida race with Mr. Fabrizio or others at Multi Media
Services... [p. 4]



ATTACHMENT 1 (continued)

The only independent expenditures Auto PAC made in the Florida,
Senate race were the purchase of television time to advocate the-
election of candidate Mack... This time was bought by the Lambertow.
Dale Advertising Company of New York, New York... This media buyer
was retained, in part, because it never had any association with the
Mack campaign or any of the campaign's media consultants...
To confirm that this was the case, Mr. Glacken secured from this
vendor a signed statement that it had no involvement with the Mack
campaign...

Auto PAC's expenditures on behalf of Mack were made without any
information about the plans, projects, or needs of the Mack campaign
with any relationship with the Mack campaign... Nor was any expendi-
ture made at the suggestion or request of anyone connected with the
Mack campaign... Indeed, prior to the election no one at Auto PAC
ever had any contact with anyone associated in any way with the Mack

"O campaign... [p. 5]

The facts in the Florida Senate campaign are indistinguishable
in all material aspects from those set out (in] AO 1979-80... Auto
PAC has instituted procedures for screening its vendors that reflect
the advice the Commission proferred in AO 1979-80. [p. 9]

The DSCC offers no evidence to suggest Auto PAC's expenditures
were not made independently of the Mack campaign. Nor does it

r furnish facts from which it could be inferred that any such evidence
exists. The only evidence before the Commission is that contained in
the Glacken, Fabrizio and Rove affidavits. All this contradicts any

•. suggestion that Auto PAC's expenditures were coordinated with the
Mack campaign.

Auto PAC has conducted its affairs with scrupulous regard for the
Commission's rules respecting independent expenditures. The DSCC has
merely suggested... that there was an opportunity for coordination
between the Mack campaign and Auto PAC, "[blut the opportunity for
coordination is a separate question from whether it was utilized."
Common Cause v. FEC, 655 F. Supp. 619, 624 (1986). In the face of
the sworn denials of Glacken, Fabrizio and Rove, and lacking any
evidence to the contrary, there is nothing from which the Commission
could possibly infer that the opportunity was utilized here. [p. 10]



ATTACHMENT 2,

Zzcerpts from the Affidavit of
Mitch Sainwol (manager for Mack Senate campaign)

4. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, no

one connected with Connie Mack's campaign staff or connected to his
campaign committee in any way cooperated or consulted with the
independent expenditure group, gave consent to it for its activities
or requested or suggested that it undertake its activities.

5. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, there
was no contact by the Connie Mack campaign committee or anyone
connected to it with this group concerning its independent
expenditure campaign. No one associated with Connie Mack's campaign
gave any broadcast ads or campaign materials to this independent

3 expenditure group.

On" 6. The complaint filed in this case alleges that two vendors to

the Connie Mack campaign... did work for this independent expenditure
group in states other than Florida. I had no conversations with

-MN either Fabrizio or Rove concerning their work for this group.

7. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, neither
Fabrizio or Rove told the independent expenditure group anything

about Connie Mack's activities, plans or needs or provided any

0 information about our campaign to this group.

17 8. No one associated with the Mack campaign had any contacts
with the Auto Dealers PAC concerning their independent expenditures

Ca campaign or told any agent of the Auto Dealers PAC of the campaign's

.A- plans, projects or needs.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGION. 0 C 2M3

June 25, 1990

Benjamin L. Ginsberg, Esquire
National Republican Committee
310 First Street, S.3.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: MUR 2766
Friends of Connie Mack
and Robert I. Watkins, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

By letter dated November 6, 1989, the Office of the General
Counsel informed you of determinations made with respect to the
complaint filed against you in MUR 2766.

O Enclosed please find two Statement of Reasons and a
supporting memo from Chairman Elliott and Commissioners Aikens,
Josefiak, McGarry and Thomas explaining their vote. The first
Statement of Reasons is signed by Chairman Elliott and
Commissioners Aikens and Josefiak. The supporting memorandum
is signed by Commissioner Josefiak. The second Statement of
Reasons is signed by Commissioners Thomas and McGarry. These
documents will be placed on the public record as part of the file
of MUR 2766.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
Statement of Reasons
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHIN tN. DC 204b3

June 25, 1990

Richard E. Messick, Esquire
Patton, Boggs & Blow
2550 M Street, N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20037

RE: MUR 2766
Auto Dealers and Drivers
for Free Trade PAC and
Edward G. Connelly, as
treasurer

Dear Mr. Messick:

CD By letter dated November 6, 1989, the Office of the General
Counsel informed you of determinations made with respect to the
complaint filed against you in MUR 2766.

C)
Enclosed please find two Statement of Reasons and a

supporting memorandum from Chairman Elliott and Commissioners
Aikens, Josefiak, McGarry and Thomas explaining their vote. The

O first Statement of Reasons is signed by Chairman Elliott and
Commissioners Aikens and Josefiak. The supporting memorandum is
signed by Commissioner Josefiak. The Second Statement of Reasons
is signed by Commissioners Thomas and McGarry. These documents
will be placed on the public record as part of the file of MUR
2766.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,
the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lot-s-G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
Statement of Reasons



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHING ION. DC M63

June 25, 1990

Robert F. Bauer, General Counsel
B. Holly Schadler, Counsel
Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee
430 South Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

RE: HUR 2766

Dear Mr. Bauer and Ms. Schadler:

By letter dated April 27, 1990, the Office of the General
Counsel informed you of determinations made with respect to the
complaint filed by you against Auto Dealers and Drivers for Free
Trade Political Action Committee, Senator Connie Mack, Friends of

C) Connie Mack and Robert I. Watkins, as treasurer, Senator Chic
Hecht and the Hecht Re-Election Committee and Glen N. Mauldin, as
treasurer.

0 Enclosed please find two Statement of Reasons and a
supporting memorandum from Chairman Elliott and Commissioners
Aikens, Josefiak, McGarry and Thomas explaining their vote. The
first Statement of Reasons is signed by Chairman Elliott and
Commissioners Aikens and Josefiak. The supporting memorandum is
signed by Commissioner Josefiak. The Second Statement of Reasons
is signed by Commissioners Thomas and McGarry. These documents
will be placed on the public record as part of the file of MUR
2766.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Marinelli,

the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 376-8200.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: Lois G. Lerner
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
Statement of Reasons


